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Subscriptions
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Components for SWM Projects

In general all components used in constructing SWM projects are available from a variety of component suppliers. Where special, or difficult to obtain, components are specified, a supplier will be quoted in the article.

The printed circuit boards for SWM projects are available from the SWM PCB Service, Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield B74 4JF. Tel: 021-353 9326.

Back Numbers and Binders

Limited stocks of most issues of SWM for the past five years are available at £2.00 each including P&P to addresses at home and overseas (by surface mail).

Binders, each taking one volume are available for £5.50 plus £1 P&P for one binder, £2 P&P for two or more, UK or overseas. Please state the year and volume number for which the binder is required. Prices include VAT where appropriate.

Orders for back numbers, binders and items from our Book Service should be sent to: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Post Sales Department, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone Dorset BH18 8PW, with details of your credit card or a cheque or postal order payable to PW Publishing Ltd. Cheques with overseas orders must be drawn on a London Clearing Bank and in Sterling.

Credit card orders (Access, Mastercard, Eurocard or Visa) are also welcomed by telephone to Broadstone (0203) 659950. An answering machine will accept your order out of office hours and during busy periods in the office. You can also FAX an order, giving full details to Poole (0203) 659950.

Faulty Batteries

Dear Sir

Other readers of your excellent magazine may be interested in a problem that arose with my Matsui MR-4099. The solution would, I think, also apply to the basic Sangeele ATS-803A.

The problem arose when the set failed to switch on when the power button was depressed. In my set up, the receiver operates from an external mains supply but the internal batteries are left in place.

Checking the other functions the clock and the display light still operated although I thought the clock display was a little dim. I therefore concluded that the switch was the problem and began to dismantle the set to get at it! After removing one circuit board, it was evident that life was going to be difficult, and feeling pretty depressed about the whole problem, I suddenly noted the instruction of the back of the set, "If this product malfunctions, try new batteries'.

Could it be, I thought, the two small AA type batteries for compact back-up that were causing the problem. It seemed to me unlikely since the set would not turn on. However, I checked them and they were a little flat.

A visit to the local store for two new batteries restored the Matsui to life — so the moral really is: if this product fails to function, try new batteries!

K Milne

Hants

Electric Earth Storm

Dear Sir

While I was researching, I came across a news item in the Daily Mirror, 2 November 1903, regarding what must be one of the first reports of sun spots giving a bit of trouble, and confusing everyone. I will repeat it a word for word, as printed in the Daily Mirror.

Electric Earth Storm - Telegraphic Communication Strangely Broken.

An electric earth-storm was the curious phenomena that puzzled telegraphists and interrupted the wires on Saturday. The electric disturbance was confined entirely to the earth, and interfered considerably with the working of all the land lines and cables. Only four or five words a minute could be sent by the American cables at certain times during the day, and communications with the Continent was much interrupted.

France was isolated during part of Saturday in regards to telegraphic communication with the rest of Europe and with the United States. The disturbance (Reuter states) is attributed to seismic movement and atmospheric phenomena, as to the nature of which nothing definite has been ascertained. This is the first time that such a thing has occurred since the introduction of telegraphy.

Telegraphic communication was suddenly restored at sunset, but at half past five was again interrupted, this interruption being officially attributed to magnetic phenomena of terrestrial origin. The telegraphic service (says Reuter) had to be carried on by post. Internal communication in France was not interrupted.

It is interesting to note that a new cluster of sun-spots, measuring about 77,000 miles in length has been observed. The association between sun-spots and electrical, as distinct from atmospheric, storms thus receives a further proof.

That's it word for word. The front page carried a little snippet "News at a Glance", and included, "An electric disturbance, felt only beneath the surface, seriously interrupted telegraphic communications between England, France and America."

E. Dunlop

Scotland

Missed Point

Dear Sir

I feel that Mr Richards missed my point in his reply to my letter in the May issue of SWM, which is that I am at a loss to understand why anyone would pay out a large amount of cash for equipment, and then to re-sell it quite soon after, at presumably not a profit, but a loss.

H. F. Buggins

Oxon

No Code Licence

Dear Sir

Having read many letters and articles on the subject of the proposed 'No Code Licence', there has been, it seems, no mention of the one big advantage that c.w. has over all other modes of transmission. That is the ability to communicate with anyone in the world, regardless of language, by means of the Q Code.

By this means a QSO can be held with another amateur in the world. Admittedly it is rather basic and limited in what can be said, but its scope could be radically improved by an extension of this, the Q Code, to further embrace radio amateur needs.

Peter Fairingston G3PLJ

Weston-super-Mare

Dear Sir

Please find enclosed a report in today's Times newspaper (26 June 1993), which may be of interest to your readers - 'Radip ham clogged the air with silly voices'. In view of the Morse debate, it would be interesting to know whether this idiot held a Class A or B licence.

D.W. Dunstan

London

Ed: According to the DTI, Mr Robert Hitchcock, the radio amateur concerned in the report, was found guilty on five of the ten charges, ordered to pay a £3500 fine and £6000 prosecution costs, his equipment was also forfeited. It was a case of using amateur radio outside the terms of his licence.

Peter Fairingston G3PLJ

Weston-super-Mare

Ed: Mr Robert Hitchcock, the radio amateur concerned in the report, was found guilty on five of the ten charges, ordered to pay a £3500 fine and £6000 prosecution costs, his equipment was also forfeited. It was a case of using amateur radio outside the terms of his licence.
**Microwave Cookery**

**Dear Sir**

On the subject of microwave cookery (Letters, June SWM, Nick Day, Cheltenham), I tried both Yagi and log-periodic types, and can report in cutting my fingers, although I did achieve a somewhat misshapen dish.

After this, I went back to the beginning, and cut out a Hertz resonator, which is simply a ring with a spark gap.

I made a stack of such rings, with a pork sausage up the middle, standing on a beefburger as a ground-plane. Unfortunately, the experiment came to an abrupt ending when the sausage exploded violently. Possibly the s.w.r. was all wrong. Anyone wishing to repeat this experiment should first notify the police, fire brigade, ambulance and where applicable, air-sea rescue!

H. S. Stevens

**Buckinghamshire**

---

**Transatlantic DX**

**Dear Sir**

If you were a m.w. or v.h.f./f.m. DXer and you heard stations identifying themselves on m.w. as WABC, WGMS or KCBC then you could be excused for imagining that you had heard some exotic transatlantic DX.

On the v.h.f./f.m. band should you hear the identifying call letters such as KFM, WNK, CVS or CNFM then again you could be led to believe that some form of propagation anomaly was being allotted to Canadian and US stations, there may actually be a WABC or WNK or any of the others which is legally entitled to use those call letters.

If a G3XXX went on the air calling himself openly W3XXX then retribution would be swift. Why then are these licensed British stations allowed to identify themselves with these pseudo call letters? It all started in the mid-80s when the pirate KFM came on the air, the others have merely copied KFM. Why does the British licensing authority condone this misuses of identifying call letters?

I am listening to KLFM and have heard the ID used three times in an hour long programme, earlier I heard KCBC on m.w. identify twice within minutes, surely this is illegal?

W. E. Moore

**West Yorks**

---

**RF Radiation**

**Dear Sir**

George Millmore raises an interesting point in his letter (SWM July) on the subject of radiation.

The safety standard in the UK has, for many years, given the maximum safe exposure as 10mW/sq cm. The former Soviet Union, not noted for being kind to its citizens, used the much lower figure of 100µW/sq cm.

We can easily calculate the power density of a transmitter at any distance if we assume the power is uniformly radiated over a sphere with that distance as its radius.

Power density = Power in µW/4π r² (cm²)

For a 1MW transmitter at 1km distance, this gives a figure of about 8µW/sq cm. It can be argued that power is not uniformly radiated, but this is cancelled by the power of 1MW being the effective radiated power (e.r.p.), i.e., the power in the beam.

We can see that since the power density is inversely proportional to the square of the distance, we can regard the power received from the transmitters more than say 10km away as being negligible, so George need not worry.

We get the same answer for an amateur transmitter using 100W and 10m from his antenna, but this is 'real power' not e.r.p. so he should be careful not to sit in the beam of a high gain antenna.

Hand-held transmitters are a different story. A SW transmitter at 20cm from the head gives about 1mW/sq cm, which is to high, at least for anything other than occasional use.

J. H. C. Wells

**East Grinstead**

---

**Valve Construction**

**Dear Sir**

Your recent publication of the three valve regenerative receiver article happened to coincide with my acquisition of a pair of high-impedance headphones, an item that I had been looking for, on and off, since the publication of the SWM-50 receiver in March 1987. Although I could not track down any Acorn valves locally, I did manage to source a DL92 and set about building a SWM-50, as much out of interest as anything else, never having worked with valves before.

The construction went according to plan and I was soon twiddling knobs hoping to hear at least something, but all was not well. Even with a pre-amplifier in circuit, only a very few weak broadcast stations could be resolved, certainly no s.s.b. or c.w. on 3.5MHz, the valve just didn't seem to want to go into oscillation, or anything near it. The original article suggested that the tapping point on the coil may need to be adjusted, so several metres of wire and a few coil formers later I had some improvement, but the cathode had been tapped so far down the coil that it was virtually direct to earth, indeed connecting the cathode directly to earth and ignoring the coil tapping completely gave the best volume in the headphones, but of course, no feedback meant no regeneration so selectivity was wanting to say the least and s.s.b. and c.w. were out of the question.

I have since replaced every component in the circuit, including buying a new valve (shock, horror!), but still cannot get any improvement. Did I miss an error or update to this article or am I just expecting too much out of this little set?

I noticed the three valve receiver used a very similar detection circuit so I can reasonably assume that it will work given the right conditions. I do not want to give up on this idea, running a valve on a PP3 has a certain attraction, but I would appreciate a few pointers as to where I might have gone wrong.

My headphones are Brown Type F which I have rewired in series, this gave a significant improvement over the original parallel wiring but still no regeneration. The only reservation I have is the RFC. 100 turns over a 1 watt resistor is fine, but is the physical size of the resistor important, I guess it might be, how big is a one watt resistor, also is the value important, will a 100Ω item be OK or does it need to be of the order of several kΩ? These questions may seem trivial to the old-timers who have come up with these things but to me, and I suggest many like me, they are a mystery.

C. R Eve

**Jersey**

---

**Japanese Test Station**

**Dear Sir**

I recently brought a Realistic DX-434, that has proved to be quite good and efficient.

I have received many stations such as Radio Australia, Israel, Saudi Arabia and many others. The one that particularly interested me was a test station from Japan, the address is as follows, or rather what I thought to be said at the time as the presenter spoke poor English, but better than my Japanese.

Radio OLMSIKO, Shirkio, Hitoana, Shzoka, Japan Zip code 418-01.

I would be interested to hear from any other s.w. listener who may have heard this station and could confirm the address. The station broadcast on 21.56MHz at 04.56UTC, date 1 June 1993.

C. Prior

**South Yorkshire**

---

**Letters**
**AVON**

RSGB City of Bristol Group: last Mondays, 7pm. The Small Lecture Theatre, Queens Building, University of Bristol. Aug 23 - Your ideas are Needed! Dave Bailey G4NKT. (0272) 672124.


**BERKSHIRE**


**CHESHIRE**


**DERBYSHIRE**

Derby & DARS: Wednesdays, 7.30pm. 119 Green Lane, Derby. Aug 4 - Rally Preparation Evening, 11th - Satellite Television by GSUGF, 18th - Visit to Carsington Reservoir: Mrs Hayley Winfield, 2 Hils Cottages, Crich, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5DD. (0773) 859904.

**DORSET**


**EAST SUSSEX**

Southdown ARC: 8:00pm Chasely Home for Disabled Ex-Servicemen, Southcill, Bolsover Road, Eastbourne, East Sussex. Aug 2 - Radio in Air Traffic Control by G6HKR, Jan G4KNL. (0232) 412699.

**ESSEX**


**GREATERNORTH**

Edgware & DRS: Thursdays, 8pm. Wasing Community Centre, 145 Orange Hill Road, Burnt Oak. Aug 26 - SSE Field Day Briefing by G41UZ. Rod Bishop 081-204 1868.

**Lancashire**

Rochdale & DARS: Mondays, 8pm. Cemetery Hotel, Bury Road, Rochdale. August 16 - 5 Million Volts, Aftermath by GOGNR. Dave. (0706) 32502.

**NOTTINGHAMSHIRE**

Manfield ARS: 2nd Mondays, 7.30pm. The Polish Catholic Club, off Windmill Lane, Woodhouse Road, Manfield. August 9 - Foxhunt at the BBQ. Mary GDNZ. (0623) 75258.

**OXFORD**

Oxford & DARS: 2nd & 4th Wednesdays, 4.5pm. Littlemore Hospital Social Club, Terry Hasting. (0865) 803526.

**SUFFOLK**

Sudbury & DARC: 1st Tuesdays, 8pm. The Five Bells Inn, Great Cornard, Sudbury. August 3 - The Grid Dip Oscillator Explained by BBLT. Colin. (0767) 77004.

**WARWICKSHIRE**

Mid Warwickshire ARS: 2nd & 4th Tuesdays. Aug 24 - Fox Hunt 7pm start horizontal 1.m on 145.350. Don Darke. (0628) 424465.

**WEST MIDLANDS**

South Birmingham RS: West Heath Community Association, Hamstead House, Fairfax Road, West Heath. August 4 - MAXPAK Demo by GDIK1. 021-4743784.

**WILTSHIRE**

Trowbridge & DARC: 3rd Wednesdays. The Southwark Village Hall, Southwick, Trowbridge. August 4 - Family Picnic, 18th - Natter Nite. Ian GGGRI. (0225) 864698.

**SOUTH YORKSHIRE**

Eve of Evesham: August 8 - The Annual Treasure Hunt meet at Evesham Post Office 2.30pm. Alasdair Lindsay G4NRO.
Sunshine 855

Dave Potter G4OVX has written in with a very interesting insight into the equipment used at Sunshine 855's station. Their transmitter site is located 6km south-west of Ludlow and comprises an omni-directional vertical antenna system. This uses a 48 metre mast with the uninsulated part of the upper stays providing top loading. A good ground plane is provided by an earth mat of some 120 wires radiating from the antenna base and buried 400mm below ground. In the transmitter hut are two RCA 250 watt transmitters that are set to give an output of 400 watts to the antenna. The 855kHz signal is provided by a pair of drive units where the frequency is kept within 0.25Hz.

Modulation is controlled using an Orban Optimod 9100 audio Processing unit to ensure that the signal bandwidth stays within the license requirements. The programme signal is fed from the studio to the transmitter using a BT private circuit. At the Waterside studio Technics CD players, grams and cassette players are used along with a Tascam reel-to-reel tape deck and Aircom mixing deck to control the programme content. All the station adverts and jingles are held on disk using a Digital Commercial System.

VHF Antennas

This month's postbag revealed an interesting new booklet that's available from Maxview Ltd of King's Lynn. The booklet provides simple guidance for the installation of a wide range of v.h.f./u.h.f. broadcast antenna systems. I found it very informative with lots of clear diagrams illustrating a very informative with lots of antenna systems. I found it of v.h.f./u.h.f. broadcast installations there was lots of information on distribution systems. The descriptions were very detailed and covered the combining of v.h.f. and u.h.f. antenna feeds into one cable. What is perhaps most remarkable about the booklet was that it's free! For more information contact Maxview Ltd, Common Lane, Setchley, Kings Lynn, Norfolk PE33 0AT. Tel: (0553) 810376.

Medium Wave News

Those of you who'd like more information on medium wave DXing may be interested in joining the Medium Wave Circle. As the name implies the club provides specialist news and information for the medium wave listener. I've just received a copy of the May/June Newsletter and it's packed with useful information and reception reports. If you'd like more information you can write to the Secretary, Harold Embelton, 137a Hampton Road, Southport PR8 5DY.

QSL Addresses

A few interesting DX stations have written in giving QSL addresses you might find useful. The first is the Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation based in Islamabad. If you're interested in listening, they transmit English programmes to Europe on 17.9 and 21.52MHz between 1300 and 1600UTC. If you can only listen in the evenings, there's an alternative broadcast at 2200 on 11.57 and 15.55MHz. The QSL address for the station is Pakistan Broadcasting Corporation, Headquarters, Broadcasting House, Constitution Ave, Islamabad, Pakistan.

Another interesting station is Channel Africa based in Johannesburg. The frequencies and times to watch are 11.745 and 17.71MHz between 0400 and 0700UTC. You may also catch them on 5.96 or 17.71MHz between 1600 and 1800UTC. To QSL write to Channel Africa, PO Box 91313, Auckland Park 2006, Johannesburg, RSA.

Free Holidays!

Have you ever fancied a holiday in Cuba? If so, you might like to enter the Radio Habana Cuba International contest. All you have to do is write for an entry form and then choose one of their tourist resorts and explain why you like it. Sounds so simple it must be worth a try. The four winners will be given a one week all expenses paid trip to Cuba. Apparently, all entrants will receive a present, so you really can't lose! The address is Radio Habana Cuba, A Voice of Friendship Heard Around the World, PO Box 6240, Havana, Cuba.

Mark Jones of Godalming writes with a problem that troubles many broadcast listeners. He wants to know how to receive a weak station that's being swamped by a stronger local station. In his particular case he enjoys listening to the AFN networks from Germany.

Whilst he has great success at home, he is about to move out to France. There the reception conditions are very different with the AFN stations being swamped by Italian stations. Mark asks if a more expensive receiver would help overcome the problem. Although a better receiver may help a little, the best solution is likely to be a combination of things. By far the most important is to select the best frequency for the station you want to receive. This is where you can make good use of a frequency guide such as the World Radio and TV Handbook.

A check through my reference show that AFN main transmissions are on 873 and 1107kHz. The lists also shows that FORMA transmits on 1107kHz. I suspect it is this latter station that's causing Mark's problems. The solution may be simply retuning to 873kHz when in France. If the problem still persists the best course of action is to use the directional properties of the ferrite rod antenna that's used in most receivers. You will often find that by rotating the receiver you will find a position where the difference between the wanted and unwanted is greatest. Alternatively you could use one of the external loop antennas that are available from several suppliers.
**RAE Courses**
The City of Westminster College (formerly Paddington College) will be running a RAE course. Starting in September, it will run until May 1994 and Class A and B Licences will be catered for. An Advanced Morse course is also hoped to be run, taking in candidates up to 22-25 w.p.m. with an insight into professional & marine procedures, etc.

For enrolment details contact Ann James, Science & Technology Department, City of Westminster College, 25 Paddington Green, London. Tel: 071-723 8826.

Brighton College of Technology are to begin running RAE courses from 13 September. The courses will run on two evenings. Mondays from 6 to 8.30pm covering theory and Wednesdays for Morse and Practical Project Building.

For details of enrolment fees, etc., contact T. F. Strickland G4EOA on (0273) 667788 ext. 433 or 730.

Southdown ARS will again be running weekly evening classes to introduce newcomers to amateur radio and to assist in the preparation for the RAE. The classes start on Friday 1 October 1993, 7.45pm and run until May 1994, at the Lagoon Leisure Centre, Vicarage Lane, Hailsham.

The first part of the course, leading up to Christmas will feature various aspects of amateur radio as well as an introduction to basic electronics and radio theory. As from 7 January 1994 the classes will follow a 17 week course in to prepare for the May examinations.

For more details contact John Vaughan G3DQY. Tel: (0323) 485704 or Vic Robins GOTHX. Tel: (0323) 846774.

---

**Kenwood TR-751 Stolen**
On Tuesday 22 June a Kenwood TR-751 was stolen from Amateur Radio Communications Ltd in Merseyside. The rig is minus the box, lead and microphone.

If anyone is offered a Kenwood TR-571 serial no. 4090041 they would please contact Amateur Radio Communications Ltd., 36 Bridge Street, Newton-Le-Willows, Merseyside WA12 9BA. Tel: (0925) 229881 immediately.

---

**Increased Demand**
Holdings Amateur Electronics of Blackburn have recently reported that the escalating prices caused by the Pound's 25% fall against the Yen has created an increased demand for repairs on second-hand equipment.

Harry Leeming G3LLL has therefore advised SWM that as from August, Holdings Amateur Electronics will close for one extra day a week. The new opening hours are as follows: Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and Saturday 9.30 am - 12pm & 1.30 - 5pm.

Further details from Anglia Microwaves Ltd. on (0277) 630000.

---

**Directly Heated Crystal Oscillator**
The Piezo Crystal Company has recently introduced the Directly Heated Crystal Oscillator (DHXO).

This patented technology bridges the gap between TCXOs and ovenised oscillators and is available from Anglia Microwaves Ltd. Using an SC cut crystal with a 'heater' deposited on the crystal blank, more rapid warm-up can be achieved, with lower d.c. power consumption compared with a conventional ovenised crystal oscillator. The SC cut crystal also provides improved ageing, phase noise and vibrational sensitivity.

The DHXO has a frequency range of 7-20 MHz and has a stability over temperature of 2 x 10^-7 over -20 to +70°C. Ageing is 1 x 10^-7 per year and d.c. power input is less than 1W at +12V d.c. Allen Variance is offered at 1 x 10^-11 per second and s.s.b. phase noise is -153dBc/Hz at 10kHz.

With a volume of one cubic inch the DHXO is useful for portable applications where size, power consumption and performance are important.

Further details from Anglia Microwaves Ltd. on (0277) 630000.

---

**ISWL Awards**
The International Short Wave League is one of the few organisations to offer awards to listeners as well as licensed amateurs and is one of the only organisations to offer awards to broadcast band listeners.

There are nine awards on offer ranging from the Century Club Award, which is given for verified contact/reception of 100 countries as defined on the ISWL Country List, through to the Short Wave Broadcast Bands DX Award that is for broadcast band listeners only.

Full details of all the awards, rules and prices can be obtained from Herbert Yeldham G6XOU, ISWL Awards & Contests Manager, Deal Hall Farm, Burnham Marshes, Burnham-on-Crouch, Essex CM06NQ.

---

**Commtel Scanners**
Nevada Communications of Portsmouth have introduced a new range of Commtel scanners to their range.

Commtel scanners are made by one of Japan's largest manufacturers, who have been building high quality products for many years. Nevada have tested the first samples and say they can thoroughly recommend this new range of reliable and easy to use scanners.

For more information contact Nevada Communications, 189 London Road, North End, Portsmouth PO2 9AE. Tel: (0706) 698113.
**International Air Tattoo**

The Royal Air Force Benevolent Fund will be holding their International Air Tattoo '93 (IAT '93) at RAF Fairford, Gloucestershire during the weekend of July 24-25.

This year there will be a record 14 national display teams in action including the RAF's inimitable Red Arrows Aerobatic display team, the Royal Jordanian Falcons as well as a display team from the Czech Republic, the Army Air Corps Eagles and the Dutch Air Force Grasshopper helicopter team. Star of the show should be the Russian TU-95 Bear Bomber - visiting the UK for the first time by invitation!

Tickets for the IAT '93 are available from branches of the Alliance & Leicester Building Society, B&Q Superstores and selected Tourist Board Offices or direct from the IAT booking office on (0891) 122997 (calls cost 36p per minutes cheap rate, 48p per minute at other times, 10p of which will be donated to the RAF Benevolent Fund).

Further details on IAT '93 can be obtained from the IAT Hotline. Tel: (0891) 122999 (charges as above).

---

**SMC Aquires Jaybeam**

Jaybeam are one of the best known and longest surviving names in the amateur radio antenna business. Due to their success in the professional side of their business and stretched manufacturing capacity, it was decided that the amateur antenna production should be sold.

South Midlands Communications Ltd. who already have a large manufacturing facility, supplying structures and antennas for the furniture trade, felt that it would be the ideal choice. Under the banner J B Antennas, SMC will continue to provide the same high level of technical, spares and sales support.

---

**Cirkit Catalogue**

Cirkit have recently published their Summer 1993 Electronic Constructors' Catalogue. This 224-page edition includes 25 product sections and over 4000 product lines as well as new products, scanning receivers and accessories in 25 product sections and over 4000 product lines as well as new products, scanning receivers and accessories. Plenty of new components are available from most larger stores.

**Adventist World Radio**

During the last few months Adventist World Radio have had difficulties in transmissions to north west Europe. The antenna system has been replaced and reception of the UK is once again very satisfactory.

Transmission details are: Sundays 0930UTC on 7.230MHz. On the last Sunday of each month the programme relates to m.w. and technical news and the Sundays inbetween are devoted to s.w. nets.

---

**How Small Can We Go?**

The National Museum of Science & Industry, London currently have an exhibition running until 26 September 1993 on the beginnings of nanotechnology and the benefits of extreme miniaturisation.

How Small Can We Go? is the sixth in the Science Box series sponsored by Nuclear Electric Plc, and explores nanotechnology or the technology of atom sized dimensions.

Visitors to the exhibition can see US engineer William McLellan's rotating electric motor measuring 0.4mm cube, as assembled in 1959. Also on display is a model McLellan's rotating electric motor measuring 0.4mm cube, as assembled in 1959. Also on display is a model.

For further details of How Small Can We Go? contact the Science Museum, Exhibition Road, London SW7 2DD. Tel: 071-938 8080/8088.

---

**Radio &TVDX News**

Digital Audio Broadcasting (DAB) has been given the thumbs down in Germany! The project started last year has been scrapped due to a shortage of funding at the ARD and the nearest commencement date has been put back to 1997. ARD are pushing to run a future DAB network that will add considerably to the costs whereas the network is currently operated by the DBP broadcasters need only lease transmitting equipment. The ARD also are unhappy about the cost of moving 300 fill-in Ch. E12 relay stations to u.h.f. to obtain the Band III DAB spectrum.

There may be a new terrestrial MMDS service opening in New Zealand's main cities soon operated by Cellular-Vision NZ (Auckland) and offering up to 60 channels.

The Berlin 'Inforadio 101' has closed with nearly DM8 million losses after nearly 18 months on air but only securing and 8% market share in Berlin City. And the Swiss TV station 'TELL-TV' may be closing prior to its opening! Money has run out and the 24 staff have not received their salaries for months.

A new commercial TV station 'Tele-2' opened in Lithuania during April but funds are drying up due to the region's high inflation levels. The channel that replaced the Moscow 3rd channel for the region is popular since many American/European programmes are screened and dubbed in Russian. And a name change for Kanali 29 in Athens, Greece which will become 'SuperStar TV' September 1st and radiate more popular entertainment shows. The need for change is that the present heavily charged political programming is only drawing 1-2% of the viewers and the station operates in the red.

'TV-6' is 'Moscow Independent Broadcasting Corporation' (MiBC) and transmits via MMDS across the capital under the callsign 'TV-6 MOSCOW'. Currently transmitting 1500-2000 hours expansion will take them to a 20 hour format and in 1994 should hit round the clock operation. Currently running 100 watts e.r.p., transmissions will increase to 1kW e.r.p. Programmes consist of a mix from many European satellite programmes.

Another mix of satellite programming will be transmitted by the Icelandic STDD-2 service which has just applied for a licence for microwave transmissions to cover the capital Reykjavik initially with expansion to other towns if successful later.

RTL is new aired in Berlin on Ch. E41 and E56. Between 1830-1845 a local news programme is aired called 'TV AngermundelLokaL' but on the Channel E41 only.

Finally, a new TV station in Rotterdam called 'TV Gold Holland' will open this coming Autumn. Originally intended to offer a service for cable systems only, provision has been made for a u.h.f. transmitter to be placed on the new p.t.t. tower at Walhaven in the harbour area, channel as yet unknown. The 180m high tower will allow reception over the whole province. Initially the service will be on-air for a few hours weekly.

---

**Search for peak radio frequency**

This is the second of a new 20 part series on how to find the peak frequency for your receiver. We are basing it on the experience of a seasoned radio amateur, Martin Green. Martin will show you how to...
RECEIVING YOU LOUD AND CLEAR!
WORLD CLASS RECEIVERS
FROM A WORLD CLASS DEALER

JRC NRD535
Probably the finest receiver available to the short-wave listener (without the financial clout of a small government!) We also stock the full range of accessories, ready for instant fitting. For the listening purist, we also offer our unique IF filter/audio upgrade. Lowe Multiscan compatible.
From £1395.00

STILL AVAILABLE – Our famous free Listeners Guide. Pick up one at any branch or send us four first class stamps to receive your free copy, together with our latest Shortwave newsletter and price list.

KENWOOD R5000
Kenwood’s only receiver now but still holding its own with the competition. Always in stock and again we hold the full range of accessories and are the only company to give a full TWO-YEAR WARRANTY. Lowe Multiscan compatible.
From £999.95

Finance available through Lombard Tricity Creditcharge or personal loans. Written details available on request.
Ask about our own lay-away scheme.

ICOM R72E
From £859.00

Need our second hand list? Try our new fax service! Dial 0628 580008 from your fax machine and follow the voice instructions. Service available 24 hours, 7 days so even when we’re not here we will be!
Watch this service grow as we learn!

YAESU FRG100
It set the world alight when launched but where are they? Join our waiting list now!! Yaesu’s new compact receiver is the latest in a long and successful line. It has one or two excellent features but they’re not immediately obvious. We know what they are though so pop into your local branch for the secret.
From £599.00

BRANCHES AT
BOURNEMOUTH – 0202 577760
BRISTOL – 0272 315263
CAMBRIDGE – 0223 311230
CUMBERNAULD – 0236 721004
LONDON – HEATHROW – 0753 645255
LEEDS – 0532 452657
MAIDSTONE – 0622 692773
NEWCASTLE – 0661 860418
NEW BRANCH – PLYMOUTH – 0752 607264
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ICOM R7100E

The ultimate scanner! Wide coverage from 25 MHz to 20000 MHz. (We don’t do free HF upgrades – after all if it’s free, it can’t really be worth much!) Every conceivable permutation of scanning and searching included and if that’s not enough it’s also Lowe Multiscan compatible.

From £1395.00

Need a short-wave antenna? You’ll find the biggest and best range of active and passive antenna systems at every branch of Lowe Electronics. If it’s worth having, we’ve got it in stock.

AOR AR3000A

Still one of our more popular scanners. Easy computer control with our Multiscan program from 100kHz to 2036 MHz, it’s a true multiband and with all-mode reception and 400 memories is a highly versatile receiver. Try one today at any of our branches.

From £939.00

We still do our free Airbands guide. Send us four first class stamps and we’ll send you a free copy together with a bumper information pack of the latest scanners, antennas and accessories.

VT 225

Full coverage of both civil and military bands make this a firm favourite with our airband fans. True portability, 100 memories, scanning and searching plus keypad entry make this one of the most easily usable scanners. In stock always!

From £269.00

Got a discone? Want something better? What about a super new scanner antenna with real gain, just where you want it? Ask about the Butternut SC3000. You can buy it now at Lowe Electronics.

MVT7000

The world’s best selling wideband scanner. Okay so it’s not the cheapest scanner in the world but it is the easiest to use, the best quality of construction, and we’ve found it to be the most reliable of all the scanners we’ve ever sold. That’s got to be worth that little bit extra!

From £369.00
Universal M-400

Following Universal's success in the USA, Mike Richards takes a look at the Universal M-400 Decoder.

The Universal M-400 is a very neat, stand-alone decoder designed to handle a range of popular data signals. The modes included are RTTY, ASCIL, SITOR A and B, FEC-A, SWED-ARQ, FAX, ACARS, POCSAG, GOLAY plus a number of tone decoding systems. This is an unusual mix of modes and I'll take a closer look at the type of information that can be decoded later. As you can see from the photographs, the M-400 was very smartly presented with an angled front panel to aid viewing. The controls have been kept to minimum and all are mounted on the front panel.

Setting-up

As with most stand-alone or self-contained decoders the external connections requirements were very simple. The M-400 needed an external d.c. power supply that could deliver between 11 & 16V at 200mA. The connection was made using a standard coaxial power socket. The easiest way to meet this requirement is with one of the simple plug mounted supplies that seem to be so readily available. The relatively low power consumption even makes portable/mobile operation a possibility.

Connection to the receiver can be made in one of two ways. The simplest method, for most operators, is to use the receiver's external speaker socket. The only problem with this system is that inserting a plug into the receiver's socket usually disables the internal speaker. The Universal team have thought of this and provided a separate 'speaker out' jack for the connection of an external speaker. There's also some rather crafty switching associated with the tone detection modes that I'll cover later.

An alternative to using the external speaker jack is to use a low level audio output from the receiver. The M-400 features a separate 3.5mm jack for this connection. This was well thought out, as the speaker jacks were automatically isolated when the low level jack was in use. This minimised the risk of damage should both inputs be in use at the same time.

The only other connection to be made was the printer. This was met via a 25-way D connector that aligned with the standard used for IBM compatible printer to PC leads. This should make it easy to link-up to any printer with a Centronics interface. Although having the ability to printout is very useful, it's not essential for most of the modes. The only exception is FAX reception where the output is only displayed on the printer. Incidentally the M-400's software could support any Epson compatible 8- or 24-pin printer.

Internal Display

One of the important features of the M-400 is the built-in display unit. This comes with a two line liquid crystal unit mounted on the front panel. Each of the lines was able to display twenty characters using a five by seven dot matrix pattern. Although there was no backlight facility, the display contrast was very good. Rather than acting as a simple display of the decoded output, the M-400 has a number of interesting features. The basic display mode is called 'STRING' and simply shows the text as it's received. The text is displayed left to right on the bottom row first that then scrolls up to the top row. A problem with this type of display can be the break-up of words as they reach the end of a line. The M-400 tackles this in software by returning you to the default display mode. An important point with this display mode was that the decoder continues receiving information while you're reviewing the text buffer. This means you can freely check received text without losing any new information.

An alternative display method called BURST was provided for dealing with signals that send data in bursts. This is designed specifically for use with the POCSAG/GOLAY pager systems. In these modes the ACARS aviation system. All these modes send their data in high speed bursts that would be hopeless with the direct display mode. In the BURST mode, the M-400 displays the data one line at a time with a user programmable delay between each line. The delay can be set to any value between 0 and 19.5 seconds in 0.5 second intervals. In practice, I found that around two seconds was optimum. As with the direct mode, you could use the manual scrolling system to review any received information.

The final display mode was designed specifically for handling the tone decoding systems. In these modes the only information transmitted is a tone pattern. The M-400 simply displays the...
frequency of the received tones - I’ll cover the relevance of this later.

**RTTY Reception**

Let’s start with what is probably the most popular of the h.f. utility modes. Selection of the receive mode is done using the UP and DOWN buttons on the front panel. Pressing FUNCTION takes you to the mode menu and you then scroll through the various options. A second press of FUNCTION takes you to the set-up screen for the selected mode.

With RTTY you could select shifts of 170, 425 or 850Hz and speeds of 45, 50, 57, 75 and 100 baud. This is a good range of options that enables reception of most of the popular h.f. RTTY modes. If you need to receive an unusual shift you could manually set the shift for any value between 100 and 1000Hz in 5Hz steps. Once you have selected the appropriate speed and shift, you can set about tuning-in the required signal.

The M-400 features a simple two I.e.d. tuning indicator for RTTY signals. To use this, you tune across the signal until both I.e.d.s flash with approximately equal brightness. Personally, I find this type of indicator very easy to use - this may be because my first decoder used this system! Once tuned-in the M-400 locked on to the signal very quickly and proved to be a very good decoder. For handling inverted signals you can toggle between normal and reverse polarity by pressing the SENSE button.

There is also a gain control on the front panel that’s used to adjust the signal level so that the LEVEL I.e.d. lights. One of the advantages of this level control is that it can be used to eliminate the reception of garbage when tuning around or between overs. The M-400 also appeared to need a lot of signal to drive it. A few measurements showed that it required around 150mV to light the LEVEL I.e.d.

For the review I used the M-400 with a Lowe HF-150 and my old Icom IC-720A. The performance with both receivers was very good. Because the M-400 uses an active filter detection system, it was very good at handling weak and fading stations. I tried it with a number of difficult reception conditions and it fared very well. Despite its good decoding system, the results could be improved still further by the addition of an external audio filter or by better filtering in the receiver. Closely associated with RTTY is the ASCII mode that’s provided on the M-400. This was able to receive at 75, 110 and 150 baud using the same range of shifts as RTTY. Although it’s a useful addition, the only station regularly sending ASCII is the ARRL amateur news station W1AW. (Another connection to the Radio Society of Great Britain - 3CW.)

**AUTOR Reception**

What’s this I hear you ask? It is Universal’s term for the M-400’s mode that provides automatic selection and decoding of SITOR A and B signals. The parameters of this mode were fixed with synchronised extremely quickly. In my tests this synchronisation period was always less than two seconds. I found the decoding algorithm to be very effective as there was very little garbage filtering through to the screen. The display operated in STRING mode and presented the message in bursts of three characters. I found this particular display mode very easy to read. If you missed a point of interest, you could use the manual scrolling to look back through the received text.

**Advanced Modes**

In addition to the basic modes described so far, the M-400 was able to resolve SWED-ARG and FEC-A signals. These two modes are far less common than RTTY, but can usually be found in most frequency lists.

SWED-ARG is a mode used primarily by the Swedish diplomatic service and is to be found scattered throughout the h.f. bands. The code used is complex and employs the International Telegraph Alphabet No 3 with an added parity bit. There is also a variable block length that can be 3, 9 or 22 characters long. The M-400 can handle all the block lengths, so is able to receive all versions of this mode. Due to the complex nature of the signal it can take a while for the decoder to synchronise.

It’s probably worth mentioning the DATA I.e.d. at this point. This is a very useful feature that is used to indicate that the decoding logic has synchronised and is processing data. It’s with the more complex modes such as SWED-ARQ that this really comes into its own. Without it you are never quite what’s going on. The second complex mode, FEC-A, is a broadcast mode that’s used by some of the European press and diplomatic agencies. It uses a complex variant of the ITA 2 and, again, includes parity checking.

As the system uses full interleaving, it can take a while for the M-400 to synchronise and start producing text. Despite the fine performance, it’s important to appreciate that there’s very little plain English text around with either of these complex modes.

**FAX**

The M-400 featured a limited facility FAX mode that supported the reception of charts with a drum speed of 120 r.p.m. and an IOC of 576. As the majority of h.f. charts follow this format this limitation was not a particular problem. Because the FAX charts cannot be viewed on the built-in I.e.d. unit, a standard computer printer is required to display the received image.
I must admit this mode caused me a few problems when I first tried it out. The difficulties centre around the lack of any tuning display for this mode. You therefore have to use trial and error to select the optimum tuning point. On the bright side, the 'sound' of a correctly tuned signal can soon be learnt and, once mastered, the M-400 is easy to use.

To help make life easy for the FAX operator, the M-400 supported automatic reception and could recognise the standard start and stop tones. Other features provided were a manual start and phasing adjustment. The phasing adjustment moved the image 0.5in to the left for every press of the DOWN button. This was useful for correcting images that had been started manually.

**Pager Modes**

Now this was a bit different - a decoder for the v.h.f. monitor. Have you ever wondered just what goes out over the various pager networks - well the M-400 will tell you the answer. The two modes that support pager decoding are POCSAG and GOLAY. As these two systems directly modulate the carrier with a digital signal they have a significant low frequency component.

This type of signal often suffers distortion within the receiver due to the i.f. roll-off in the audio stages. The M-400 manual was very helpful giving a number of suggestions to improve reception. During the review, I found I was able to successfully decode pager signals using a Netset PRO-46 scanner. However, to be successful, you do need a good strong, clean signal. Both the pager modes employed the BURST display mode to give a more readable display. As with the other modes, you were able to scroll through the display at any point. The display format for these pager modes were very well thought out with each line containing the pager type and message.

**Aviation Data**

Airband enthusiasts may well be interested to hear the M-400 is able to decode the Aircraft Communication Addressing and Reporting System (ACARS).

This is a Packet like data mode that's used to handle routine data reports from aircraft. The very short duration of the transmissions means they can be very difficult to find unless you live near a major airport. As with the other v.h.f. modes the BURST display mode is used to make the data easily readable. However, as the data is simply blocks of alpha-numeric characters you will have to employ another level of decoding before the data becomes meaningful.

**Tone Decoding System**

Yet another interesting development is the inclusion of a range of tone detection systems. The modes supported are CTCSS, DCS and DTMF. These systems are used extensively on radio links with shared usage. Each of the users is assigned a particular tone sequence that is programmed into the receiver. Once this has been activated, the receiver will only respond to transmissions that use the pre-arranged tones.

The M-400 has a special mode for handling CTCSS and DCS systems. In its analysis mode it will display the CTCSS or DCS code for any transmission it receives. Having identified a tone sequence, you can then program this into the M-400 and use it to control the path between the speaker in and out jacks. In this way you can be very selective in your monitoring! This mode suffers similar problems to the pager mode, e.g. distortion of the data signals due to poor receiver i.f. response. If you're really keen to use these modes you will probably have to get your scanner modified to give an output direct from the detector.

**Printer Control**

I mentioned earlier that the printer was an option on all modes except FAX so I thought an explanation might be helpful. Although the manual only gives limited guidance, I found that you could successfully control the printer operation by taking it on and off line. This meant the printer could be left connected without consuming vast quantities of paper. It's also worth noting that the printer operated from the decoder output and not from the display buffer. I rather think it would be an improvement to run it from the buffer as you could then review and print interesting messages.

**Summary**

The M-400 is certainly a neat and interesting decoder. It was good to see such a wide range of modes included, but I was surprised to see Morse left out. The decoding performance was very good on all modes except FAX. If FAX is not your main interest then I would thoroughly recommend this as a very competent decoder. The Universal M-400 costs £379.95 and is available from Martin Lynch, 286 Northfield Avenue, Ealing, London W5 4UB. Tel: 081-566 1120.

**My Thanks to Martin for the loan of the review model.**
When you're satisfied... We're delighted!

Ref: WYTBK Front-end modification Kit.

Just to confirm my recent comments to you by telephone in regard to the above kit. I found the performance of the YAESU FT-786R to be very much improved following the modification; the receiver performance is now superb, as you know. I did the modification myself and because of this, although I am not without experience, I was pleasantly surprised to find that the rig still worked!

Many thanks for an excellent modification.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

DEAR MR. LYNCH,

Just writing to thank you for the excellent front-end modifications you supplied - exactly as promised. I am currently in the process of changing my rig and was very glad to take advantage of your offer.

Many thanks for all your help and advice.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

DEAR SIR,

Please find enclosed a reply to your recent letter. The feedback I received from you was most positive and has given me confidence to proceed with the modifications.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

DEAR MR. LYNCH,

I am delighted with the service and expertise provided. The rig arrived safely - well packed - ( I am impressed. Thanks for your help.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

DEAR MR. LYNCH,

The service you provided was excellent and I am very satisfied with the overall experience. I would highly recommend your company to others.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

MARTIN LYNCH started in Amateur Radio twenty four years ago and has been selling equipment for almost as long. Other companies may try and copy his ideas but they never emulate his dedication to customers. He does not offer day trips around service departments, which is probably why his turn-around & servicing rates are the best in the U.K. A team of devoted enthusiasts offer advice based on experience, six days a week, under one roof.

MARTIN LYNCH. Just an up-to-date & successful business with traditional values.

Isn't it time YOU put Lynch to the test?

286 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING, LONDON W5 4UB

Tel: 081 566 1120  FAX: 081 566 1207
Mystery Man of the BBC

Eric Westman unravels who the mysterious broadcaster was in the early days of the BBC.

As they 'tickled' the galena in their crystal receivers or adjusted the reaction of their primitive valve radios, listeners to the British Broadcasting Company's National programme one winter evening received a pleasant surprise. For, instead of the stodgy talk they had been expecting, their earphones and horn loudspeakers gave forth with the cultured tones of an unknown gentleman recounting a fascinating story. The huge audience was delighted, for nothing of the kind had come over the air before. During the next few days, people on buses, in the streets and pubs discussed excitedly this new departure on the part of the BBC, eager for it be repeated and to know more about the innovator. Hundreds of letters swamped the BBC asking for details of the wonderful raconteur and demanding that he should broadcast more of his weird tales in his inimical manner.

So began, on Saturday 31 January 1924, a mystery that intrigued the radio listeners of Britain during more than a decade and a half. For despite urgent entreaties, the BBC would give no information upon this teller of bizarre tales beyond his pseudonym of A J Alan. Speculation about his identity was rife. Was he an aristocrat, a famous stage performer appearing incognito, or even a member of royalty? It would give no information or even a member of royalty? It would give no information as to whether Alan was a person in disguise, but merely a devotes as A J Alan's letting was honored by court, castle and cotter's ben. As telling was honored by court, castle and cotter's ben. As 4th quarter of an hour. Countless thousands of curious devotees at last learned the truth: 'A J Alan' was a civil servant.

Born in 1884, Captain Leslie Harrison Lambert had served in the Royal Navy and now worked for Navy Intelligence at the Admiralty. He took up his mystery side-line after he had heard a wireless talk by Sir William Bull, who was lamenting the demise of the ancient art of story-telling. Fired with an urge to remedy this latter-day deficiency, Lambert approached Rex Palmer, the first London Station Director of 2LO, who gave him an audition. Palmer engaged him straight away. As one of the conditions of his engagement, Lambert insisted that his identity should never be revealed, and the BBC entered into the spirit of the matter by maintaining an atmosphere of mystery around their popular performer, whom they presented as A J Alan. To further increase his mystique, Alan limited his broadcasts to five every year, all eagerly anticipated.

Alan's eccentricity extended to the studio. He always arrived attired in correct civil service garb, carrying a rolled umbrella and a dispatch case. Perching himself on a high stool close to the microphone, he would open his dispatch case and take out a candle and a box of matches. Placing the candle upright on a convenient ledge, he would light it as a precaution should the lights fail. Alan must have a sight, for on the occasion they did fail, but, thanks to his emergency lighting arrangement, he did not even falter in his recital. Having performed his ritual with the candle, Alan dived into his dispatch case and withdrew his script, which had previously been pasted onto sheets of cardboard and now assembled in a pile on his knees. This was a precaution against the rustling of paper, which would sound in early loudspeakers like waves breaking on the shore. Alan's script would be marked at intervals with directions such as 'cough here', 'pause', 'sigh', etc. The recounting of the story that seemed so informal to the listener was, in reality, carefully contrived. Alan would never smoke or drink, and the manner of telling his story was meticulously rehearsed.

Each of his broadcasts began with the introductory words "Good evening everyone" which became his catch phrase, eagerly awaited by his adoring listeners. Through earphone and speaker trumpet flowed his light, almost surprised tones, to thrill his unseen audience with yet another of his strange tales. All of his stories, right from the first, 'An Adventure in Jermyn Street', had a weird, almost ghosty quality that reflected his own ghost-like character.

Four years after he began his radio story-telling, a collection of Alan's stories were published in 1928, with the not surprising title of Good Evening Everyone. It carried an enthusiastic foreword by J C Reith, the Director General of the BBC. Reith wrote, An old-time story-teller has found his way into the twentieth century from the days before the invention of printing, when the art of story-telling was honoured by court, and speaker trumpet flowed his light, almost surprised tones, to thrill his unseen audience with printing became established, the art gradually died out, and several centuries had to pass before Broadcasting afforded the long-delayed opportunity for a revival. It was no exaggeration to say that A J Alan had been a pioneer. His 'Good evening everyone' had always been the precursor to an amusing and intriguing quarter of an hour. Countless listeners enjoyed his genial cynisms, his gentle satire, his ridiculous but convincing yarns of burglary and adventure - all told in such a blasé manner.

Alan broadcast not only for the BBC but later from Radio Luxembourg in a 15 minute series called 'Story Telling' that began on the 9 July 1939. The German occupation of the Duchy of Luxembourg during the Second World War put a sudden end to the series, and the arch-raconteur's last broadcast was made in March 1940.

His death in 1941 at last allowed his true identity to be revealed. There was among his devotees a general feeling of let-down that A J Alan was not, after all, some important person in disguise, but merely a civil servant with a remarkable aptitude for telling his own stories.

So ended a phenomenon that had delighted and mystified the wireless listeners of Britain for more than sixteen years. And despite the disappointment of A J Alan's many fans on learning he was a nonentity, he was in popular estimation truly a King of Story Tellers.
SONY ICF-2001D
FULL KIT INCLUDING: AN1-£275
AWARD WINNERS
071-637-0353/0590
AN AWARD WINNING MASTERPIECE

ICF-2001D Kit £275 only
Finest all-round pro-receiver in the business.

New ICF-SW77 similar specification to ICF-SW57 but with ergo shortwave dial tuning for convenience £349

Kenwood I716 £449
Fairmate HP2300 £269
Nevada M51000 £229
Aor CI1 £94
Yaesu FT26 £239
Yaesu FT16 £249
Yaesu FT27 £249
Yaesu FT111 £249
Yaesu FT110 £269
Yaesu FT121 £319
Yaesu FT1400R £349

The UK Scanning Directory
3rd Edition £16.95
ICF-SW7600 £154.95

High Performance Portable Receiver with PLL Synthesizer Circuitry and Continuous AM Frequency Coverage

ICF-PRO 80 £309
CR-V21 world band receiver £2699

For your deal call: 071-637-0353
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International Marconi Day

Vic Scambell G3FWE took part in the International Marconi Day celebrations on the Isle of Wight.

This year’s Marconi Day, 24 April 1993, was expanded in presentation as a build-up for the anniversary of ‘D’ Day in June 94. Therefore, as a step in this direction, one of the old underground ammunition tunnels was cleared of many years debris - less the wartime barbed wire, closing off an interconnecting tunnel and the whole complex of six tunnels complete with 1945 style military kitchen.

Unfortunately, these are not open to the public and are in need of much attention. However, the tunnel chosen has been allocated to the Communications & Electronics Museum Trust (CEM) for storing various electronic artifacts of yester-year. Therefore, it was decided to make restoration of approximately a third of the storage tunnel into a wartime display of military communications and to activate a c.w. station from the tunnel in support of the s.s.b. station in the museum lodge, using the call sign GBOIMD.

The work proved to be somewhat laborious beginning in January 1993 and taking up to the first week in April to complete. The major part being undertaken by G3FWE and G3KPO - Douglas finding it difficult as he was recovering from a hernia operation. This layout is available to the public on a now permanent basis during the summer months at the Wireless Museum, Puckpool Park, near Ryde, Isle of Wight.

Viewing a 1943 night-sight, can be seen, left to right, Lord Mottistone, Wing Commander Alec Gilding G3KSH, G3FWE, Lady Mottistone and Dr Graham Winholt.

The work proved to be somewhat laborious beginning in January 1993 and taking up to the first week in April to complete. The major part being undertaken by G3FWE and G3KPO - Douglas finding it difficult as he was recovering from a hernia operation. This layout is available to the public on a now permanent basis during the summer months at the Wireless Museum, Puckpool Park, near Ryde, Isle of Wight.

of Wight. Probably, the hardest part was moving some heavy artifacts into position although several members of the public were coerced into assisting with this!! The antennas were fed through ventilator shafts in the ceiling, the internal ventilator system for explosives!

Posters were forthcoming from the Imperial War Museum and most amazingly, from people’s lofts and cupboards. Also, I must not forget the Royal Navy Amateur Radio Society and the Royal Air Force Amateur Radio Society, both contributing their flags for flying from the mast-head above the tunnel. Both groups took an active part supplying operators for the event, G3JFF, G3UK, G3WAO, G3KHS all operating c.w. as a wartime station underground would have done.

The weather proved, as usual, most peculiar - heavy rain the day prior to the event, keeping fine for the event, then chucking it down afterwards! The RSGB stand was well attended, installed in an adjacent tunnel with the wine and light refreshment! The St John’s Ambulance Brigade attracted some recruits and the Isle of Wight Radio Society operating from the Lodge had a good attendance and also took the opportunity to introduce a group of Novice operators to the intricacies of the Public Event Stations on the v.h.f. and u.h.f. bands.

The day’s event went well and was visited by many dignitaries including Lord and Lady Mottistone (Governor of the Isle of Wight) as well as Medina Borough Council Mayor, Barry Wade. The event drew a considerable number of visitors, many reminiscing on the artifacts of wartime memories and the earlier pre-war items in the Lodge. Some 600 stations were contacted in all continents. It may be of interest to note that the CEM Trust has another museum at Arreton Manor on the Isle of Wight and is co-ordinating a display of Radar at Bletchley Park.

A vote of thanks is given to all who participated and assisted with the presentations.

Marie Astrid Plant, aged just 8 years old, practising her wireless telephony!

Part of the display in the ammunition tunnel.
DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS

Professional-grade, high performance data communications price:

- Decodes Morse code, standard baudot, bit inversion, ASCII, AM, and 1000 channels, 14 additional commercial data communications sockets (on supplementary access) are available.
- Measures baud rates with high accuracy and makes synchronous and asynchronous bit analysis.
- ASCII and baud rates for tuning.
- Hard-and software additions and upgrade capabilities.
- Built-in 77-5 (fd) decoder.
- Universal microprocessor video card (24 lines x 40 characters or 18 lines x 40 characters).
- 8-bit language sets, including Cyrillic and Greek.
- BD 304 (0.5 or 2.4 watts, two-tone, and frequency direct).
- Automatic customer's support due to in-home r + d and 1 year warranty.

PRICES FROM £111.00 Inc. VAT.

For details of this and other decoders please send an s.a.e.

DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS,
176 LOWER HIGH STREET,
STOURBRIDGE,
WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1TG

Tel: (0384) 390063
Fax: (0384) 371228

Instant finance available subject to status. Written details on request.

Quantek Electronics

FAIRMATE HP2000
- 500kHz - 1300MHz
- 1000 channels
- NFM/WM/AM
- Supplied with: Ni-cad batteries, UK charger, 2 antennas, carrycase, earphone, DC cable, belt clip and strap

£79

AOR 1500EX
- 500kHz - 1300MHz
- 1000 channels
- NFM/WM/AM/USB
- Supplied with: Ni-cad batteries, UK charger, antenna, LW antenna, dry cell battery case, soft case, earpiece

£319

OPTO ELECTRONICS 2300

YUPITERU MVT7000
- 8kHz - 1300MHz
- 200 channels
- NFM/WM/AM
- Signal strength meter
- Supplied with: Ni-cad batteries, UK charger, antenna, DC power lead and carry strap

£319

YUPITERU MVT7100
- 530kHz - 1650MHz
- 1000 channels
- NFM/WM/AM/LSB/USB
- Supplied with: Ni-cad batteries, UK charger, antenna, DC power lead and carry strap, belt clip and earphone

£379

SCANNER AUTO-VOX

Connects to and works with any receiver which has an 'ear' socket of the receiver, then plug the output leads from the AUTO-VOX into the microphone and remote sockets of a tape recorder. The AUTO-VOX will then automatically switch the tape recorder on when a signal is received and off when there is no signal present - results a tape full of all the action!

Scissor - VOX £24.95

All prices include free P&P (UK only)

DEWSBURY ELECTRONICS
176 LOWER HIGH STREET
STOURBRIDGE
WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1TG

Tel: (0384) 390063 Fax: (0384) 371228

Now Available Version 5

The new enlarged Cirkit Catalogue is out now!

- 32 more pages
- New range of Kenwood 'scopes
- The latest scanning receivers and accessories
- New section of low cost security products
- Extended range of Velleman kits including: 250W 12Vdc to 220Vac inverter, in-car amplifier power supply, 200 and 400W amplifiers, suppressed lamp dimmer, halogen lamp dimmer, day/night thermostat and telephone remote control unit
- New test equipment, includes: 2.3GHz bench frequency counter, EPROM emulator/programmer, portable 'scopes and bench function generators
- Host of new components, including: compression trimmers, variable capacitors, connectors, fuses, and fuseholders, potentiometers, IC's, soldering irons and lead free solder
- Published 27th May 1993
- Available from most large newsagents or directly from Cirkit
- Send for your copy today!
PDSview & The Weather

Graham Woolf takes a look at two programs available from Spacetech Weather Systems

Image Processing

The image is loaded initially into the primary band along with the current palette and it is on this image that the processing techniques are applied. The results can be transferred to one of three secondary bands consisting of the red, green and blue components of the primary and menu options allow the transfer of images between these bands. Some of these processes are destructive, however, and if not required it is necessary to reload the image.

The processing options within the package are quite substantial. Arithmetic and binary operations can be applied to alter the values of individual pixel elements, geometric operations can resize, move, rotate and reflect an image. Convolution matrices can be applied that can be user defined such as sharpening or softening an image or applying edge enhancement. All these are shown in a preview window so the effects can be observed before being applied to the whole image.

It is not possible to go through all the facilities available in this package in the space available but they provide a comprehensive range of powerful tools for the processing of any image.

By far the most stunning aspect of PDSview is the ability to produce multi-spectral images, especially those received from the other Spacetech application, Weather Desk. This is achieved by saving the infra-red and visible images added together and placed in the green band, when all these secondary bands are added together, a breathtaking 16-bit multi-spectral image is produced which really has to be seen to be appreciated.

It is also possible to save the actions carried out on an image to a command file. This is very useful if the same type of image and the same operations are carried out as by running the file the processes are applied automatically.

PDSview can also be used to produce a sequence of images that can then be loaded into PDSMovies and played as a moving sequence. This small application allows you to start, stop and reverse direction and the speed of animation. It will also accept sequences created in the Weather Desk.

Conclusion

I have really only scratched the surface of the capabilities of PDSview and it takes some time to realise just what the package can do. It will help to read one of the many books on image processing, although Spacetech have produced a couple of small tutorials to get you started. The application itself is superb and together with the processing power of the Archimedes provides a powerful tool for image manipulation.

Weather Desk

Weather Desk is an application also running on the Acorn Risc OS series of computers enabling anybody with the requisite hardware to receive and display images from the many meteorological satellites in orbit.

It requires a minimum of 2Mb of memory and will benefit from having a fast hard disc to replay animation sequences and a multi-scan monitor to view images in high resolution. An expansion card with the necessary decoding hardware is also required. The most outstanding feature of
Desk

The software is the fact that in conjunction with the multi-tasking operating system it allows you to have up to six animation windows open at once. This means that, for example, you can collect sequences of images from say, the D2, C2, C2D, CTOT, DTOT and Admin slots at the same time as well as enabling you to use your computer for other things.

The main features of the package are automatic scheduled collection to disc, user defined timetable, background collection of images and unlimited frames.

Collecting Meteosat Images

In order to collect a particular sequence it is first necessary to create a task. This is achieved by first loading the application along with the required engineering file. This file holds all the parameters required for satellite reception such as the carrier frequency and picture format for WEFAX images. The application installs itself on the Archimedes icon bar and displays a small dish with the system time shown underneath. The computers clock must be set to GMT to receive the correct Meteosat images that can also be achieved automatically by using the satellite signal. The schedule is then selected from the menu and the required slot is highlighted. The Meteosat timetable is kept in text format so that any changes made by ESA can easily be incorporated. The highlighted slot is then collected in the framestore and the resultant image is copied to the reference window that can display the image at full, half or quarter size.

At this stage various facilities are available to enhance the image. First the whole frame can be collected or a particular area can be outlined by the reference window and magnified as required. A coloured backdrop can also be used to give colour to the land and sea areas. Certain backdrops are provide by Spacetech and it is possible to trace your own. A number of image processing techniques can also be applied such as median filtering to remove the outlines of the land masses, a 3D projection to give the clouds that lumpy look much loved by the TV weather forecasters and Floyd-Steinberg dithering to improve the perceived number of grey levels.

A palette can also be associated with a task, for example, to spread the available grey levels over the range of the image. The required number of frames can also be specified and can be as many, or as few, as you wish. If a hard disk is used then the limit is the capacity of the disc.

As is usual once the specified number of images has been collected the oldest image is discarded. At this stage the task is complete and can be saved. As I mentioned earlier, it is possible to have up to six animated tasks running at once. Once the tasks are running, a control window can be opened that gives access to various parameters that can be applied to the animation - such as the number of frames in the sequence, the first and last frame and the speed of the animation, which (if the sequence is stored on a hard or floppy disk) depends on disk access time.

An engineering window is also available that shows the calibration data that can be changed either manually or automatically at the start of an image. A small window shows an oscilloscope display of the received image.

Collecting an Image From Polar Orbiting Satellites

This is again a question of creating a task by loading up the appropriate engineering file. Default files exist for most of the current polar orbiters. It is also possible to collect either infra red or visible images or both side by side from the NOAA satellites. This is important because using PDS View, the image processing package I described earlier, it is possible to create superb multi-spectral colour images (that can be viewed in 16-bit colour with the appropriate hardware) by combining the visible and infra red images.

The size of the image buffer has been collected the oldest image is discarded. At this stage the task is complete and can be saved. As I mentioned earlier, it is possible to have up to six animated tasks running at once. Once the tasks are running, a control window can be opened that gives access to various parameters that can be applied to the animation - such as the number of frames in the sequence, the first and last frame and the speed of the animation, which (if the sequence is stored on a hard or floppy disk) depends on disk access time.

An engineering window is also available that shows the calibration data that can be changed either manually or automatically at the start of an image. A small window shows an oscilloscope display of the received image.

Collecting an Image From Polar Orbiting Satellites

This is again a question of creating a task by loading up the appropriate engineering

Summary

The ability to be able to have up to six different collection tasks active at once with all images collected in the background has meant that even while producing this review using my computer, image collection has carried on. This is just one of the many advanced features available form this superb package and has transformed the collection of satellite images.

Prices

PDSview software £99.50
NASA CD sampler (two CD Disks with assorted images from Voyager, NOAA, Landsat, Viking, Seasat) £40
NASA Voyager database (12 CD disks with 26000 images from Voyager)
Also Landsat and SPOT panchromatic and multiplexed data available on CD. Prices on application.

Two disk demo for PDSview and Weather Desk £5.00

Weather Desk

Software £99.50
Podule (includes Weather Desk) £329.50
Meteosat Station, (complete system) £1199.00
GMS Station (for Australia,NZ) £1699.00
NOAA upgrade for Meteosat and GMS £495.00

Two disk demo (refundable against purchase) £5.00

My thanks to Spacetech Space Science Resources, 21 West Wools, Portland, Dorset DT5 2EA. Tel: (0306) 822753 for all their help in preparing these reviews.
YUPITERU
THE NEW MVT 7100
Set to be THE handheld scanner of 1993 this radio has to be heard to be believed! Now with SSB reception here are some of the many features:—

- Covers 200kHz - 15600kHz
- Modes: NFM, WFM, AM
- Rotary or keypad frequency control
- AM/FM/NFM
- 200 Memory channels
- Frequency steps: 0.05/0.1/1/5/6.25/9kHz
- Memories: 1000 channels
- frequency coverage: 500kHz - 600MHz
- EARLY BIRD SPECIAL: £279

MVT 7000 HANDHELD

- Receives 8 to 1300 MHz
- 100kHz to 30MHz (or reduced sensitivity)
- 200 Memory channels
- AM/FM/NFM
- Rotary or keypad frequency control
- Full set of high power NC4 jacks, AC charger, DC power lead and carry strap...NOW IN STOCK!

NEVADA
MS1000 BASE/MOBILE SCANNER
MOBILE VERSION OF THE MVT 7000 HANDHELD BUT WITH SEVERAL ADDITIONAL FEATURES:

- Switchable audio squelch
- Selectable audio output socket
- Automatic - signal operated tape recorder
- Metal case for improved EMC compatibility
- Receives: 500kHz - 600MHz, 805 - 1300MHz
- Supplied with mains power supply...

AOR SCANNERS NOW IN STOCK THE NEW AR1500 EX ENHANCED MODEL FOR THE UK...with a new circuit board and many improvements this set is better than ever. Covers 500kHz to 1300MHz receiving NFM, WFM, AM and SSB. Supplied with a large selection of accessories including:-

- Charger
- Soft case
- Dry cell battery case
- 5 mtr. UV antenna

NOW IN STOCK

AR3000A NEW MULTIMODE SCANNER

- Receives: 100kHz - 200MHz
- 100 kHz step
- 6000 memory channels
- AM/FM on VHF
- Priority channel function

VT-225 CIVIL/MILITARY AIRBAND
A powerful pocket scanner that leaves the competition standing - A user sensitive set designed for optimum performance on the Civil/Military Airbands.

- Receives 108-142 MHz
- Civil Airband 222, 391MHz Military Airband 149-300MHz Marine Band
- 1000 memory channels
- AM/FM on VHF

AR3000 COMPUTER CONTROL
With SCS Software from the USA, gives comprehensive logging system, large frequency data base and runs on IBM PC...

NOW IN STOCK

JAPANESE LOW LOSS COAX
Super low loss coax - essential for optimum performance with wideband UHF scanners and receivers. This cable is good for frequencies up to 3GHz.

- Model 50 (81mm) £17.95 per metre
- Model 100 (3.1mm) £27.95 per metre

PLUS lots more facilities...

THE FASTEST MAIL ORDER COMPANY

THIS MONTH'S BEST BUY

NBD-525 HF GENERAL COVERAGE RECEIVER
Considered to be one of the finest receivers ever made! We've managed to locate a limited quantity at a very special price. Now's your chance to own one of the thoroughbred amongst receivers.

- Receive: 490kHz to 34 kHz
- 200 channels of memory
- AM, CW, SSB, FM, FAX
- Programmable memory scan
- Fully solid state modular design

LIMITED QUANTITY AT £795

THE FASTEST MAIL ORDER COMPANY

USE YOUR CREDIT CARDS FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH
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ACCESSORIES
WIDEBAND PRE-AMPLIFIERS
These make excellent preamps for the scanner enthusiast and will improve reception on many brands of base/hand held radio.

NEW SCANNER BASE
GW-2
A low noise GaAs FET preamp covering 1.1-4000MHz with varicap tuning +20dB. Requires PP3 battery...£59.95

JIM M75
Similar to GW-2 above but with selectable band pass filter for improved performance and covering 25.2-1000MHz freq coverage...£79.95

JIM M100
Transmit version of the M75 above for hand held JIM M100...£89.95

JIM PSU101 MK IV
A combined desk stand and power supply/charger for handheld scanners. Suitable for most popular models. Special versions now available please call for further details...£29.50

JIM PSU101 TA
A new VHF version of the popular desk stand and power supply, suitable for most handy and new Commtel scanners. Please advise model when ordering...£29.50

SCANNING ANTENNAS

SCANNER BASE (25-1300MHz)
Stainless steel telescopic 1300 MHz range - now includes built in VHF/UHF transceive and a range of facilities.

SKYBAND (25-1300MHz)
Stainless steel economy wideband receiving antenna with 750Hz resolution and covers 1.1-3000MHz. £189.95 + £4.75 P&P

DIAMOND D505 (500kHz - 1500MHz)
Mobile version of D707. £94.95 + £4.75 P&P

DIAMOND D707 (500kHz - 1500MHz)
A wideband antenna with varicap band pass filter. £125.95 + £4.75 P&P

NEW SCANNER BASE
GW-2
A low noise GaAs FET preamp covering 1.1-4000MHz with varicap tuning +20dB. Requires PP3 battery...£59.95

JIM M75
Similar to GW-2 above but with selectable band pass filter for improved performance and covering 25.2-1000MHz freq coverage...£79.95

JIM M100
Transmit version of the M75 above for hand held JIM M100...£89.95

JIM PSU101 MK IV
A combined desk stand and power supply/charger for handheld scanners. Suitable for most popular models. Special versions now available please call for further details...£29.50

JIM PSU101 TA
A new VHF version of the popular desk stand and power supply, suitable for most handy and new Commtel scanners. Please advise model when ordering...£29.50

SCANNING ANTENNAS

SCANNER BASE (25-1300MHz)
Stainless steel telescopic 1300 MHz range - now includes built in VHF/UHF transceive and a range of facilities.

SKYBAND (25-1300MHz)
Stainless steel economy wideband receiving antenna with 750Hz resolution and covers 1.1-3000MHz. £189.95 + £4.75 P&P

DIAMOND D505 (500kHz - 1500MHz)
Mobile version of D707. £94.95 + £4.75 P&P

DIAMOND D707 (500kHz - 1500MHz)
A wideband antenna with varicap band pass filter. £125.95 + £4.75 P&P

RING FOR THE RADIO ENTHUSIAST

YAESU
NEW FRG-100 HF RECEIVER
Now £295.95 with low noise IC & 16 channel IF memory. £109.95 + £4.75 P&P

KENWOOD
R5000 RECEIVER
Now £799.95. £259.95 + £4.75 P&P

SANGEAN AT803A
New 40W solid state receiver with AM/FM and SSB reception, with many features and good sensitivity filtering. £199.00

TRADING POST

Yupiteru MVT-7100
£289.00

Fairimate HP2000
£269.95

AOR 2500
£379.95

As many SWM readers are aware, we are the UK’s largest distributor of Scanning Receivers - supplying many of the dealers who advertise in this magazine. As a result, over a period of time, we receive in our bulk shipments from Japan and elsewhere product with marks or slight damage to the outer cover sleeve or carton. For this month we can offer a limited quantity of these secondhand receivers, BRAND NEW WITH 1 YEAR GUARANTEE, but with slightly damaged or missing outer packaging sleeve, box etc.

Yupiteru MVT-7100
£289.00

Fairimate HP2000
£269.95

AOR 2500
£379.95

Quality is strictly limited - sold on a "first come, first served" basis.

SECONDHAND ITEMS

Yupiteru MVT-7100 Base scanner...£225.00

Realistic 2006 Base Scanner...£215.00

Realistic PRO 2024 Base Scanner...£99.95

Yupiteru MVT-7000...£245.00

National M6100...£219.95

Fairimate HP2000...£215.00

Sony Pro 80 Handheld...£195.00

icom R71E HF RX...£695.00

Sony Air 7...Handheld...£185.00

Realistic PRO 34...£150.00

Yupiteru VT125 Airborn...£99.00

Sony 2001 HF RX...£175.00

Regency MK7000...£199.00

Stock of secondhand product changes daily - call for the latest info or P/X quotation.

SHOWROOMS:- 1A MUNSTER ROAD, PORTSMOUTH PO2 9BS
MAIL ORDER:- 189 LONDON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH PO2 9AE
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"I am delighted to be able to start this occasional series with news of a small technological miracle of electronics which I have in fact invented myself. It's called the "Squadger" and it started life as a project for Practical Wireless but ran into difficulties on two counts. First I felt the financial rewards were not really justified for such a marvelous piece of equipment and secondly there was great difficulty in finding a name for it as all the obscure names of west country places and rivers that I liked had already been used by the editor for previous projects.

I am now delighted though to tell you dear reader, that the manufacturing rights for the Squadger have been bought-up by a major manufacturer. But what, I hear you say is a Squadger?

Put simply, it is the logical development of the familiar metal detector or 'treasure tracer'... you know the kind of thing, it looks like a dinner plate on the end of half a broomstick which is attached to a human who appears to be using a primitive form of Sony Walkman. But whilst the metal detector has both limited range and scope (in terms of what it can find), the Squadger can be programmed to find almost anything.

No matter how many DIN plugs, PL259s, ballpoint pens and paper clips you buy, you never can find one when you want one. I can tell you now that they are all piled up in a massive hole in the ground in the West Riding of Yorkshire and the prototype Squadger found them in no time at all. Soon you will be able to buy a Squadger. At this very moment the first ones are coming off a production line on a small trading estate near Cambridge. It consists of a small black box made of matt black plastics and has a full QWERTY keyboard with pushbuttons made from squidgy rubber that feels like cuttlefish skin. The price will be £99.95 (not including batteries) and delivery will no doubt be much longer than 30 days."

This was the start of a series of 'occasional barefaced lies about products and developments' that came from the prolific pen - or rather the wordprocessor - of a very special person. It was published in our sister magazine Practical Wireless in December 1988 and was written by Peter Rouse GU1DKD. Peter was a dedicated radio amateur with a fantastic sense of humour. He had the rare ability to explain in simple, readable terms the technicalities of radio, or, as in this instance, to make his readers laugh while getting to the point. This gift he put to good use, writing several books and many technical features on one of his favourite subjects - radio.

Short Wave Magazine readers will remember Peter best for his very popular monthly column "SSB Utility Listening". This was Peter's own idea stemming from his interest in this particular facet of the hobby. The way in which the column developed was almost entirely due to his enthusiasm and boundless energy. Even during his recent illness he could still dream up fresh ideas for future use in the magazine.

Peter was well-known in the Channel Islands as a television presenter for Channel Television. In fact he was so well known on Guernsey that when I asked in St Peter Port which bus would get me to St Andrews Parish Church for two o'clock, the bus inspector knew that I was attending Peter's funeral. The funeral itself, although tinged with sorrow, was not a sombre affair - just as Peter himself would have wished. He leaves behind Val and children James, Abbi and Arron.

Short Wave Magazine will miss the humour and wisdom of Peter's writing.

Dick Ganderton G8VFH
MVT 7100

Specifications
- NFM / WFM / AM / LSB / USB
- 530 KHz – 1650 MHz
- 1000 memory channels
- 500 search pass frequencies
- 10 search bands
- 30 channels per sec. scan speed
- 12v d.c. or 4 x AA power supply
- Back-lit I.c.d. & buttons

VERY SPECIAL PRICE
RING FOR QUOTATION

SANGEAN
Portable SW Antenna
ANT 60

- Greatly improve reception power of portable shortwave receiver
- Easy hookup to snap onto telescoping rod antenna or plug into radio's external AM antenna jack extends to 7 metres (23 feet).
- Portable for indoors and outdoors.
- Suitable for all kinds of shortwave radios.

£14.99 FREE POST AND PACKING WITH THIS ISSUE ONLY

SKY SCAN
Desk Top Antenna Model Desk 1300
Built and designed for use with scanners. Coverage: 25 to 1300MHz. Total height – 36ins. Sits at widest point. Comes complete with 4 metres of RG58 coax cable and BNC connector fitted. Ideal indoor – high performance antenna and can also be used as a car antenna when your car is static. REMEMBER YOUR SCANNER IS ONLY AS GOOD AS YOUR ANTENNA SYSTEM!

£49.00 + £3.00 p&p

SKY SCAN V1300 Antenna
Most discos only have horizontal elements and this is the reason that they are not ideal for use with a scanner. Most of the transmissions that you are likely to receive on your scanner are transmitted from vertically mounted antennas. The Sky Scan V1300 discone has both vertical and horizontal elements for maximum reception. The V1300 is constructed from best quality stainless steel and aluminium and comes complete with mounting pole. Designed and built for use with scanners.

£49.95 + £3.00 p&p

SKY SCAN Magmount MKII
For improved performance, wide band reception, 25 to 1300MHz. Comes complete with protective rubber base, 4m RG58 coax cable and BNC connector fitted.

£24.95 + £3.00 p&p

NEW 100 Channel Scanner £199.99

NEW 50 Channel Scanner £149.99

NEW 200 Channel Scanner £219.99

SCANNERS
Yupiteru MVT7100 AUGUST SPECIAL OFFER PHONE?
Yupiteru MVT7000 AUGUST SPECIAL OFFER PHONE?
Yupiteru VT225 AUGUST SPECIAL OFFER PHONE?
Yupiteru VT125 AUGUST SPECIAL OFFER PHONE?
Fairmate HP2000 AUGUST SPECIAL OFFER PHONE?
Nevada MS1000 AUGUST SPECIAL OFFER PHONE?
AOR 3000A AUGUST SPECIAL OFFER PHONE?
AOR 2000 AUGUST SPECIAL OFFER PHONE?
AOR 1500EX AUGUST SPECIAL OFFER PHONE?

NEW SHOWROOM NOW OPEN AT
S.R.P. RADIO CENTRE
1686 Bristol Road South
Rednal
BIRMINGHAM
B45 9TZ
021 460 1581

NEW HAND-HELD SCANNER
Frequency coverage:
68-88MHz
(3in 5kHz steps)
118-136.975MHz
(3in 25kHz steps)
137-174MHz
(3in 5kHz steps)
220-225MHz
(3in 5kHz steps)
225.0125-400MHz
(3in 12.5kHz steps)
400.0125-512MHz
(3in 12.5kHz steps)
806-999.9875MHz
(3in 12.5kHz steps)

Channels of operation: Any 200 channels in any band combinations (20 channels, 10 banks) and 10 monitor channels.

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE
£229.95 +£5P&P
LIMITED STOCK
**Project**

**Do-it-yourself Chart Recorder**  Part 3  Richard Noble deals with the electronic control system of the chart recorder

The electronic system can be split into two basic items, the motor servo drive and the multi-trace multiplexer.

Dealing first with the servo drive, the principle is essentially simple. The slider potentiometer is connected across a fixed voltage so that when the slider contact is moved, the potentiometer gives an output proportional to its position. The voltage is subtracted from the incoming input voltage and the difference is amplified by an operational amplifier and two output power transistors.

If the two voltages are equal and the difference is zero, then the amplifier output will be zero and will start to drive the motor. Provided the motor is connected the right way round it will drive the slider towards a voltage match again and when a match is achieved, will stop. In this way, the potentiometer slider position (and, of course, the pen position) follows the input voltage.

Unfortunately, this simple idea sounds very convincing but does not actually work! The reason is that it is a dynamic feedback system that has friction and inertia in the loop, causing phase shifts that usually send it into oscillation as the motor overshoots, reverses, overshoots again the other way and so on ad infinitum.

There is, however, a solution in this case - velocity feedback. When the motor overshoots it is hit with a reverse voltage, not proportional to its tiny overshoot, but proportional to its speed. This brings it to a halt in short order. It is also easy to do, as all it needs is a capacitor across the amplifier input resistor. This acts like a short to rapidly changing voltages, momentarily increasing the amplifier gain.

The other factor that affects this kind of oscillation is the total gain of the feedback loop. Ideally, we want as much gain as possible, but no continuous oscillation. A small amount of damped oscillation is acceptable, however, and the gain to achieve this can be controlled by the variable resistor just ahead of the transistor drivers.

An additional amplifier is added ahead of the system to increase the instrument sensitivity and this is all that is required to make a single channel chart recorder. The pen follows the incoming voltage and if it is on the paper, draws the required picture.

**Trace Multiplexer**

A multi-trace chart recorder would be much more useful in many applications and since this is a very slow recorder there is plenty of time to do all manner of things between making marks on the paper. In particular, we can make marks somewhere else without any noticeable loss of continuity. The technique is to keep the pen off the paper until we want to make a mark, use a switch to select one of a number of possible inputs, let the pen settle in position, drop it, pick it up and then repeat the process for the next input.

When input from all channels has been collected, the system stops and waits for a while to give the paper roll a chance to settle in position, drop it, pick it up and then repeat the process for the next input. When input from all channels has been collected, the system stops and waits for a while to enable the paper roll a chance to move on a little before starting the whole process again.

The electronics to do this consist of a timer that issues a pulse at intervals, an oscillator triggered by this pulse to issue somewhat faster pulses to a counter, and a decoder to provide a switching voltage level on separate output lines for each state of the counter. When the last count level is reached, its output is fed back to the front end to switch the oscillator off. Each count state gives out a signal which is used to operate something, such as select the required channel, switch on the motor amplifier, lift the pen, etc. Each output can be fed to several places to make things happen simultaneously such as connecting the motor and selecting a channel. Where the same event is required at several different times the various counter states are combined in a gate used to control that event.

**Circuit Operation**

The circuit diagram is shown in Figs. 3.1 & 3.2. The two channels have gain controls feeding into two LM324 operational amplifiers IC1a & b, each with its own zero offset control to separate the traces vertically. The outputs are selected by analogue switches into a third LM324 IC1c acting as the comparator for incoming signals and
The next output on pin 7 switches channel 2 on and as above also removes the motor drive amplifier short, the pen settling in the new channel 2 position, after it has been lifted as the solenoid releases. The next count on pin 10 again operates the solenoid dropping the pen on to the paper once more, but in a different place. The counter steps once more to give an output on pin 1 and since this pin is connected to the reset pin it immediately resets the counter to its zero state which does nothing. Pin 1 is also connected to the reset pin of the first 4013 bistable IC4a, which also resets, shutting off the clock pulses and terminating the recording cycle.

The system then goes into a rest period until the long time interval 556 timer IC3 emits another pulse, starting the entire process off again. During this rest period, however, the quartz clock will continue ticking, although the output is terminated after each count. The system thus repeats the recording cycle ad infinitum.

The power requirements are ±5V at about 1A and can be provided by a simple conventional power supply using 7805 and 7905 regulators provided by a simple transformer.

The components and values are ±5V at about 1A and can be provided by a simple conventional power supply using 7805 and 7905 regulators.

The power requirements are ±5V at about 1A and can be provided by a simple conventional power supply using 7805 and 7905 regulators.

The power requirements are ±5V at about 1A and can be provided by a simple conventional power supply using 7805 and 7905 regulators.

The power requirements are ±5V at about 1A and can be provided by a simple conventional power supply using 7805 and 7905 regulators.
Bearcat has been a respected name in the field of scanners for many years and are probably one of the best selling ranges of scanners in the USA. The scanners themselves are made by Uniden in the Philippines, and their scanners are also made for Tandy (Radio Shack in the USA). Short Wave Magazine have had a Uniden Bearcat UBC-200XLT on loan and Graham Tanner has been trying it out.

UBC-200XLT Scanner

The radio is a hand-held unit with a slim liquid crystal display at the top of the front panel, a keypad beneath it and a small speaker just beneath that. The battery-pack slides onto the bottom of the unit, similar to most 144 and 430MHz band hand-helds. The battery pack is shaped so that it can only be fitted in one way.

The top panel contains two rotary controls, a BNC antenna connector and an earphone socket covered by a small plastics shield. The two rotary controls are a combined volume and on/off switch, and a squelch control. Unusually, the controls operate in different directions; the squelch control works anti-clockwise, and the on-off/volume control works clockwise.

The earphone socket is an unusual (for a scanner, at least) 2.5mm socket, but a simple 2.5mm-3.5mm adapter socket soon made the socket compatible with the rest of my equipment. Inserting the supplied earphone into the socket silences the audio from the speaker, so you can listen to the radio without disturbing others. The earphone socket has a small plastics plug that is used to prevent the ingress of moisture or dust.

The rear of the battery pack contains a socket where 12V d.c. can be connected to recharge the battery. There is also a small i.e.d. that lights-up when the battery is being recharged. You do not need to have the battery pack connected to the radio to recharge it, so you can always buy a second battery pack and then use one and recharge the other.

The battery pack supplied with the radio contains six ‘AA size’ rechargeable batteries, which provides 7.2V at 600mAh; the manual states that this should last for about 5 hours before a recharge is required. When the battery charge runs low, a small BATT indicator blinks on the i.c.d., and after 10 minutes of this, the scanner automatically switches itself off.

The scanner itself does not have a belt clip, but the protective 'leather-look' case does; this means that you have to use the case if you want to attach it to your belt. The clip itself is actually a loop on the rear of the case, so you cannot clip the unit to the top of a pocket.

Like many scanners available today, this radio is designed for the American market, so it has pre-programmed the 7 frequencies used by weather alert broadcasts in the USA (162.400-162.550MHz narrow f.m.). Also, the radio automatically selects the correct mode (either a.m. or f.m.) depending on the entered frequency, but this is based upon the US band-plan. In most places, this coincides with the UK band-plan, but there are a few places where this may cause problems.

The step sizes are also preset for the American band-plan, so some bands use 5kHz/10kHz spacing instead of 12.5kHz/25kHz spacing (i.e., the 144 and 430MHz amateur bands). In these bands, if you try to enter a frequency that is not an exact multiple of 5kHz it will register as the next exact multiple down. I tried to enter 145.8125MHz, and the scanner displayed (and tuned to) 145.810MHz.

For convenience, the key pad contains a LOCK key that disables the rest of the keypad; this will prevent stray pressings of the other keys from altering the set-up of the scanner. The LOCK button itself is surrounded by a raised edge that prevents accidental pressing of the key.

Easy to Program

The UBC-200XLT is one of the easiest radios to program that I have ever used. To put a frequency into any memory channel, all you have to do is press the keys to indicate which memory channel you want to use, then press the memory key to enter the channel, and finally press the the keypad to indicate the frequency you want to enter. The scanner will then automatically store the frequency in the designated channel, and after a short while, it will automatically scan through the frequencies that you have programmed into the memory channels.
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wish to fill, then press the numbered keys for the frequency, followed by the enter ('E') key. This will overwrite anything that is already in the memory channel. As an example, to place 118.7MHz into memory channel 01, you would press 1, MAN, 118.7 and E. Notice that you do not need to enter leading zeros for the memory channel, or trailing zeros for the frequency. There is no need (and no way) to specify a mode for a frequency, as it is automatically determined by the radio from the chosen frequency.

One extremely interesting and useful facility is the ability of the radio to search for duplicate frequencies already stored in memory. When you press the enter key to store a frequency, the radio does a quick (i.e., less than 1 second!) check of all the memory channels to see if the new frequency already exists, the I.c.d. shows the channel number (e.g. Ch. 27). To store the new frequency a second time, just press the enter key again. Of course, if the new frequency does not already exist, it will be stored first time around. With scanners having more and more memory channels, I found this feature most useful on numerous occasions.

**Scanning**

Once you have filled all your memory channels, with all those frequencies that you wish to listen to, you will want to scan them to see what's happening. The UBC-200XLT has 10 banks of 20 channels each, and you can scan through any or all of them. The scan sequence is always in ascending channel-number order, but you can rapidly swap in and out various banks of memory channels to suit your scanning needs. You press the red SCAN button to start scanning, and the orange MANUAL button to stop scanning; the MANUAL button also allows you to step through the memory channels one at a time.

Across the top of the I.c.d. are the numbers "1" to "10", which represent the 10 memory banks. When scanning, a small bar appears beneath the numbers to indicate which banks are included in the scan. All filled channels within the bank are scanned, unless they have been locked-out of the scan. What I found very useful was the ability to add or remove different search banks from the scan while the scan is in progress. To do this you merely press the numbered button that corresponds to the bank that you wish to add (or remove) from the scan. So that you do not miss a reply to a signal, you can program a 2-second delay into each memory channel, and when the carrier drops on a frequency the scanner waits before continuing with the scan.

You can also set up a priority frequency. Within any bank of 20 channels; the frequency that is in the first channel of the bank (i.e., 1, 21, 41, etc.) is the priority channel, which is sampled every 2 seconds by pressing the PRIORITY button. When scanning through memory channels, the scanner will scan 15 channels per second; this seemed quite ideal, as I have seen scanners with faster scan speeds completely miss out on active frequencies.

There will always be times during scanning when you wish to skip over stored frequencies without having to delete them from memory, and re-add them later. The UBC-200XLT has a handy 'lock-out' feature that allows you to mark a memory channel to be skipped during scanning. A locked-out channel displays a small 'L/O' beneath the memory channel number on the display, but the only way that you get to see this is if you manually step through the memory channels using the MANUAL key.

**Searching**

The UBC-200XLT has only one search range, but the upper and lower limits are very easy to change (so long as both are within the frequency ranges covered by the radio). Before starting the search, you have to program both upper and lower limits of the search range - the are no initial limits preset. You can enter search limits that are either side of the gaps in coverage (I tried with 511MHz and 807MHz), but when you try to search that range, the display shows Error. You cannot enter search limits that are not within the scanners receive limits; I tried with 170MHz (in range) and 180MHz (out of range), but as soon as I tried to set the upper limit the display showed Error. Pressing the SEARCH key will start searching though any preset frequency range; you can only select "upwards" through the range, but the
radio does scan through 25 steps per second. The scanner will automatically select the correct mode for the search, and it will also change mode (from a.m. to f.m., or vice versa) as required.

To stop SEARCHing, you can press the 'V' or 'A' keys; pressing either of these keys again will stop the scanner. Pressing the SEARCH button again will start the search from the displayed frequency. When searching, once an active frequency is found, the search stops and display shows the frequency. Once the carrier has dropped, the search will automatically restart. So that you do not miss any reply to the original signal, you can set a delay so that the scanner pauses (for about 2 seconds) before the search restarts. The display shows a small DLY when this is set.

Audio

The audio from the scanner is from either an in-built speaker, or via a 2.5mm jack on the top panel. The audio from the speaker is quite good considering its small size, and it was only when I used the scanner in a noisy car that I had any problems with distortion because the volume was set too high.

The squelch cut-off works very well, and there is not trace of 'hiss' at the cut-off point. Apart from the relatively non-standard sized jack, the audio from the ear-phone was just as good as the speaker, and when 'Walk-man' type headphones were used the audio quality was excellent.

The Manual

The manual that is supplied with the radio covers all the major functions, but is quite poor in comparison to the manuals supplied with other radios. The manual is in the form of a fold-out sheet printed on both sides. Just like a road-map, once you have opened the manual, it is always difficult to re-fold it!

Within the manual itself, several items of important information are buried in the middle of lengthy pieces of text. Maybe this is to make sure that you read all the instructions before you start to program your radio, but it makes it very difficult to find some of the programming instructions when you need them again. The 'pages' of the manual are not numbered, and there is no index, so you have to re-read the whole of the manual again when looking for something specific.

Mods

During the review period I came across some general notes pertaining to the Tandy/Radio Shack version of this radio on a computer bulletin board.

The notes gave details of how to reset all the memory channels to '000.000', and also how to improve the audio from the ear-phone socket. I tried some of these to see how compatible the two models were. Pressing buttons 2, 9 and MAN together and switching the scanner on will reset all the memory channels to 000.00 very handy at times! Furthermore, pressing buttons 2, 9 and SCAN together while switching the radio on will fill (or overwrite) the first 20 memory channels with a series of 'test' frequencies. I tried this, but I didn't change any of the values as I didn't know what the result would be.

Earphone

I also didn't attempt to improve the ear-phone audio, as it involved physical modification of the scanner. The fact that the modifications work on the Uniden Bearcat UBC-200XLT is further proof that the two units are essentially the same radio, but with minor differences in the ranges covered.

Conclusion

The Uniden UBC-200XLT is a very good radio for somebody who is new to scanning. Although it does not cover as much of the frequency spectrum as other scanners, it is very easy to use and program, and offers an almost ideal breakdown of memory channels; it is also very competitively priced. The few items that I was not so pleased with are all things that can be overcome quite easily.

The scanner itself looks quite large and bulky in its protective case, but it looks very slim and smart without the case. The review model was kindly loaned by President Electronics Europe, and is available through their UK distributor, Nevada Communications, 189 London Road, Portsmouth PO2 9AE. Tel: (0705) 662145 and costs £249.95.

Listen With Grandad

by Leon Balen and David Leverett

Grandad could have bought them for 50p each if he hadn't shown so much interest!
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SOUTH MIDLANDS COMMUNICATIONS LIMITED
S.M. House, School Close, Chandlers Ford Industrial Estate, Eastleigh, Hants SO5 3BY
SHOWROOM HOTLINE 0703 251549 Showroom 9.30-5pm, 9-1pm Saturday, closed for lunch during holidays

SMC one of the UK's leaders in providing communications systems for both overseas and the home market are also experts in the field of Ham Radio and equipment for shortwave enthusiasts. We haven't popped up overnight, we have been here for decades providing advice and service for our customers. So why don't you forget the rest and deal with your local SMC shop for all that's good in receivers and amateur radio.

THIS MONTH'S SPECIAL OFFER FRG-8800

★ Built in power unit
★ Direct entry keypad
★ Built in automatic timer
★ All mode AM, FM, SSB, CW
★ 12 channel memory
★ Optional VHF converter

**NOW ONLY**

SONY
THE COMPLETE RANGE OF THESE SUPERB RECEIVERS

SMC STOCK

ICF SW1E broadcast/shortwave £169
ICF SW7600 broadcast/shortwave £179
ICF SW55 broadcast/shortwave £279
ICF SW77 broadcast/shortwave £399
ICF PRO80 broadcast/shortwave £349
AIR 7 airband/broadcast/shortwave £279

AOR: THE ROLLS ROYCE OF SCANNING RECEIVERS

AR3000A £949
AR2000 £309
AR2800 £449
AR1500EX £349

NRD 535G
The king of shortwave receivers. We have a few only left at £1395 carriage D
With devaluation, future price expected to be around £1600+

ICR1 hand-held scanner £395 carriage B
ICR100 wide-band receiver £629 carriage D
ICR72E general coverage receiver £859 carriage D
ICR7100 25-2000MHz receiver £1395 carriage D
ICR9000 100kHz-2GHz receiver £4950 carriage E
R5000 Kenwood communications RX £999 carriage D
FRG100 Yaesu's latest winner £599 carriage D

Carriage B = £5.00  C = £7.50  D = £12.50  E = £16.50

HQ and Mail Order Southampton (0703) 255111  Leeds (0532) 350606
Birmingham 021-327 1497  Axminster (0297) 34918  Chesterfield (0246) 453340
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GLOBAL DX2000N only £49.95
Base discone 25-2000MHz
* Totally weatherproof
* Includes hardware
The discone is the favourite for scanning enthusiasts who demand the best possible antenna. It can also be used for transmitting on 6m/2m/70cm and 22cm ham bands. All the necessary mounting hardware is included. Ideal for outside or left mounting.

Connector 50 Ohm "N" type
Height 1.7m
Weight 1kg

New items
HB-100 Quality desk stand for any hand-held. Fully adjustable, amusing little novity.
AB-85V Miniature magnetic mount with BNC socket and plug. For instant handy mobile put-your-helical on the mag.
HX-9000 High gain dual band helical for 2m and 70cms hands-holds 2m ~ 2dB 70cm ~ 3.8dB. Total length is 19 inches. Also wideband receiver centred on 150/300/450/900MHz.
HX-7000 7" version of above.

Scan King Base Aerial
500kHz - 1300MHz
The one major improvement you can make to your scanner is to install an outside aerial. This will improve your scanner’s range tremendously. You will hear distant signals that before were inaudible when using the whip antenna. The Scan King is recommended by us as the ideal answer at a very reasonable price. It is fibre glass encapsulated and supplied with all mounting hardware for masts up to 2” diameter.
Length 110cm
Radials 4x20cm
Connector "N" type £39.95

Airband/Marine/Broadcast Monitor Receiver SAB-9 MKII
Ideal for the beginner and those on a budget. It covers the civil airband, marine, amateur, emergency and FM broadcast bands. One of our most popular “birthday presents” it offers hours of entertainment. Very popular at air displays and the like, particularly at this price. It is powered by 4 x AA cells and covers LW/MM plus 108 – 176MHz. There is a headphone socket for private listening and a telescopic st7o.

SAB-SEP – The above radio in presentation box with headphones and book.
£31.95

STOP PRESS - STOP PRESS
R-10 Interceptor from Optoelectronics hand-held receiver between 30MHz and 2GHz without tuning! Don’t believe it. Well it’s true. Phone for details.

SECONDHAND ITEMS
All come with 3 months guarantee
Sony AIR 7 76 Handheld - 174MHz
Sony PRO80 Handheld 0.1 - 1300MHz
Yupiteru MV7000 0.1 - 13000MHz
Yaesu FRG - 8800 base receiver 0-30MHz
Realistic Dx390 portable - 0-30MHz
Sony ICF 7600DS portable 0-30MHz
Sony ICF 2000D portable 0-30MHz
Lowe HF225 base receiver 0-30MHz

SEND - PHONE - FAX FOR LATEST LIST

FREE CREDIT
On Most HF Receivers
12 Months to pay!

SONY ICF SW7600
£179 FREE CREDIT

KENWOOD RS5000
£999 FREE CREDIT

YAESU FRG100
£599 FREE CREDIT

YAESU FRG100
50kHz - 30MHz All mode

YAESU FRG100
1200MHz - 2GHz All mode

ICOM R729
£859 FREE CREDIT

OMI R729
100kHz - 30MHz All mode

ICOM R729
1200MHz - 2GHz All mode

ICOM R729
FREE CREDIT

讳 - 12 MONTHS DEPOSIT TO SUIT YOU. PLEASE PHONE MARK FRANCIS FOR DETAILS

MAIL ORDER: 24 Hour Answerphone. 22 North Street, Hornchurch, Essex. Tel: (07084) 474675

Waters & Stanton
UK's largest stockist of specialist receivers

ON GLASS SCANNING AERIAL

TGSP Scanner Model 30 - 1200MHz

NEW

On Glass Scanning Aerial

Send to Box 1712, Short Wave Magazine, at 266 West Street, Hornchurch, Essex.

MW/WM Broadcast Aerials

Just attach to the glass surface of rear window and line up the internal connector box on the inside of the window. It’s as simple as that. 14’ of cable is provided with screw connector to attach to box. If you ever need to remove the aerial we can supply the special kit to carry out this with replacement parts for remounting.

STOP PRESS - STOP PRESS
R-10 Interceptor from Optoelectronics hand-held receiver between 30MHz and 2GHz without tuning! Don’t believe it. Well it’s true. Phone for details.

STOP PRESS - STOP PRESS
R-10 Interceptor from Optoelectronics hand-held receiver between 30MHz and 2GHz without tuning! Don’t believe it. Well it’s true. Phone for details.
**Electronic**: 24 HOUR DELIVERY AVAILABLE

---

**Alinco Scanner DJ-X1D**

**AM/NFM/FM 200kHz - 1300MHz**

The DX-X1 is produced by the famous ALINCO Corporation of Japan and is the toughest, smallest and most sensitive scanner we have ever offered! Ideal for both professional and hobby applications it fits snugly in the pocket and has proved a winner with commercial customers. It is fully programmable and can monitor everything from military aircraft to broadcast FM. It even has illuminated display and buttons.

* Superb value!
* No gaps
* 100 memories
* Battery saver
* Ni-cad and AC charger
* Fully programmable
* Helical whip
* Strap and belt clip

---

**Professional Frequency Directories**

The VHF/UHF Scanning Frequency Guide

- Large A4 format
- 20MHz - 12,000MHz
- Thousands of frequencies
- Full Duplex information
- Air, sea and land stations
- Military and civil
- Government and commercial
- Emergency and security
- Official band plans

Editorial and review

This is the long awaited replacement for our previous title, “The Complete Guide to Listeners Confidential Frequency List”. We challenge you to find better value! It’s crammed with stations that have actually been monitored in Europe, not just listed by somebody else. Our team of monitors have done it the hard way.

**Short Wave International Frequency Handbook**

Large A4 format

- 500kHz - 30MHz
- Duplex and channel lists
- Call signs, times and modes
- Broadcast listings and times
- Air, sea and land
- Military and civil
- New marine listings

Editorial and review

This new title will be published in early April and replaces the eighth edition of the “Short Wave Listener’s Confidential Frequency List”. We have added missing data and have been missing! Money back if returned in 10 days.

---

**Optoelectronics 2300**

**1MHz - 2.4GHz**

Can read a 2W signal frequency at over 100ft! With 25 Watts...

**WOW!**

Simply switch on and connect an aerial to read

**£169.95**

**3 post**

frequencies from local transmitters. This is like no other unit you have ever seen. It’s absolute magic!

- HIGHLY ACCURATE COUNTER
- BNC AERIAL SOCKET - INTERNAL NI-CADS - AC CHARGER - VARIABLE GATE TIME - HOLD FUNCTION - AMAZINGLY SENSITIVE

---

**YUPITERU No.1 IN SCANNERS**

**MVT-7000 £369**

- 100kHz - 1300kHz No Gaps!
- 200 Memories in 10 Banks
- WBFM/NBFM/AM Selectable
- Dual Speed Scanning
- Variable Contrast Display
- Battery Saver
- Programmable Steps
- Signal Strength Bar Meter
- Superb Sensitivity
- 4 x AA Ni-cads Supplied
- AC240 Volts charger
- Cigar 12V Power Lead
- External 12V Socket
- Telescopic Whip
- Illuminated Display

**MVT-7100 £449**

- AMSLBS USS NBFM, WBFM
- 550kHz - 1650kHz
- 100dB Memorons
- 30 CH Per Second Scan
- 500 Search Pass Frequencies
- Signal Strength Meter
- Battery Save Function
- Tuning Dial
- Notch filter 300Hz - 3kHz variable
- CW centre audio frequency 750Hz
- CW band pass filters 180 - 150 - 110 - 80 Hz
- SSB high pass filters 2.5 - 2.0 - 1.5kHz
- Speaker output when fed with 12V DC. Far cheaper than headphones and hear the weak signal DX without problems
- MFJ - 722

---

**GLOBAL AT-1000**

This receiver ATU has been in production for over ten years and is still the best on the market! Its performance is excellent and is the sure way to improve your aerial matching problems when using random wires, balancing feeders or even coaxial fed systems. No aerial can hope to be a good match over the whole spectrum and you can only convert as much of the signal into your receiver when the aerial load presents a 50 Ohm impedance. This is just what the ATU - 1000 does. It also provides the added bonus of improving the front end selectivity. An essential item.

**£89.95**

**send Large SAE For Copy.**

---

**MFJ - 752C**

Same as above but better resolution

**£119.95**

Full 1993 MFJ Catalogue now available. Please send Large SAE For Copy.
PUT YOUR PC TO WORK THIS SUMMER!

If you own an IBM PC or compatible and a reasonable Short Wave receiver then ICS FAX III is for you! The ICS FAX III demodulator simply plugs into the serial port of your PC and tape/audiospeaker socket of your receiver to producing stunning results. Reception includes extensive weather charts from stations around the world (including Bracknell & Northwood), re-broadcast high quality satellite images (16 grey scales) from Offenbach (Germany) and press photographs for various press agencies. Images may be saved to disk as PCX file (ideal for Microsoft Windows applications), printed out to Epson 904 printers and HP Laser Jet, inverted, rotated and blown up with the repeat Zoom function.

ICS FAX III also supports RTTY at most popular baud rates, FEC TOR and Navtex too. Further more a comprehensive built-in data base provides install recall of station frequency, operating schedules and modes. Unattended reception is also possible for those 3 A.M. pictures while you are tucked up in bed too.

Tuning couldn't be easier with the excellent on screen tuning indicator and unlike inferior offerings ICS FAX III lets you view the tuning display while actually receiving pictures. ICS FAX III is ideal for radio enthusiasts, Yachtsmen, Aviators and of course Weather buffs. If you would an idea of the results obtainable please send a formatted disk and SAE.

£139.95 plus £2.50 P&P. PLEASE NOTE: This product will only run on an IBM PC or compatible computer, it will not run on any PC emulator we've tried to date, sorry!

COMING NEXT MONTH - as a super Fax/Sstv/Rtty/Packet/Cw system for ALL Amiga by popular request!

Siskin Electronics Ltd.
PC House, 2 South Street,
Hythe, Southampton SO4 6EB.
Tel: 0703 207155/207587
Fax: 0703 877754

RECEIVING YOU IN BEDFORD

For all your amateur and shortwave listening requirements

OPENING OFFERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lowe HF150</td>
<td>£339.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NRD 525</td>
<td>£779.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaesu FRG100</td>
<td>£569.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fairmate HP2000</td>
<td>£279.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AOR AR15000EX</td>
<td>£329.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yupiteru MVT100</td>
<td>£429.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Limited offers only while stocks last — many other products available.
Whatever your interest — HF, VHF, UHF, transmit or receive.

Call now — (0234) 364004
PART EXCHANGE AND MAIL ORDER WELCOME

WELLAND COMMUNICATIONS
33, HIGH STREET, BEDFORD, MK40 1RY
FAX (0234) 364054
The standard long range radio equipment fitted in Royal Air Force aircraft during WWII was the transmitter type T1154 and its associated receiver type R1155. This equipment entered service in 1941 and some 80,000 examples were produced during the war years, with some variants remaining in service until the 1960s. S. Pope tells us more about these sets.

Wireless Telegraphy
Set Type T1154/R1155

The RAF's general purpose aircraft radios at the start of the war were the transmitter type T1083 and receiver type R1082. These radios were unreliable and difficult to operate, for example, changes of frequency required the wireless operator to change over coils in both the transmitter and receiver as well as retuning the transmitter to the new frequency. These difficulties in operation were blamed for the loss of a number of bomber aircraft in bad weather during the early war years.

In 1937 the Marconi company had begun design work on their AD67/AD77 'all wave' transmitter and receiver radios. This equipment gave an 80W output over frequency ranges of 200-500kHz and 2.35-16.7MHz. The RAF became interested in the Marconi equipment as a replacement for the T1083/R1082 radios. A number of modifications were requested including pre-selection of frequency and direction finding (d.f.) facilities with visual indications. By the end of April 1940, design and layout of the new equipment, by now designated T1154/R1155, was complete. Production started in August, but output was slow and the first examples did not reach the RAF until the end of 1940.

As well as manufacturing the equipment, Marconi were also responsible for their installation into RAF aircraft. Fitting parties consisting of Marconi engineers were sent out to RAF stations where they carried out installation and checking of the T1154 and R1155 radios. Trial installations were made in all types of RAF bomber aircraft. These, however, showed that the electrical supply in these aircraft was insufficient. As a temporary measure, an additional accumulator was fitted to provide the extra power, later on extra engine driven generators were fitted. By 1942 when the RAF's own Maintenance Units were able to take over the task the Marconi teams had fitted out over 2000 aircraft.

Operational Use

Designed primarily for aircraft, the T1154/R1155 equipment provided Wireless Telegraphy (W/T) and Radio Telephony (R/T) communication in air to ground and air to air modes. Thirteen variants of the basic transmitter design and ten variants of the basic receiver design were produced (Table 1) and apart from their

Fig. 1: Typical installation (Crown Copyright/RAF diagram).
use in aircraft they were also to be found in ground stations, vehicles and RAF air rescue launches. In bomber aircraft, the equipment was used by the wireless operator to obtain position and weather reports, as well as relaying strike reports from the target area. Position reports were plotted using the R1155 and its associated direction finding (d.f.) loop antenna to receive bearing signals from radio beacons. Bearings obtained by these methods were, however, not always reliable due to the effects of jamming and 'Meaconing'.

Master Bomber

Another role for the equipment in Bomber Command was to control the progress of a bomber raid. One aircraft in the formation called the 'Master Bomber' was detailed to assess the target marking and bombing results during the course of the raid. This control aircraft used its T1154 transmitter to issue instructions to other aircraft via their R1155 receivers. Communication was by R/T on a frequency of 7000kHz over a range of 40km. However, the use of the equipment in this role was not successful and the Master Bomber technique did not become widespread until the introduction of very high frequency (v.h.f.) R/T equipment in 1943. Some RAF aircraft also used the T1154/R1155 set in a Radio Counter Measure (RCM) role. These aircraft were fitted with a microphone in one of their engine nacelles. Noise picked up by the microphone was transmitted by the T1154 and used to jam the R/T communications between German ground controllers and their night fighters.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Sec/Ref</th>
<th>Features</th>
<th>Fitted to</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>T1154</td>
<td>100/97</td>
<td>m.c.w., c.w., R/T multi click stop</td>
<td>Handley Page Halifax only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1154A</td>
<td>100/99</td>
<td>m.c.w., c.w., R/T multi click stop</td>
<td>Coastal Command aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1154B</td>
<td>100/106</td>
<td>m.c.w., c.w., R/T multi click stop</td>
<td>Mobile Ground stations used with receiver Type R1188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1154C</td>
<td>100/108</td>
<td>m.c.w., c.w., R/T multi click stop</td>
<td>Coastal Command aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1154D</td>
<td>100/730</td>
<td>m.c.w., c.w., R/T multi click stop</td>
<td>Short Sunderland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1154E</td>
<td>100/731</td>
<td>m.c.w., c.w., R/T multi click stop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1154F</td>
<td>100/893</td>
<td>m.c.w., c.w., R/T multi click stop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1154G</td>
<td></td>
<td>Did not enter production</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1154H</td>
<td>100/1180</td>
<td>m.c.w., c.w., R/T uni click stop</td>
<td>Handley Page Halifax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1154I</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Short Sunderland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1154J</td>
<td>100/1229</td>
<td>m.c.w., c.w., R/T multi click stop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1154K</td>
<td>100/1330</td>
<td>m.c.w., c.w., R/T multi click stop</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1154L</td>
<td>100/1455</td>
<td>Steel case version of T1154F</td>
<td>Marine craft, Training aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1154M</td>
<td>100/1587</td>
<td>m.c.w., c.w., R/T as T1154K with uni click stop</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1154N</td>
<td>100/1588</td>
<td>m.c.w., c.w., R/T steel case version of T1154B</td>
<td>Marine craft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1155</td>
<td>100/96</td>
<td>Aluminium case</td>
<td>Handley Page Halifax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1155A</td>
<td>100/820</td>
<td>Filters to prevent m.f. interference</td>
<td>Handley Page Halifax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1155B</td>
<td>100/1304</td>
<td>Aluminium case h.f. choke to prevent radar interference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1155C</td>
<td>100/1105</td>
<td>Aluminium case Modified for h.f. d.f.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1155D</td>
<td>100/1331</td>
<td>Steel case</td>
<td>Marine craft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1155E</td>
<td>100/1332</td>
<td>Steel case Filters to prevent m.f. interference</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1155F</td>
<td>100/1333</td>
<td>Aluminium case h.f. choke to prevent radar interference</td>
<td>All bombers except Handley Page Halifax</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1155G</td>
<td></td>
<td>These variants did not enter production</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1155H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1155J</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1155K</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1155L</td>
<td>100/1477</td>
<td>Aluminium case As R1155B or F but frequency range altered</td>
<td>General</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1155M</td>
<td>100/1597</td>
<td>Aluminium case filters to prevent m.f. interference</td>
<td>Ground Schools only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1155N</td>
<td>100/1667</td>
<td>Steel case As R1155B or F but frequency range altered</td>
<td>General use except bombers Marine craft</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2: Simplified circuit diagram T1154 (Crown Copyright/RAF diagram).
Installation

In a typical aircraft installation (Fig. 1), the transmitter was the focal point and was usually mounted either on top of, or to one side of, the receiver. Power was obtained from the aircraft’s electrical supply of 12 or 24V through two rotary transformers. One of these power supplies, a Type 35, provided 1200V h.t. for the transmitter, whilst the other, a Type 33, provided 217V h.t. and 7V l.t. for the receiver and 6.3V l.t. for the transmitter.

Routing of the transmitted output to the appropriate antenna was via an Antenna Selector Switch Type J. Five positions were available, allowing for:
- signals to be routed with h.f. through a fixed antenna and m.f. through a trailing antenna
- or h.f. through the trailing - m.f. through the fixed - d.f., where the fixed antenna was used for reception together with the d.f. loop and earth where all antennas were connected to earth.

Transmitter Circuit

The T1154 transmitter provided c.w., m.c.w. and R/T facilities on frequency ranges of 200 to 500kHz (m.f.), 3 to 5.5MHz (h.f.) and 5.5 to 10MHz (l.f.). The transmitter circuit (Fig. 2), consisted of a master oscillator stage driving two pentode power amplifier valves in parallel, control being provided through the transmitter master switch. The master oscillator used a VT105 valve connected as a series fed Hartley oscillator. The two directly heated power amplifiers used VT104 pentodes and were shunt fed through a choke on both m.f. and h.f. ranges. On m.c.w. another VT105 valve provided side-tone and modulation of the transmitted output during R/T operation. When transmitting voice, use could be made of either carbon or electromagnetic microphones.

Transmitter Operation

In operation, the h.f. and m.f. ranges were selected via the antenna switch Type J. The transmitter master switch was then set to STB B1, starting up the i.f. power unit providing power to the transmitter and receiver valves. After a few seconds the master switch was then set to TUNE causing the h.f. power unit to start up. The master oscillator condenser for the frequency range selected was then adjusted by back tuning to the receiver. The Morse key was depressed and the condenser rotated until the magic eye tuning indicator on the receiver closed. With the master oscillator stage set up the power amplifier stage was tuned until a dip was obtained on the antenna feed meter. Frequency selection was made easy by the use of a unique click stop mechanism on the transmitters. Set up by wireless mechanics on the ground prior to flight it locked the frequency controls enabling the operator to select frequencies with ease. Two types were fitted, a multi click system where all chosen frequencies were selected in turn as the tuning dial was rotated, and a uni click type where only one click stop was in use at any one time on any range. These click stop facilities were only available on the h.f. ranges, the m.f. ranges were set by the operator once in flight.

Receiver Circuit

The R1195 receiver consisted of a ten-valve superheterodyne (Fig. 3) operating on frequency ranges of 75 to 500kHz, 600 to 1500kHz and 3 to 18.5MHz. Facilities were also provided on the first two ranges for direction finding using a visual indicator. A five-position master switch gave the following functions - Omni providing normal communications functions, AVC providing automatic volume control, Balance where the visual indicator was balanced during d.f. functions, Visual where the visual indicator was switched into circuit and where bearings were taken aurally from radio beacons and sense circuitry was used to determine signal direction.

The r.f. amplifier stage consisted of a VR100 pentode valve whose variable μ characteristic allowed its gain to be controlled by varying the grid bias. Frequency changing from the r.f. signal down to i.f. was carried out by a VR99 triode hexode valve. The i.f. stage included two stages of amplification and operated at 500kHz. Both manual and automatic volume control were available. Detection was by means of a VR101 double diode triode valves, the triode section of which acted as the output stage.

Direction finding was available both aurally and visually. The aural method used a Type 3 loop antenna which was adjusted for a minimum signal. The visual system used a ‘switched heart’ circuits. Here a push-pull oscillator was used to switch the fixed antenna in such a way that the voltages were applied alternatively in phase and anti-phase with the instantaneous voltage due to the loop. At the same time, the oscillator switched the rectified output of the detector stage to two pairs of moving coils operating the visual indicator needles. To allow the receiver to be used with a variety of d.f. loops a number of impedance matching units were produced. Workshop testing of the receiver was carried out using a Test Set Type 65.

Fig. 3: Receiver schematic diagram (Crown Copyright/RAF diagram).
Over the last six months MARTIN LYNCH has been busy looking at new leading edge technology equipment suitable for the keen SHORT WAVE LISTENER and SCANNER ENTHUSIAST.

Products for the

THE NEW MCL1100 DECODER from MOMENTUM COMMUNICATIONS

A new enhanced version of the famous DM100 'EasyReader', the MCL100 is the easiest machine to hook up your receiver to start decoding most of the weird noises you can hear on your receiver. Output direct to a standard VDU, the new version sports some important advances and is the ideal RTTY/CW decoder money can buy. Better still, it's BRITISH!!

£225.00 incl. VAT

A Green 9" High Res Monitor is available for only £69.95, 12V DC supply, £19.95.

The Universal Range of Decoders
Direct from the USA

M-400

At featured in this issue, the NEW UNIVERSAL M-400 decoder is a must for those who want a serious RTTY, SITOR, FEC, WEATHER FAX plus much more CODE CONVERTOR at a sensible price. Read page 10 of this issue for the in depth review. Available from stock.

£379.95 incl. VAT
PSU extra at £19.95.

M-900

Similar in features to the M-400, the M-900 has a powerful FAX-to-SCREEN processor built in, enabling weather and other 'picture' transmissions to be viewed by a simple video monitor, before dumping to printer.

£499.95 incl. VAT
PSU extra at £19.95

M-1000

Got a PC and want a powerful decoder using your own computer as part of the system? The UNIVERSAL M-1000 is a complete CODE CONVERTOR on a single card, ready to slot into an IBM compatible PC. Full colour on screen graphics are at your disposal. This one IS fully recommended - our Chief Engineer uses one!

£379.95 incl. VAT

M-8000

The ultimate in all mode code converters. Mainly used by commercial organisations throughout the world, UNIVERSAL have managed to engineer the package at a price within reach of the true hobbyist. A true colour VGA output is given to enhance the incredible definition obtainable in all modes by this advanced piece of hardware. It's easier to use than you think - a few hours will soon bring decoded data to your own screen from around the world. Open your eyes to a new world just waiting for you to explore. Put your NRD535 or RS500 or Drake R8E to real use today!

£1,199.95 incl. VAT

A 10" VGA HIGH RES COLOUR Monitor is available for only £179.95 incl. VAT

The "Eavesdropper" from the USA

The ultimate in SHORT WAVE LISTENER ANTENNAS

Again from the USA, the EAVESDROPPER is a fully developed multi-band receiving antenna for the dedicated listener. Including 100ft of 72 ohm transmission line*50ft of 450-pound stranded wire*test nylon support rope*Automatic bandswitching by trap circuits*All connections soldered & enclosed in ultrasonically sealed, weather resistant trap covers*Heavy 14SWG hard drawn stranded wire*Zap Trapper Lightning Arrestor*Only 42ft long*Full 12 month warranty & built like no other wire antenna you've ever seen!

£79.95 incl VAT

286 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING, LONDON W5 4UB
As well as being appointed the UK's only Universal Decoder retailer and distributor, several other exciting new products are just waiting for new homes! Read on............

summer of '93

DATONG ACTIVE ANTENNAS
Designed originally for commercial use, the DATONG AD270 indoor system or the AD370 weather proofed outdoor version are the only dedicated ACTIVE ANTENNAS for short wave, worth considering. Supplied with mains PSU, the overall length is only 2 metres and covers the entire 200kHz-30MHz band.

AD270 indoor £59.95 AD370 outdoor £79.95

The U.K. SCANNING DIRECTORY
Compiled by Interproducts and now in its 3rd edition, this is the definitive "bible" for the intrepid scanner enthusiast. Thousands of frequencies listed between 25 to 1213 MHz, order one today, before it's taken off sale again!

£16.95, plus £2.00 p&p. (A small quantity of coffee stained versions, thanks Chris I love you, are available at only £13.99)

MARTIN'S SUMMER BUNDLES

Yaesu FRG100
NEW BOXED YAESU FRG100 RECEIVER, INCLUDING MYDEL ATU-1 Antenna Tuner, plus free carriage anywhere in the U.K. LSY £670.00
LYNCHY PRICE £599.95 - SAVING OVER 10%!!

Yupiteru MVT-7100
New boxed U.K. Version YUPITERU MVT7100, supplied with Nicads, Charger, free desk top power supply / stand PLUS MYDEL SCAN-2513 144MHz Antenna and free carriage anywhere in the U.K., LSY £509.00
LYNCHY PRICE £449.00 - SAVING OVER 10%!!

Lowe HF150
It's being sold WORLD WIDE and after using one we're not surprised. Offered this month only with free nicads, telescopic antenna and carriage anywhere in the U.K. Saving over £40.00
LYNCHY PRICE £349.00 incl. VAT. - SAVING OVER 10%!!

AOR AR3000A
Introduced some years ago as the Air3000, the NEW "A" prefix has given the scanner enthusiast even greater flexibility. If you're into computer control, you will love the SPECTRUM COORDINATOR software available as an option. There is only one area that needs addressing - the price! How about a massive slice off the top and throw in free carriage? You got it!
LYNCHY PRICE £849.00 incl. VAT.
SAVING OVER 12.5%!! AUGUST ONLY.

MARTIN LYNCH
G4HKS
THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE
Dial 081 566 1120 NOW

MylDEI TPA Tunable PreAmp Antenna
Housed in one neat unit, the MyDEL TPA is the latest innovation from the USA. Ever wished you could increase the input signal just a little bit when the going gets tough? MyDEL thought so, and for the first time, the TPA offers an effective ATU for short random wires together with a preamp, and as an alternative a telescopic whip for the occasional indoor short wave listening. Powered by one 9V PP3 type battery, it could be the answer to your tuner problems! Ideal for listeners who only have limited space for antenna systems.
£69.95 incl. VAT. (9v battery not supplied)

MyDEL ATU-1
A more conventional approach to resonating that length of wire or centre fed dipole for an antenna system is the NEW MyDEL ATU-1. Built in the U.K. to our own specification, the ATU-1 is housed in a strong metal case and employs two good quality tuning capacitors with a tapped coil in the standard "Pi" configuration. Almost identical to a similar Japanese model costing nearly 40% more, isn't it time you bought British?
£59.95 incl.VAT and patch lead to your radio.

Attention all Yupiteru MVT7100 & 7000 owners!
The new MyDEL SCAN-2513 Wide band scanner antenna Ideal as a direct replacement to the telescopic antenna offered with the Yupiteru models, the NEW MyDEL SCAN-2513 flexi antenna covers 25 - 1300MHz. It's far more convenient than the standard unit and a lot safer! Will suit any hand-held scanner.
£19.95 incl. VAT, plus £2.00 p&p.

Tel: 081 566 1120  FAX: 081 566 1207

MARTIN LYNCH
G4HKS
THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE
Dial 081 566 1120 NOW

FREE FINANCE OVER 12 MONTHS STILL AVAILABLE AT RECOMMENDED RETAIL PRICES

PHONE FOR DETAILS
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It was the sun glinting amongst the junk that first caught my attention. There is seldom anything that shines in the bric-a-brac in the second-hand furniture shop, around which I periodically browse. I moved a couple of broken chairs and a flowered teapot with a chipped spout to find the sun shining on two large aluminium slow-motion dial - obviously a radio set of some sort. It was in a wooden box - "cabinet" would be too grand a name - and had an ebonite panel with three controls and an assortment of terminals and switches. I lifted the lid to find inside a short wave receiver of early 'thirties vintage, obviously home-made but, nevertheless, well constructed.

A popular medium and long wave set of the same era was the Cossor Melody Maker (a straight 3-valver) and this s.w. receiver had obviously been constructed along the same physical and electrical lines. A typical i.f. (audio) stage made four valves in all: r.f. amplifier, reacting detector, RC coupled audio amplifier and a transformer coupled output stage. There was of course no loudspeaker - this was normally a separate item in those far-off days. The main parts of the set were all there and undamaged except for two missing valves and no coils, although there were coil holders for plug-in coils. How could I resist such a relic from the days when I was an avid short wave listener?

**Triumphant**

Some hard bargaining followed when I tried not to appear too keen to buy it, but eventually honour appeared satisfied on both sides and I bore the set triumphantly homeward.

The first step - after the inevitable celebratory cup of tea - was to remove the set from its box and take stock. Construction was conventional for those days - an ebonite panel supporting the controls and a wooden baseboard onto which the components were mounted. The main parts of the set were all there and undamaged except for two missing valves and no coils, although there were coil holders for plug-in coils. How could I resist such a relic from the days when I was an avid short wave listener?

The Strip-Down and Re-Build

Following this appraisal I decided to completely re-build the set in its original form, using the original components as far as possible. As there was no chance of obtaining or making coils to fit the coil holders, the only solution here would be to make both coils and new holders to my own pattern. Accordingly a sketch was made of the layout and then everything was removed from panel and baseboard. The foil covering these was quite tatty so it was replaced with aluminium "kitchen foil". All the components were taken to pieces, cleaned and replaced in their original position, using the original square-section wire wherever possible.

The only duff components were the "mainsbridge condensers" and these posed a bit of a problem. Construction was a roll of foil and waxed paper placed inside a metal can fitted with terminals. The can was sealed by soldering so it was not very difficult to open, but inside it was found that the "works" were embedded in pitch. Attempts to chip this out were futile, so both capacitors were rolled up in a sheet of "kitchen foil", placed on a baking tray and put in the oven at "Gas Mark 8" for half an hour. (I reasoned that since that was the correct setting for "oven crispy fish" it was probably the correct setting for "mainsbridge condensers"!)

An aromatic scent of roadworks filled the house in due course, and when taken from the oven and the foil opened I found all the pitch in a little pool and the condenser roll quite easy to remove. It was replaced in each instance by a 1µF polyester capacitor, the case was then resoldered, a touch of paint added and, lo and behold, two 100 per cent serviceable '1930 mainsbridge condensers' circa 1987!

It is many a year since I wound short wave coils. However, I had some 37.5mm diameter plastics waste pipe handy, and a reference to Newnes Wireless Constructor's Encyclopaedia by F.J. Camm gave me something to start with. Soon memories came flooding back and before long three pairs of coils were made covering 2 to 15MHz (if they had been originals I would have said 150 to 20MHz). I was fortunate in still having some 2V valves among my bits and pieces and as luck would have it, a friend of mine had just sent me some more he had found at a rally - among which was a FM2DX, the ideal detector for a short wave set.

I had to knock up a small power supply. It proved quite difficult to obtain an h.t. transformer with around 120V output, but one was eventually found. The 2 volts for the valve filaments was easy to provide as I had a couple of small sealed lead-acid cells. Although these are only 2.5Ah, they were quite adequate for testing the receiver.

**Results**

Apart from some slight adjustments to the coils to ensure that there was just a small overlap between the different ranges, everything worked first time. There will be many readers who have never handled a straight set with 'reaction' and it may come as a surprise to learn that in a strict signal/noise ratio test the old receiver came out slightly better than my FT - 757! To obtain results like this, the reaction control must be handled most carefully otherwise performance is very poor indeed, a receiver of this type has very little selectivity, unless the detector is just on the point of oscillation. Therefore, the set performs quite well for c.w., but is not so good on a.m. It can be used to receive s.s.b. if the reaction control is advanced just sufficiently to make the detector oscillate, thus providing a b.f.o. Powerful signals will, however, pull the oscillation into lock with the incoming signal, thus losing the b.f.o. effect, so to be quite honest, the receiver is really only good for c.w. on the amateur bands or for s.w. broadcast stations.

I found one unexpected snag: when receiving c.w. - the best note kept changing frequency in a random manner. Eventually this was traced to an uninstalled h.t. supply. The set would have originally been powered by h.t. batteries, so the problem would not have arisen. After I stabilised the 60V to the detector everything was fine. Even though there is an r.f. stage to isolate the detector from the antenna, the isolation is not all that good and in very windy weather the swaying of the long wire antenna will cause a c.w. note to waver gently up and down!

**The DX Four**

I christened the receiver the DX-Four - all sets had names in the 'thirties. It is good fun to operate when the bands are quiet but not much use on 7MHz in the evening! It has, nonetheless, a character lacking in my Japanese black box, however good that may be. Also it needs to be "operated" and not just have its dial spun, with all the chips doing the hard work. I have to do that and there is much satisfaction in so doing. When I worked my first 'W' using the DX-Four as a receiver, I felt that something worthwhile had been achieved - just like 55 years ago.
Dial Search is an easy-to-use book for the long, medium and short wave listener. It contains information on British radio stations and the main European ones too. There are hints on how to make the most of your portable, programme notes, details of broadcasts in English and some popular station addresses. The first of the Dial Search maps included in the book fold-out to show where the European broadcast stations are located, e.g. Brookmans Park, Lopik and Allouis - to mention just three. The second fold-out map details where the UK transmitters are situated.

1992/94
Seventh Edition

DIAL-SEARCH
The Listener's Check-list and Guide to European Radio Broadcasting

Including
- a full list of British stations
- a select list of European stations
- broadcasts in English
- classical music & jazz programmes
- Making the Most of your Portable
- two special maps

typical comment

GEORGE WILCOX

Save £1.50
on this useful little book.

Normal price £4.25 plus £1 post and packing, now just £3.25 plus 50p post and packing.

HOW TO ORDER
Complete both coupons, in ink, giving your name and address clearly in block capitals. Coupon (2) will be used as the address label to despatch your book. Send the coupons, with your cheque, to: SWM Special Offer (August), FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

If you wish to pay by credit card (Access, Mastercard, Eurocard or Visa only), please fill in your card details and sign the coupon where indicated.

Offer only available to readers of SWM in England, Scotland, Wales, N. Ireland, the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man and BFPO addresses. Orders are normally despatched within 28 days, but please allow time for carriage.

The closing date for this offer is 31st August 1993.
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FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

Please send me......Dial Search Book(s) @ £3.75 inc P&P.
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I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd) £

Card No. \\
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If you do not want to cut your copy of SWM, a photocopy of this form is acceptable, but you must send the Book Offer coupon at the foot of the Contents page.

PW Publishing Ltd., Broadstone, Dorset
(Reg. No. 1890598, England)
CALLING ALL RADIO AMATEURS AND SHORTWAVE LISTENERS!
ICOM (UK) PROUDLY PRESENT...

THE OFFICIAL OPENING OF OUR NEW LONDON HAMSTORE • SPECIAL BARGAINS INCLUDING: IC-737 • IC-W21ET • FRG100 • TS50 ETC • EQUIPMENT DEMOS • COFFEE • TEA • BUCKS-FIZZ • HAM SANDWICHES (SORRY) • CAKE • SPECIAL GUESTS • FREE RAFFLE • & LOTS MORE!

We would like to say thanks to all of you who have supported us over the last few months. If you haven't visited the London Hamstore yet - why not? We have bargains on new, used and ex-demo equipment. We will gladly take your good, clean, working gear in part-exchange - call us now for the best prices around.

As well as ICOM, we also stock KENWOOD, YAESU and all leading brand names.

We have receivers, transceivers and every conceivable gadget you could want. If it's cash, credit or part-exchange - we do it. We are probably the world leaders in radio communications and have the best technical back-up and service facilities in the country. Call now for our daily-updated list of second-hand equipment.

How to get here...
Northern Line tube to Hendon Central or... simply park your car outside.

Do you know who the staff are at Hendon? Well there's Paul G7MNI who has had technical features published in many radio mags + Doug GOLUH/4S7DGG/4SOUK/8Q7AB, who would you prefer to deal with? salesmen or... qualified staff with a wealth of experience and knowledge, we know, and you know it makes sense.

Payment by Access, Visa, Switch and RSGB cards are welcome, finance can also be arranged (subject to status). Interest-free credit is available on selected new ICOM products. If you cannot visit a HAMSTORE in person, take advantage of our MAIL ORDER SERVICE. Items from stock normally dispatched within 24hrs.

HAMSTORES stock AEA, AKD, Alinco, AOR, Bareno, Comet, Cushcraft, Davis, Dee Comm, Diamond, Icom, JRC, Kenwood, Lowe, Microset, MFJ, RSGB books, Toyo, Yaesu and Yupiteru equipment. 73 Doug & Paul.

Saturday July 24th.

HAMSTORES
ALSO AT...
HERNE BAY
Unit 8, Herne Bay West Ind. Estate, Sea Street, Herne Bay, Kent CT6 8LD.
Tel: 0227 741555 Fax: 0227 741742

BIRMINGHAM
International House, 963 Wolverhampton Rd, Oldbury, West Midlands B69 4RJ
Tel: 021 552 0073 Fax: 021 552 0051

ALL STORES NOW OPEN: MON TO FRI 09:00-17:00 & 09:00-16:00 SATS.
N.B. Herne Bay closed for lunch 1300-1400.
Buying and Renovating the AR88

If you build your own receiver, it is likely to cost you a few hundred pounds. However, financially it is a dead loss as, if you fall out with your creation, you end up with something totally unsalable. If you spend a fraction of the time and expense on renovating a piece of good quality old equipment, at worst you should be able to get your money back, or you might even make a profit. At least you will have fun and it will not cost you very much.

The AR88 is a classic among the older receivers and holds an honoured place in the history of radio. It was first produced in 1940 by RCA in the United States. Exactly what niche in the market place the designer had intended it to fill, I am not sure, but as events turned out most of RCA production ended up being shipped to Europe as part of the United States war effort. By the mid 1950s when I came into amateur radio many of these receivers had appeared in the UK surplus market, and were retailing at £40 - £100, (4 - 10 weeks wages in those days!).

Is it any good? Can a 50-year-old receiver possibly be of use in today's crowded radio conditions? The answer is a very firm yes. A good AR88 will still perform very well and whilst it was never intended to receive s.s.b., the simplest of modifications will enable it to give a very acceptable performance in this mode, in fact, without any modifications it is not that bad.

The Versions

Basically, there were two versions produced. The AR88D covering 550kHz - 30MHz and the AR88 LF covering 73 and 1.5 - 30.5MHz. For amateur use, the 'D' is preferred in that it is a little more selective and has a better band spread. The 'LF', however, does have a little better image rejection as the i.f. amplifier is tuned to 735kHz instead of 455kHz as used in the 'D'. By and large, the difference between the versions are quite small and so given the choice of two units, go for the one in the best condition every time. that is unless you have some particular requirement for either medium or long wave coverage.

Service Rebuilds

The original RCA AR88 has a black crackle front panel, the control at the top left on the front panel being 'HF TONE'. Many units have, however, been re-built in REME workshops and these can be identified externally as having a grey front panel and usually the h.f. tone control is re-wired and marked 'IF GAIN'. Internally, the original cotton/rubber covered wires will have been replaced by plastics wiring, and many resistors and capacitors swapped. If the job has been done properly, these REME re-builds can be the best buys, as breakdown of the insulation of the original wiring looms is by no means unusual dependant upon conditions of storage over the last 40 odd years.

Construction & Circuit

The manual for the AR88D is fairly freely available, ask around at your local club or at a Rally and you will almost certainly get one. Failing that, try one of the suppliers listed at the end of this article. A full circuit diagram of the LF version is available from the SWM Editorial Offices by sending in an s.a.e. marked AR88, along with diagrams of the rear panel and a copy of the top chassis layout.

The receiver, of course, uses valves, the all metal types used in the 1940s, the latest thing in reliability and ruggedness. Two r.f. amplifier valves, type 6SG7M, are used along with three tuned circuits before the mixer to give good gain and signal-to-noise ratio. All the coils, capacitors and switches used in the tuned circuits are of high quality resulting in good Q and hence satisfactory image rejection.

The mixer stage uses a 6SA7M frequency changer valve. (In domestic sets of this era, the same type of valve would have been used as a combined mixer and local oscillator - hence the term frequency changer). To help oscillator stability, a separate 6J5 local oscillator is used in

Or how to get a top class, general coverage communications receiver for around £30-£50 says Harry Leeming G3LLL
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the AR88.

After the mixer comes three i.f. stages, the first incorporating a variable bandwidth crystal filter. Two stages of i.f. amplification would have given more than enough gain, having three enables the valves to be 'throttled back' and also gives more control of selectivity, in addition to the crystal filter, by variable coupling in the transformers.

Two double diode valves come next, one is used in the automatic gain control and detector circuits, the other acts as a series impulse noise limiter. The noise limiter is very effective during a.m. reception, but is not so hot on s.s.b. or c.w., at least it does stop you having your ears blasted out when wearing head-phones.

Beat frequency oscillation is provided by the circuit around the second 6J5 triode and once again this is pretty conventional.

The a.f. stages come next, first the 6SJ7 voltage amplifier and then a 6V6 power amplifier. The AR88D uses a 6K6 power amplifier valve that is slightly different in characteristics to the 6V6 but has the same pin connections. In practice, swapping one for the other does not seem to make much difference. The output transformer and headphone wiring differ between various models and some of the REME re-builds. On some sets the 2.5Ω speaker terminals on the rear go dead when headphones are plugged in, on others they do not. The simplest way out of this predicament is to plug a higher impedance (8-15Ω) speaker into the front headphones socket so that it can be plugged out when the headphones are plugged in.

Whatever is fitted make sure that it is correctly set before you plug it in! A full wave valve rectifier is used, and the voltage to the oscillator stages is stabilised by a VR150 regulator tube. For the benefit of those bought up on transistors, this is a valve equivalent of a Zener diode and uses identical circuit arrangement. High tension smoothing is by L50 and L49 in conjunction with C96, C97 and C98. The negative bias for most of the valves and for the r.f. gain control circuit is developed across R43, R44 and R45 in the negative return of the mains transformer.

Second-hand Sets

What should you look for when purchasing a second-hand AR88? If possible see if the receiver is in some kind of working order before parting with your money, how good, of course, depends on the price asked. Do be certain that the major irreplaceable parts are OK. Take a good look, and have a smell! around the power supply for signs of obvious burning and check the tuning mechanism and wave change switch.

Whilst most small components will be replaceable by standard radio and TV bits and pieces, a burnt out mains transformer, wrecked waveband switch or faulty tuning mechanism will be somewhat of a disaster. Do check that the tuning drive has negligible backlash on it, as backlash is a common fault with old equipment and difficult to cure.

**Repairing, Overhauling and Modifying**

Safety first. The voltages and power levels used in the AR88 are lethal, so do not treat it as a transistor radio! It is particularly dangerous due to its weight, if you are gripping it hard, trying to turning it over with both hands and come into contact with a high voltage you will not be able to get loose! Ideally, you should keep one hand in your pocket and stand on a dry insulated surface when doing any work with the receiver live, but, at the very least make it an absolute rule that you will never grip the receiver tightly with both hands when it is plugged into the mains supply whether it is switched on or not. (Competition in the magazine industry for circulation is just too fierce to lose readers that way!)

Over the years, all sorts of modifications have been suggested for the AR88. My feeling being that most are complicated and unnecessary. The simple modifications suggested here alter the bias performance more in the direction of long distance communication.

1. **For better a.f. gain and more communications like this.** Remove resistor R54 from the negative feed loop around the output stage and reduce the a.f. coupling capacitor/capacitors that run from Pin 8 of V10 to Pin 5 of V11 to 1nF each.

2. **For better s.s.b. reception.** Increase the oscillator injection, but first have a look under the set and make sure someone has not already done this. Originally, the b.f.o. injection was taken from the 6J5 b.f.o. valve by soldering a wire on to either Pin 6 or Pin 4. These were unused spare pins and hence only stray capacity coupling was used.

The modification consists of soldering two 1.5m lengths of stiff insulating wire, one to Pin 3 and the other, either to Pin 6 or to Pin 4 depending upon which is used. The two lengths of wire are then either twisted together or even just brought near to each other until sufficient b.f.o. injection is obtained. You can either decide this by trial and error on s.s.b. reception or go through the following procedure.

Switch the set to 'Phone' 'AVC' and measure the rectified carrier voltage when a fairly strong broadcast station is tuned in at maximum r.f. gain. The easiest point to measure this voltage at, is the 'hot' end of the noise limiter control. After removing the antenna, switch to BFO AVC and adjust the capacitor formed by the two wires until the voltage is about the same as that produced by the strong station. In it's original form, the manual position on the function switch does not completely kill the a.v.c. line. When using a higher level of oscillator injection it is advisable that it should, and this can be achieved by short circuiting R42 mounted on the back of the a.v.c. switch. If this simple modification is not carried out, a.v.c. action will
reduce the gain even when switched to the manual position as the b.f.o. will register as a strong signal. The only other modification worth carrying out is to fit a tuning meter. This will not work on s.a.b. as the set does not have a product detector, but it may be of some use. If you wish to do this, wire a 1mA meter into the cathode of the first i.f. valve. The standard meter will read backwards way, so if this worries you, mount the meter upside down.

It is suggested that you do not try overhauling the receiver until it is in some kind of working order or otherwise if you make a mistake, you will end up in total confusion.

Common Problems

The set is dead. The presence of h.t. can be ascertained by looking at the VR-150-30, the voltage regulator valve. This will glow like a neon lamp of all is OK in this department, check the rectifier valve. If there is any trouble here, do not be tempted to replace the rectifier valve by silicone diodes unless you fit surge resistors, a suitable modern replacement for the 5Y3 being a GZ32. If the set does not seem to be switching on at all and the pilot lamps are not alight, check the contacts of the mains on/off switch as these do frequently give trouble. If the switch is faulty, it is probably best to short circuit it and either pull out the mains plug when you want to switch off, or fit a separate toggle switch.

If there is low volume or distortion, then common troubles here are high valve or open circuit resistors R40 and R41 or leaky capacitor C118/C122.

If the frequency drifts and jumps, a dirty band change switch is the most common trouble here. Remove the lids from the coil pack underneath the chassis and clean the switch with a propriety non-lubricated cleaning fluid rotating the switch quickly as this is applied. After you have done this, apply a very slight amount of cleaning fluid with lubricant. Note that loads of lubricant all over the place will not help stability at all and may result in a breakdown of some insulation.

If you have low gain, check the voltages on all the valves. Low voltages are usually caused by resistors having gone high or decoupling capacitors that have gone leaky. A valve can, of course, also be faulty, but this will usually be indicated by higher than normal anode or screen voltages.

Unwanted gain or oscillation in the i.f. stages. Faulty by-pass capacitors or excessive gain are usually the cause of unwanted oscillation. Check that R20 is in the cathode circuit of the first i.f. amplifier valve and that it has not had a capacitor wired across it or been short circuit for more gain. Note that both Pins 3 and 5 are wired to the cathode and so both these should be checked. Some sets also have similar 150Ω resistor wired in the cathode lead of the second i.f. amplifier valve to reduce gain. If the gain is too high, you can fit this resistor, or conversely, if it is too low you can short circuit it or wire a 10nF capacitor in parallel.

Oscillation in r.f. and antenna stages. There is a lot of r.f. gain in the AR88 and it is stable only by virtue of good layout and adequate screening and decoupling. A set in good working order will not oscillate at any frequency on any band, even with the metal can that covers the valves and tuning gang removed, and will be reasonably docile with the bottom covers of the coil pack removed as well.

There is, however, a lot of gain around and especially at the higher frequency end of the receiver's coverage, everything must be correct if oscillation is not to occur especially if the gain is peaked up during alignment. The common causes of trouble, are faulty by-pass capacitors and poor earth connections. The main tuning capacitor is earthed in many places via spring contacts on its mounting. If the set is oscillating and this oscillation comes and goes as the tuning capacitor mounting is rocked, it is almost certain that the grime and oxidization of ages on these contacts is causing trouble. The easiest way out of the problem is to use a 100W soldering iron and solder about a dozen lengths of flexible braid between the capacitor and the chassis at various points all around. This modification will usually completely tame the receiver and also help to stabilise the frequency of the local oscillator. If you end up with a receiver with bad backlash in the tuning gear box, all might not be lost if you have plenty of patience and some mechanical dexterity. Look at it carefully and you will see that the large cogs consist of two discs of teeth mounted next to each other with a small window cut through both discs. Into this window a small coil spring should be set so as to pressurise the teeth in opposite directions. You will find that backlash is caused by either this spring having gone missing or that the teeth have jumped one notch and are no longer under spring tension. Fit the spring or retention the cogs by moving the two discs one jump in opposite directions and you have cured your backlash. It is difficult, but possible.

Overhauling the AR88

As most AR88s are now well over 40 years old, they are usually full of capacitors that have developed leaks and resistors that are high in value. Once you have the set is reasonable working order, it is well worth while gradually working your way through stage by stage replacing all suspect components. It is suggested that you only replace the resistors and capacitors around one valve stage at a time, testing the receiver as you go along. You should notice a gradual improvement of performance, but at least, doing things this way will give you a fighting chance of retracing your steps should you make a mistake and put the receiver out of action.

The r.f. mixer and oscillator stages are contained in the large screened box underneath the chassis, the lid of which is held on by dozens of nuts and screws that must be removed to get to the works. Feast your eyes on the quality of construction first and then down to work.

The small value capacitors used in the tuned circuits and attached to the coils are almost certainly OK, so leave well alone here. The rest of the capacitors and resistors should be replaced, as by Murphy's Law, otherwise the one you have not swopped will be the one which gives trouble. The h.t. decoupling capacitors that have values of either 0.006 or 0.0047 can be replaced by 10nF 500V disc ceramics. Note that when you switch on, the high tension voltage surges to just over 500V and hence you must not use low voltage components.

Try and avoid moving the leads or fitting components.
very close to the windings of the coils, also make sure that you do not accidentally fit a 10μF in place of one of the oscillator coils padding capacitors or you will throw the alignment widely out.

Whilst you have the coil pack apart, check the input wiring to the antenna socket. Originally, a balanced or unbalanced input could be selected by fitting or refitting the link on TB1. Quite often this arrangement will have been altered and the coil permanently earthed to the coaxial socket, it does not really matter as long as you know what is happening.

As in most superhets, the majority of the AR88s gain and selectivity is in the i.f. stages, and once again age will have taken its toll.

Quite a few of the anode, screen, and general h.t. decoupling capacitors are in blocks with three 0.1μF or three 0.25μF being in one can. If possible check all the block capacitors on a 500V insulation tester and reject any that read less than about 20MΩ. The blocks can, of course, be replaced by three separate capacitors, but for neatness, it is worth retaining the old units if they are OK. All separate decoupling capacitors, particularly any on the a.v.c. line, should be swapped regardless as should also be the resistors. Out of interest check these components once you have removed them and you will find many were out of specification. Note once again, that any new capacitors fitted must be at least 500V working.

There is not much point in swapping the wire wound resistors and large 4μF capacitors in the power supply if they are OK. Otherwise, test the block capacitors and swap all the resistors and decoupling capacitors regardless. Ensure that you replace the capacitors from the anode of the 6JS7 valve to the grid of the power amplifier h.t.

Clean all switches with a non-lubricated cleaning fluid and then give them a final clean with a very small amount of lubricated cleaner. All variable capacitors should have their wiping contacts cleaned similarly, but be extra careful only to introduce the slightest amount of lubricant or particularly in the oscillator stage you will create a drift problem. Volume, noise limiter and other carbon controls should be cleaned with a lubricated cleaner, or a mixture of 50/50 3-in-1 oil and paraffin works wonders.

**Alignment**

Correct alignment is crucial as a total of around 20 tuned circuits all have to be spot on before the receiver will give its full performance. Whilst the adjustments are time consuming, at least in the AR88 pulling and interaction between adjustments is minimised due to the efficient screening and lay-out.

Ideally, according to the RCA manual a wobulator and an oscilloscope should be used during alignment. This might be desirable if it is required to set up the wide band selectivity position for high quality broadcast reception, but for communications used it can be dispensed with.

First check that the crystal filter is working correctly. Connect a high impedance d.c. meter set to about 10V f.s.d. (full scale deflection) to the hot end of the noise limiter, and with a short length of antenna wire, tune in a weak and steady broadcast station with the receiver set to 'Phone', 'Man' and 'Selectivity 2'. If the station is too strong at full r.f. gain either shorten the antenna wire or tune off the ANT. ADJ. knob until the meter reading falls to below half of the maximum possible reading. Note the reading on the meter as you tune either side of the station to get some idea of the selectivity, and then try switching to the alternative selectivity positions.

If all reads reasonably well, you are ready to align the i.f. amplifier. First, carefully tune the AR88 into a steady fairly weak broadcast station or signal generator with the selectivity set to position 3, manual gain control being selected. Peak the tuning, using a meter connected to the hot end of the noise blanker, the signal must be fairly weak so that only a small reading is obtained even at maximum r.f. gain.

To do this, remove the local oscillator valve V3, 6S5, and set the receiver to about 550kHz. Inject either 735 or 455kHz as applicable from an accurate signal generator at the antenna socket and tune the generator either side of the frequency for maximum reading. You will have to use a fairly high level signal from the generator as the trap will try and reject it. Check that the reading peaks up on selectivity 2 at 735 or 455kHz. If it does not, adjust 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th i.f. transformers until it does. If in doubt, check your generator with a frequency counter. Finally, switch to selectivity 3 and tuning the generator 1kHz or so either side of the correct frequency, peak L34 and the generator for maximum. At all times, keep the generator output as low as possible to keep the meter reading below half the maximum possible reading.

If the crystal filter still does not work and yet the receiver i.f.s are aligned to the correct frequency, check the wiring around the filter and see that C75 is about half capacity and that its blades have not been bent and short circuited. The crystal will seldom be faulty, although it has been known. If you become certain that the crystal is at fault, very carefully remove it complete with holder and dismantle it on a soft clean surface. If the quartz element is not damaged or cracked, it can usually be restored to life if it is washed in soap and washed in clean water and left to dry before r.f. assembly. Note that the crystal element is very easily chipped when it will become useless, so wash it in a plastics bowl and do not drop it on a hard surface. Try and not get any grease from your fingers on the quartz element, and make sure that the plates are clean and shiny when you re-assemble them. The quartz element should be loose between the plates, so whatever you do, do not over-tighten the assembly and crack the crystal.

Once things are working reasonably well, you are ready to align the i.f. amplifier. First, carefully tune the AR88 into a steady fairly weak broadcast station or signal generator with the selectivity set to position 3, manual gain control being selected. Peak the tuning, using a meter connected to the hot end of the noise blanker, the signal must be fairly weak so that only a small reading is obtained even at maximum r.f. gain.

Ensure that C75 is at half capacity and peak the top and bottom cores in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th i.f. transformer reducing the output of the signal generator or off tuning the ANT ADJ. trimmer to keep the reading of the meter from saturating. The last transformer tuning will be somewhat flat but all the
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Radio Communication Products from AOR

**AR1500EX** - One of many receivers & products produced by AOR. The very compact AR1500EX hand-held wide range receiver offers all mode reception including SSB as standard. Newly designed printed circuit boards have been incorporated to ensure this new version offers the very best performance. Frequency range is 500 kHz - 1300 MHz without gaps, all mode reception AM, FM(N), FM(W) & SSB (USB, LSB & CW - with BFO). The AR1500EX offers full coverage of the VHF, UHF and Shortwave Airbands plus Broadcast, Amateur band, Utility services etc. Many accessories included: Nicad pack, Charger, Dry battery case, DC lead, Soft case, Belt hook, DA900 VHF-UHF aerial, SW-between, Earphone, Comprehensive Operating manual. **Suggested Retail Price of £249.00 inc VAT.** (UK Carriage free)

**AR2000** - this popular receiver continues and remains a firm favourite with listeners and enthusiasts. Features include coverage from 500 kHz - 1300 MHz and reception of AM, FM(N) & FM(W). Many accessories supplied as standard including Charger, Nicads etc. **Suggested Retail Price £269.00 inc VAT.** (UK Carriage free)

**New ABF~125 VHF Air Band Filter for better strong signal performance...**

The ABF125 is a receive bandpass filter especially designed to improve the strong signal handling characteristics of receivers for VHF commercial Airband listening. The ABF125 is suitable for connection to most airband and wide range receivers on the market, it is not designed just for AOR branded products. The addition of this filter to the aerial signal path will provide additional selectivity which will enable the receiver's circuitry to cope much more easily with strong interfering signals such as Band-2 Stereo or Shortwave broadcast transmissions which can manifest in many ways such as 'hissing', mixing of many signals together, music breakthrough and desensitisation of the receiver.

The ABF125 will provide useful additional selectivity (in many situations) to any receiver's 'front end' by reducing the multitude of unwanted strong signals from reaching and saturating the receiver's first mixer stage... this results in less interference and improved reception.

Of course 'stub filters' can provide a degree of rejection to unwanted signals but tend to be bulky being suitable for base station applications and usually have to be hand-made. The ABF125 on the other hand is ready made and very compact measuring only 73.5mm and weighing a mere 52g yet offers excellent performance and for connection directly under the whip aerial of a hand-held receiver. A BNC socket (female) is fitted to the top of the ABF125 and a BNC plug (male) to the other making connection to an aerial easy and straight forward.

The ABF125 is not an amplifier so will not 'boost' signals, however the additional selectivity offered can significantly improve reception in many situations by removing unwanted strong signals which may overload the receiver and reduce it's effectiveness. When any connection is fitted to the aerial signal path some reduction of signal is resulted (attenuation) however the ABF125 in band attenuation level is very small due to the excellent in band V.S.W.R. of 2:1 resulting in a loss of only about 4dB.

Note: Remember to remove the ABF125 from the aerial when monitoring V.H.F Airband or signal strength will be dramatically reduced.

**Suggested Retail Price £24.50 inc VAT.** (UK Carriage £1.50)

**AR3000A** (base-mobile receiver) your listening horizons are truly extended providing receiving coverage from 100 kHz all the way up to 2036 MHz without any gaps in the range. The AR3000A offers the widest coverage on the market today with a high level of performance and versatility from low wave through shortwave, VHF and right up to the upper limits of UHF and SHF. Not only will the AR3000A cover this extremely wide range it will allow listening on any mode: NFM, WFM, AM, USB, LSB AND CW. The AR3000A also features an RS232C port for computer control. **Suggested Retail Price £949.00 including VAT.** (UK Carriage free)

**AR2800 Hand-held receiver 500 kHz - 1300 MHz**

- **AR2000** - compact all mode hand-held receiver. Coverage is from 100 kHz - 2036 MHz without gaps. Includes internal NiCad battery. **Retail Price £250.00**

- **AR1500e** - enhanced model. **Retail Price £299.00**

**ACEPAC3A** is a powerful program for the IBM PC (and 100% compatible) computer, which allows you to control an AOR scanning receiver using a serial port (RS-232 interface) of the computer. Many facilities are offered to provide you with a high performance radio monitoring system. It is possible to switch instantaneously between the two VFOs with a single key press. A fixed VFO offset may be entered into the system and the VFOs locked together using the "tracking" facility so that an offset is maintained while tuning across the receiver's spectrum. The three thousand mode sensitive memory channels are provided in each memory file, each with dual VFOs and a 50 character comment. A selection of these memories is displayed on the screen so that you may review memory contents easily. The display of memories may be paged up or down so that it is possible to check on the contents of the entire bank of 3000 channels from the VDU. You may expand the memories by creating new memory files, each with 3000 channels as above. There is no limit to the number of files you can create, unless you run out of disk space. A comprehensive range of scanning facilities is provided with the software. It is possible to scan memories, free scan or perform band limited scans. A descriptive 5 page booklet is available to request. The software is priced at **£75.00 plus £2.00 P&P.** AORSC is supplied on both 3.5 & 5.25 inch media for installation onto a hard drive. A DEMO disk (without RS232 support) is available on a 3.5 inch disk for installation onto a hard drive. Price is **£5.00**

ACEPAC3A is also available for the AR3000A & AR3000 receivers. Installation is recommended on a hard drive but can be run from 3.5 or 5.25 inch floppy's depending on machine compatibility. Features are similar to AORSC but ACEPAC3A has a more versatile spectrum graph display. A descriptive leaflet is available to request. **Suggested Retail Price £139.00 plus £2.00 P&P.**

**“Nearly New” stock offers substantial savings**

Occasionally we are able to offer "Nearly New" equipment with full 12 months' AOR warranty at attractive prices. There can be many reasons for this, but most important for "you" is that we can offer substantial savings from Suggested Retail Price. All equipment is thoroughly tested before despatch to ensure full conformity to specification. (Carriage £6.00 extra). **MODEL DESCRIPTION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>Suggested Retail Price</th>
<th>Nearly New</th>
<th>Savings Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR3000A</td>
<td>All mode hand-held receiver</td>
<td>£309.00 inc VAT</td>
<td>299.00</td>
<td>10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coverage 500 kHz - 1300 MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AM/NFM/WFM &amp; SSB using BFO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Enhanced model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR1500e</td>
<td>All mode hand-held receiver</td>
<td>£299.00</td>
<td>250.00</td>
<td>49.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coverage 500 kHz - 1300 MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AM/NFM/WFM &amp; SSB using BFO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Extended model</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR2800</td>
<td>Hand-held receiver 500 kHz - 1300 MHz</td>
<td>£309.00</td>
<td>270.00</td>
<td>39.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>without gaps. AM/NFM/WFM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WFM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SSB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AR2800</td>
<td>Competitively priced fully featured base</td>
<td>£499.00</td>
<td>375.00</td>
<td>124.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- mobile scanning receiver</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>All modes</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AM/NFM/WFM &amp; SSB using BFO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coverage 500 kHz - 1300 MHz</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Includes internal NiCad battery</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**"Nearly New" equipment is truly supplied as-new and is not the result of worn out equipment traded through in-deal etc. Offer only available directly from AOR UK and is subject to availability. Please phone or send a large S.A.E. for full details of New and "Nearly New" equipment, there are many models in the range.**

**AORSC - Spectrum Coordinator IBM-PC computer control of the AOR AR3000A, AR3000 & AR2500 receivers**

AORSC is a powerful program for the IBM PC (and 100% compatible) computer, which allows you to control an AOR scanning receiver using a serial port (RS-232 interface) of the computer. Many facilities are offered to provide you with a high performance radio monitoring system. It is possible to switch instantaneously between the two VFOs with a single key press. A fixed VFO offset may be entered into the system and the VFOs locked together using the "tracking" facility so that an offset is maintained while tuning across the receiver's spectrum. The three thousand mode sensitive memory channels are provided in each memory file, each with dual VFOs and a 50 character comment. A selection of these memories is displayed on the screen so that you may review memory contents easily. The display of memories may be paged up or down so that it is possible to check on the contents of the entire bank of 3000 channels from the VDU. You may expand the memories by creating new memory files, each with 3000 channel as above. There is no limit to the number of files you can create, unless you run out of disk space. A comprehensive range of scanning facilities is provided with the software. It is possible to scan memories, free scan or perform band limited scans. A descriptive 5 page booklet is available to request. The software is priced at **£75.00 plus £2.00 P&P.**

**Suggested Retail Price £949.00 including VAT.** (UK Carriage free)

**AOR (UK) Ltd.**

Adam Bede High Tech Centre, Derby Road, Wirksworth, Derby. DE4 4BG. Tel: 0629 - 825926 Fax: 0629 - 825927

AOR (UK) Ltd is a subsidiary of AOR Ltd Japan. AU Trade Marks acknowledged E&OE.
At the higher frequencies you will have difficulty deciding with 100kHz point which is correct. I tuned to 28MHz or 28.1MHz? To decide this, set the signal generator at a much lower frequency where its scale is reasonably accurate by listening at say 3.5MHz to the calibrator and tuning the generator to zero beat. The generator will then be very accurately set at 3.5MHz and will produce accurate harmonics every 3.5MHz throughout the range of the receiver.

Having established an accurate standard, follow the manual and set the oscillator coil near the l.f. end of each range until the best compromise of accuracy of frequency readout right across the dial is obtained. A crystal calibrator is very handy when doing this as you can select 1MHz or 100kHz pips depending upon the frequency range and quickly see any fall off in accuracy as you spin the dial across its range. If your AR88 does not have the correct trimmer tools clipped under the lid, do not despair. Use a pair of pliers to slightly loosen the nuts at the base of the trimmer rods and pull the rods up and down with the pliers to align, use a small screw driver to trim the coil cores.

If it is found impossible to get good tracking on the highest frequency range (particularly important on the AR88LF as this range covers 21 and 26MHz+1) slightly ease, do not bend, the blades of the smallest section of the oscillator ganged tuning capacitor until the calibration is correct. I must emphasise that only an imperceptable movement of the blades is required, a noticeable bend will throw the tuning widely out on all ranges. Be certain on highest frequency ranges that you have the oscillator circuit set to the correct frequency and not at the image. If in doubt, set your signal generator at this image frequency very much weaker than at the correct point. If you should have aligned the oscillator wrongly the image will appear with the receiver tuned 900 or 1470kHz higher in frequency.

Peaking Up The Front End

Once again, using the signal generator, the coils should be trimmed at the low frequency end of each range and the trimmer capacitors at the h.f. end. Once the circuits are reasonably aligned, plugging in an antenna and peaking for maximum noise when not used into a station is very effective and simple. Ensure that the antenna coil is set so that the ANT/ADJ trimmer on the front panel will peak throughout the range. If you prefer to trim on a meter rather than by ear, use this connected to the hot end of the noise limiter control as suggested under the i.f. alignment. Alignment is always a matter of compromise especially with an older receiver, so finally you will have to adjust the calibration and the peaking adjustments for the best compromise over the range, or if desirable, for the best results on the amateur bands, practise makes perfect.

Anything Else!

The main remaining cause of reduced gain and selectivity in the AR88 is a fall off of Q in the i.f. transformers due to age. I have a friend who removed his transformers one at a time, boiled the coils in paraffin wax, replaced the fixed tuning capacitors, re-assembled an realigned. It certainly improved his AR88 but whether or not the danger of completely writing off the coils outweighs the possible gain depends on how brave you are - I have never tried it myself.

In conclusion, can I please point out, that this article is based on past experience of 'labours of love'. I make my living servicing and selling modern amateur radio gear, overhauling AR88s on a commercial basis would be totally uneconomical as at normal workshop rates the cost would be a few hundred pounds!

Further reading

SWM October ’65, November ’65 - 'Servicing the AR88' G3LLL.
O

viousl no one can be sure, but there is evidence again this time that the ‘active’ sun put some ‘life’ into the 28MHz band in the middle of May. First consider the number of sunspots in Fig. 1 and compare the time of these with the sudden increase in beacon signals shown on the chart in Fig. 3. Also, check the Band 1 (48-856MHz) section of my television column, elsewhere in this issue and you will see that a fair amount of short-duration, Sporadic-E type openings, were reported by the TVDXers around the same time. However, Sporadic-E openings are normally very positive and last for several hours, so, I wonder, did some other form of ionospheric disturbance take place more in keeping with the influence sunspots?

Solar

Prior to this, in April, an average of four active areas were located on the sun’s disc by Ron Livesey (Edinburgh) with his 2.5in refractor telescope and a 4.0in projection screen on days 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 & 20.

In Sevenoaks, Cmdr Henry Hatfield, using his spectrohelioscope, located 3 sunspot groups, 13 filaments and 3 small flares at 1415 on the 21st. 3grps and a small ribbon flare on the 22nd; 2grps and 12fs at 1602 on the 28th and 1grp with 18fs, 13fs and 11fs, around 1115; on the 27th. 28th and 29th respectively. April ended with two double spots and 9fs and a burst of solar radio noise at 1020, on 136MHz, respectively. April ended with two 2grps and 12fs at 1602 on the 28th and 29th respectively.

In Scotland, Wallace Shackleton (Kinross) monitors the solar data transmitted by the German beacon DKOWCY on 10.144MHz, Aurora Warnbake, ueber Kappeln, D-2341 Scheggerott, Germany.

Magnetic

Strong magnetic disturbances were reported on April 4 & 5 by John Fletcher (Tuffley) using a twin Hall effect magnetometer, Tony Hopwood (suspended magnet), Karl Lewis (Saltsath) (fluxgate), Ron Livesey (suspended magnet), David Pettitt (Carlisle) (fluxgate) and Tom Rackham (Goostrey) (suspended magnet). Between them they also detected disturbed conditions almost daily throughout the month except for days 7, 19, 23, 26, 28 & 29.

Propagation Beacons

First, my thanks to Gordon Foote (Didcot), Henry Hatfield, Ted Owen (Maldon) and Ted Waring for their work.
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Scarborough's only 4 star hotel - the Holbeck Hall Hotel - is no more. Guests awoke on Friday June 4 to find that the gardens formerly reaching, together with South Cliff, some 800 yards to the cliffs had, overnight, subsided into muddy chaos and destruction. Over the next few days the hotel - watched by locals and the world's media - slowly collapsed, piece by piece, over the cliff edge and towards the sea. Television was well represented at the event with ITV's SNG-1 UKI 7" news gathering satellite truck sending up pictures to be down-linked by Eutelsat II F1 at 12.56GHz horizontal. Numerous reports both live and recorded for various networks were sent back to respective base via the 12.5°E bird.

More serious was the collision at sea near Ostend on June 3 when the British Trent, a tanker carrying petroleum, collided with another vessel. The resulting explosion and fire caused loss of life - the sea ablaze at the floating petrol. Belgium's VTM SNG unit no.1 was rapidly deployed to Ostend and fed news items on the 16°E bird for much of the day and evening. VTM is the only European broadcaster to employ her own fleet of four SNG trucks and using a full-time transponder lease over Eutelsat II F3.

Over the last few years the TV outside broadcast world has been revolutionised with the employment of satellite linking rather than the former conventional terrestrial linking. In the earlier days the remote outside broadcast site would have its own microwave linking unit that would transmit the signal - often at 7GHz - to the nearest high point and hence a further hop to the next distant high point until the transmitter or network insertion point could be reached. A remote site would employ an engineer and rigger with receiver and transmit dishes, a generator and local catering.

Unless the insertion point can be reached with perhaps just a single or two hops, it is more cost effective these days to employ SIS or another satellite company to uplink the programme output onto satellite and down to the network base.

With falling prices of technology returning from two weeks in Spain and comments of his amazement at seeing the larger yachts in the local marina sporting satellite dishes, several moorings having permanent fixtures made to the mast system itself. And in an Iberian theme, John has noticed Capital Radio using a 11.617GHz vertical transponder on Eutelsat II F1 - 13°E - for a temporary link from a yacht at Majorca. Audio is carried at 6.8MHz, the video displaying a black/white pattern.

John Locker and others received the mystery 'TV Houston' and NASA TV signal feeds mentioned in last month's column that featured various shots of the Space Shuttle Columbus D2 mission and of the German involvement with that particular mission.

The mystery of the satellite downlink has now been confirmed as being Intelsat 504 at 31.4°W. This satellite was moved some months ago from a parking orbit at 40.5°W and has remained dormant since setting at the new 31.4°W slot. At the end of the Columbus mission, May, activity ceased from the 504 bird and has remained dead ever since. For future Shuttle missions there is every chance that the same satellite will be used for TV linking, check out 11.135GHz vertical at 31.4°W! The satellite is incidentally in an inclined orbit environment and any signals received will vary over a period of hours assuming that you, the enthusiast, is using a standard polar mount that tracks the Clarke Belt. An inclined orbit craft is not maintained in a stabilised position but tends to form its own 'mini-orbit' around the nominated orbital slot, this in the interests of fuel saving. A ground based satellite dish will need to track in azimuth and elevation to maintain optimum quality. A standard domestic installation will not feature such refined features whereas an industrial system will incorporate inclined orbit tracking as a matter of course.

Orbital News

The end of the Europesat project has been heralded with the pulling out of the Deutches Bundespost Telekom closely followed by the Swiss and German counterparts. Reasons are a lack of interest by programme providers now that Astra is well entrenched as a hot broadcasting spot in the sky for Germany and Telecom 2B for the French. Europesat would have provided 14 DBS level transponders from 19°W, replacing the ageing TV Sat and TDF birds.

Another DBS platform satellite -

Hispasat at 31°W - is to have three of its channels sold off to the highest bidder during the Summer for programme opening this Autumn. Hispasat has carried out digital TV tests in the FSS band using a digital compressed downlink with similar material sent via conventional PAL analogue.

Meanwhile Eutelsat is planning a new TV service for those programme makers unable to take up transponder full-time leases. Likely to be called Rainbow it will offer access TV for the smaller broadcasters such as TV Galicia and tend to reflect the nature and 'flavour' of the area of the broadcaster to help tourism and possibly local industry. The service is to be carried on the future Eutelsat II F5 bird and will open in Spring 1994. In early May Eutelsat agreed to accept the Czech Republic as a member, the Slovak Republic joined last January.

There's a lot happening in furthest Asia. Germany has now signed a 5-year lease to take a transponder over AsiaSat 2 due for launching early 1995 to carry the Deutsche Welle service, possibly by that time into a 24 hour format. The new satellite, a GE 700 will carry a 32 transponder payload.
As far as I know, there is no positive connection between sunspot activity and those sudden outbreaks of Sporadic-E. However, let's begin this time by referring to my 'Propagation' column elsewhere in this issue. The idea is to compare the large number of spots on May 10 [Fig. 1], with the considerable increase in 28MHz beacon signals, shown on the chart [Fig. 3], between the 8th and 18th. Judging by the position of those spots on the sun's disc, some of them were there while the 28MHz band was active. As far as the UK is concerned, the first 11 beacons on the chart are 'locals' therefore, at this time of year, their signals should have been enhanced by Sporadic-E.

I think that this was present at the time because, as you will soon read in this column, there were a number of short DX openings in Band I. In view of this, I wonder, have we seen a connection this time, was it a coincidence that conditions were generally quiet until those spots appeared, or was there some other form of ionospheric disturbance, caused by the sun, that influenced the paths of signals in these two bands? Whichever, readers enjoyed the DXTV that came with it.

Band I

During the opening on May 12, John Woodcock (Basingstoke) received unidentified pictures around 1100 and, later, at 1400 and 1600, he watched Italy’s RAI showing the Italian Open Tennis Tournament from Rome.

Bob Brooks (Great Sutton) also found Sporadic-E predominant on the 12th, when he saw one of their films at 0915, plus tennis, their clock logo and another programme between 1400 and 1815. In addition he logged a newscaster, Fig. 1, and a news-reporter, Fig. 2, from Hungary (MTV), cookery from Spain (TVE), an announcer with the caption 'Bayern Studio' from Germany and a pop concert from an unidentified source. Then came news and sport from Russia, with the familiar Cyrillic titles HOBOTN and CNOPT respectively, on Ch. R2 (59.25MHz) at midday on the 15th. Although Bob caught Spain again on 15th (TVE), and the 26th (NOXEMA), the signals during the events on the 14th, 15th, 21st and 24th came mainly from the North. Spread among those 'northern' days he received test-cards from Iceland (RUV Island), Norway (NRK), the Norwegian region of Hemnes and Steigen and Sweden (SVT Kanal 1).

In Melton Mowbray, Richard Bell, using a Pye 99 receiver with a Labgear pre-amplifier, watched a quiz show from Spain (TVE1) called El Precio Justo on May 29. "The signal first came in about 1910 and lasted for about 30 minutes," he said. Richard also noted further short-lived openings on the 30th, when he logged a signal, with a large ‘1’ in a square at the bottom right-hand corner, possibly from Czechoslovakia at 1125, various adverts from Italy (RAI Uno) at 1255, a programme menu from Norway (NRK), for about 5 minutes, at 1305 and a volley ball match between Russia and Germany from an unidentified station, for 10 minutes, at 1820.

Simon Hamer (New Radnor) received pictures from Czechoslovakia (CST), Germany (ARD1), Russia (RTSS) and Yugoslavia (JRT/RTB1 & JRT/MTV) on the 12th, Norway on the 14th, Austria (ORF1), Denmark (DR), Czechoslovakia, Hungary (MTV), Portugal (RTP), Spain (TVE1) and Sweden (SVT1) on the 27th, Norway, Russia and Sweden, each on several channels in Band I, on the 30th and Denmark and Russia on the 31st.

Around 1600 on the 30th, David Glenday (Arbroath) watched a programme from Poland (TVP1) and some classical music, with the on-screen logo 'TK' from Russia (CT1 or TSS1 ?) on Chs. R1 (49.75MHz) and R2.

Satellite TV

On 20 November 1992, Lt. Col. Rana Roy (Meerut, India) saw a Russian TV news, Fig. 3, via satellite, from an unidentified source, from an unknown origin. Rana told me that both the sound and pictures were very clear. In December 1992, Peter de Jong (Leiden, Holland) received good colour test-cards from Croatia, Fig. 4, Germany, Fig. 5 and Tunisia, Fig. 6, via Eutelsat II.

Weather

On the subject of weather instruments, I saw a compact Stevenson Screen, Fig. 7, while visiting a college garden in Sussex. These louvered boxes are used to house and protect various weather recording instruments. The front section is hinged to enable quick access for taking the readings once or twice a day depending on the observational programme in hand. I asked a supplier for details of a smaller, wall mounting, screen that I examined, along with a range of barographs on a stand at the Chelsea Flower Show on May 28. I hope to tell you more about these next time.
The variations in atmospheric pressure for the period April 26 to May 25, shown on the chart in Fig. 13, were recorded at dawn and midnight by the barograph installed at my home in Sussex. I recorded 1.9in of rain in May, with amounts of more than 0.25in falling on days 17, 20, 21, 27 & 30. This compares with only 0.3in for the same period last year.

From the East, David Ashley (Norwich) reported, "Typical May weather, wet one half the month, dry the other half. Temperatures have averaged the low mid-sixties".

Tropospheric

Although his local atmospheric pressure was low at 996mb (29.4in), David Ashley received good signals from Denmark, Germany and Holland, in the u.h.f. band, on May 12. "This I believe was due to a very strong warm front over the North Sea, between Denmark and Norway/Sweden," wrote David.

For instance, from Wales, Simon Hamer reported only fluttery reception on u.h.f. can be 'local' affairs. For instance, from Wales, Simon Hamer reported only fluttery reception.

Openings on u.h.f. can be 'local' affairs. For instance, from Wales, Simon Hamer reported only fluttery reception.

David Ashley's local loops were added. He also added Germany's ARD1, SAT1 and ZDF, Denmark on TV2, and when strong on his local BBC2 on Ch. 55, he logged as

"every time a warm front turns up in Norway/Sweden," wrote David and Simon.

Strong warm front over the North Sea, in the u.h.f. band, on May 93.

David Ashley received good signals from Belgium (BRT1) on May 7th, and when he logged

"Typical May weather, wet one half the month, dry the other half. Temperatures have averaged the low mid-sixties".
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From the East, David Ashley (Norwich) reported, "Typical May weather, wet one half the month, dry the other half. Temperatures have averaged the low mid-sixties".

Tropospheric

Although his local atmospheric pressure was low at 996mb (29.4in), David Ashley received good signals from Denmark, Germany and Holland, in the u.h.f. band, on May 12. "This I believe was due to a very strong warm front over the North Sea, between Denmark and Norway/Sweden," wrote David. In Scotland, David Glenday, found Band III open on the 11th and 12th when he logged pictures from Denmark on Ch. E10 and from Norway (NRK), on Chs. E5, E6, E8 & E9 and their TV2 from Bergen, on Ch. E12. In the u.h.f. band he logged Denmark (TV2), Germany (ARD1, NDR, SAT1 & ZDF), Holland (NED 1, 2 & 3) and the UK (Tacolneston) on the 7th, Germany and Holland on the 8th, Belgium (VRT1), Denmark and Holland on the 11th, Denmark, Germany and Holland on the 12th and weak signals from Holland on the 29th.

Text Books

Those of you wishing to know more about a recently manufactured receiver, may find its circuit in a book called Television Servicing 1989-90 sub-headed 'Circuit Diagrams', published by U-VIEW, (ISBN 09513897 1 8). A similar book, printed in 1992, with the same title but covering 1991-92 has the ISBN code 0 9513897 7 7. I saw these in the reference section of Chichester Library and was impressed by the clarity of the print and the graphics in such detailed circuits. These are large books, bound in a hard red cover, measuring approximately 300 x 200mm. The thickness of the inner leaves is about 35mm in book 1 and 45mm in book 2. Each one is plainly indexed with more than 40 manufacturers' names.

For more information and the price I suggest you contact your own public library or write to the publishers at 29 Warnsworth Road, Doncaster DN4 0RP. A free catalogue is available from Axdon Books, 32 Atholl Street, Perth, Scotland PH1 5NP, in reply to an A5 s.a.e. There are four titles on Satellite TV, one about European TV pictures and a variety of others about getting the best from the short wave bands.

SSTV

"Slow scan from the Russian stations come alive in the early evenings, just for a short time", wrote John Scott (Glasgow) at the end of May. However, during the month, John copied some interesting CQ captions, on the 14MHz band around 14.230MHz, from stations in Italy, Fig. 8 and Russia, Figs. 9 and 10 and a couple of eye-catching, end of QSO captions, from Italy, Fig. 11 and Scotland, Fig. 12. Note the horizontal bars of interference on Figs. 9 and 10 which spoils the reception of good quality pictures.

For more information and the price I suggest you contact your own public library or write to the publishers at 29 Warnsworth Road, Doncaster DN4 0RP. A free catalogue is available from Axdon Books, 32 Atholl Street, Perth, Scotland PH1 5NP, in reply to an A5 s.a.e. There are four titles on Satellite TV, one about European TV pictures and a variety of others about getting the best from the short wave bands.
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THE AVIATION HOBBY CENTRE
1st FLOOR, MAIN TERMINAL BUILDING, BIRMINGHAM INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
BIRMINGHAM B26 3QJ
Telephone: 021 782 2112 or 021 782 6500
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK (including bank holidays)

Why not pay us a visit and watch the aeroplanes at the same time. We have two shops, one on the first floor by Mag-Lev (have a free ride to BR station and back) and one in the Airport's Viewing Gallery (Viewing Open every day – Admission 50p).

Airband Radios from £9.95 and Scanners from £189.00 plus a variety selection of good secondhand and part exchange models usually available.

We stock radios by Fairmate, Jupiter, ibcom, Uniden, Steepletone, Texet etc., Models and Prices to suit you.

Come and see the finest range of books on Aircraft and associated subjects there is, by publishers such as Ian Allan, Airlife, Putnam, PSL, Haynes, MCP and many more. Air Maps, Frequency Charts, Books on ATC, even books on how to fly a Cessna or a Jumbo Jet, we stock 'em all.

Books for the Student Pilot and PPL, Checklists, Flight Computers and much more. We also stock aviation posters, badges, and badges (callers only). Can't visit? Then send £1 for our mail order catalogue or telephone us on:
021 782 2112 or Fax: 021 782 6423

Prices are correct at time of going to press.

JUST STARTING OUT? Why Not Try:-
Our most popular Multi-band Radio with a 'rubber duck' aerial – Airband – FM – PSB, batteries included.

12 months guarantee – £24.95 POST FREE!
transmitter site by now and should be operated only from Cahuata on the Atlantic coast, a facility once used by Radio Impacto. The Alajuela transmitter on 11.870 MHz will be moved to Guatemala to enhance the AWR facility there. At present, Radio Reloj is not using its 6.006MHz frequency but 4.832MHz continues in operation.

El Salvador - Both of the former FMLN clandestine stations are not licensed broadcasters. Both are currently off short wave, but plan to return. Radio Venceremos can be reached at Apartado Postal 05-258, San Salvador and Radio Farabundo Marti at Apartado Postal 3080, San Salvador. The government's Radio Nacional continues is long absence from short wave.

Guatemala - Look for 5GN4A/Radio Cultural to reappear in the 31m band after an absence there of many years. The station was in the process of installing a new transmitter for its medium wave broadcasts and intends to modify the old a.m. transmitter for use somewhere in the 31m range. The station used 9.760MHz many years ago.

Nicaragua - Another former clandestine, Radio Mukst, has now made two reappearances as a legitimate short wave station. It is currently being heard on 5.770MHz. The sign-off time varies widely, ranging from as early as 2200 to as late as past 0200UTC.

Argentina - Radio Malague, in the city of the same name, is active again on 6.165MHz, after a considerable silent period. The station uses a 500W transmitter and is scheduled from 1000 to 0400UTC.

Bolivia - Frequently well heard is Radio Metropolitana, La Paz, on slightly variable 6.195MHz. Sign-off varies between 0800 and 0930UTC and uses the slogan "La radio popular, mas popular." Much of the programming is in an indigenous Indian language, rather than Spanish.

Radio San Jose, San Jose de Chiquitos has resumed broadcasts on its old 5.58MHz frequency, running to sign-off around 0200UTC.

Another new station is RadioFusuras on 6.012MHz (listed for 6.120MHz) and using 5kW.

Brazil - Watch 1.704MHz (variable) for Radio Transamérica, Santa Maria, sometimes programming past its listed 2200UTC closing time.

A new Brazilian station is Radio Eldorado FM on 6.180MHz (variable).

Radio Cultural in Guatemala is planning a return to the 31m band, where it has been silent for many years.

Surinam - Seldom heard Radio Aponte is being heard on 4.919MHz (variable) around 0400, although suffering QRM from the Peruvian Radio Ancash until the latter signs off at 0430. Aponte formerly was being heard on 4.919MHz (variable) around 0400, although suffering QRM from the Peruvian Radio Ancash until the latter signs off at 0430UTC. Aponte formerly operated on 5.059MHz (variable).

Uruguay - Radio Monte Carlo, Montevideo, is sometimes heard on 11.755MHz around 2200 or later, in Spanish.

Special Events This Fall

If you are planning a trip to the United States sometime this year, October is a great time to do it, as there are two major events for radio listening hobbyists on the calendar that month.

On the weekend of October 1 the US magazine Popular Communications hosting its first World-wide SVL Conference, in Virginia Beach, Virginia and held in conjunction with the 18th annual Virginia Beach Hamfest and Computer Fair. The Conference will feature several international short wave broadcasters, speakers on everything from antennas to QSLs to tuning in RTTY. For more information contact Harold Ort, Popular Communications, 76 North Broadway, Hicksville, NY 11801, USA.

Two weeks later, on the weekend of October 15, the fourth annual Monitoring Times convention will take place at the Atlanta (Georgia) Airport Hilton. This three-day affair will feature numerous talks on everything from beginner's forums to military and satellite monitoring, digital communications and more. Additional information can be had by writing to Monitoring Times, PO Box 98, Brassington, NC 28602, USA. Please include an International Reply Coupon to cover return postage costs. I will be pleased to meet you at either, or both, of these special radio events.
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As mentioned last month, this is Graham Tanner compiling the column once again. All your letters have been passed on to me; I will try to cover as many of your questions and comments as I can in this column over the next few months. As mentioned elsewhere in this issue, Peter Rouse died during late June, and I am now in the 'hot seat' permanently.

Bosnia

For the past two years, the situation in the former Yugoslavia has varied between peace and civil war. The UN have a large number of personnel on the ground engaged in peace-keeping duties, and several nations are heavily involved in keeping the warring factions 'on the ground' by preventing their aircraft flying. Since the start of this year, the UN has been co-ordinating food-drops to besieged towns and cities. The food-drop flights are an extension to the 'Provide Promise' mission that was originally used to fly food and medicine into Sarajevo. The flights operate from Frankfurt in Germany, using mainly USAF C-130 Hercules transport aircraft, aided by both German and French C-160 Transall aircraft. Because of the possibility of hostile attack, the drops take place from above 10,000 feet (3000m), and occur at night or during the late evening. Much of the above is controlled and co-ordinated using H.F., and since the majority of the flying is done by the US forces, the USAF GWIF frequencies are where any activity is likely to occur. One callsign that 'appears' on an almost nightly basis is 'Bama 15'; several of us have mentioned this callsign, but nobody has discovered what it is yet. 'Bama 15' is the callsign used by an RC-135 aircraft operating from RAF Mildenhall, to act as a radio-relay aircraft and also to monitor any radio transmissions from the ground during the food-drop flight. 'Bama 15' has been heard regularly on 6.748, 11.176 and 15.615MHz, during the evening passing Operations Normal reports to 'Banter Control'.

On this page is a photograph of the RC-135 that flew as 'Bama 15' during early May; notice the extended nose and the modifications to the fuselage just forward of the wings - these are all packed with sensitive electronics. Notice also the extra antennas along the cabin roof and the antennas along the wings. The aircraft's h.f. long-wire antenna runs from the tail-fin (above the black vertical bar) to the top of the forward fuselage; also, notice the SATCOM antenna on the fuselage roof just forward of the tail-fin.

Encrypted

Strangely, the callsign 'Bama 15' has been the only callsign used for this flight since the first mission on February 15 this year. 'Bama 15' makes regular calls on h.f. to report its progress over Europe, but most of the traffic is passed as encrypted 3-letter groups. 'Banter Control' is the code name assigned to the SAC Command Post at RAF Mildenhall, where the flight departs from. The aircraft themselves are operated by the 55th Wing based at Offutt AFB in the USA, but there are always a few of them based in Europe, primarily at RAF Mildenhall and at Souda Bay on Crete.

Just In Case

The RC-135 and C-130s are not the only things flying during the air-drops. There are numerous combat aircraft airborne 'just in case', including several aircraft operating from US aircraft carriers in the Adriatic and Mediterranean seas (currently, CVN-71 - USS Theodore Roosevelt). The combat aircraft from these are usually controlled by an E-2C Hawkeye from the same aircraft carrier; these are sometimes heard on h.f. using callsigns with numbers in the low 600s (e.g., 'Navy AJ 601'). They also use the usual US Navy tactical h.f. frequencies, but they tend to use coded 'tri-graph' callsigns making positive identification difficult. The combat aircraft operate under the title of 'Dany Flight' (preventing the Yugoslav Air Force from flying) but they are ready to defend the transport aircraft if necessary. The aircraft performing the food-drop flights use normal 'UN' callsigns, just like those flights that are flying into Sarajevo. The 'UN' callsign allows the aircraft to overfly Austria and/or Switzerland.

Path-Finder

The flight of C-130s (usually 6 in total, with some C-160 Transalls) are accompanied by a 'special forces' MC-130 Hercules detached from RAF Alconbury to Frankfurt. This acts as a 'path-finder', to check out the route to be flown and searching for any potential problem areas on the ground. There is also some evidence that US special-forces troops are 'on the ground' in the drop zones to ensure that the air-drops land safely. In future months, I hope to be giving more information about these aircraft, including their callsigns and some of their 'discrete' frequencies (needless to say, I would welcome any additional information on this).

Next Month

There are going to be some changes in the next few years in the equipment used by the UK Search and Rescue organisations. Next month, I intend to give a rundown of these changes, and this presents an ideal opportunity for some more photographs. On the subject of photographs, I am always pleased to receive suitable photographs for publication within this column in SWM. Ideally, they should be topical, and with a suitable caption (I'm quite good with aircraft, but antenna masts all look alike to me!). Photographs should be sent direct to me with a stamped s.a.e. for their return. I look forward to receiving all your letters; I'm more than happy to write about 'military' stuff each month, so if you want to see more about marine h.f., or airline operations on h.f., or 'spy' numbers stations, then write and tell me.
RC818 (SSP £199.99)
Multi-band Digital Preset Stereo World Radio with Cassette Recorder
This flagship model demonstrates the leading edge of Roberts technology. With a clear LCD display of all functions, it has 5 tuning methods, 45 preset stations, dual-time display, standby and clock/alarm plus a cassette section for timed recordings from the radio. Provision is made for single sideband and CW transmissions as well as stereo FM on headphones and stereo record/playback of cassettes. Comes complete with a mains adaptor.

- 5 Tuning methods – direct frequency keying, auto-scan, manual scan, memory recall and rotary
- 45 memory presets
- SW metre bands from 120m to 11m
- BFO control for reception of CW and SSB
- FM stereo on headphones
- AM wide/narrow filter
- Waveband coverage:
  - LW 150-519 kHz
  - MW 520-1620 kHz
  - SW 1.621-29.999 MHz
  - FM 87.5-108 MHz
- Radio standby function
- Pre-programmable radio to tape recording
- LCD display
- Signal strength and battery condition indicator
- Sleep timer
- Safety lock switches
- Adjustable RF gain
- 700 mW Power output

R817 (SSP £169.99)
Multi-band Digital Preset Stereo World Radio
Offers all the outstanding features of the RC818, minus the cassette section.

R808 (SSP £119.99)
Multi-band Digital Preset Stereo World Radio
The R808 has all the advanced features of the R817 with the exception of BFO (Beat Frequency Oscillator) but in a more compact case specially designed for the regular traveller.

R621 (SSP £59.99)
10-Band Compact Stereo World Radio (FM/MW/SW1-8)
All the functions of a much larger model are combined in this compact radio with clock/alarm. Easy SW bandspread tuning with LCD tuning/stereo indicator and FM stereo on ear or headphones. The clock/alarm shows dual time on a backlit display with up to 60 min sleep timer and snooze with wake to radio or buzzer. Comes complete with soft carrying pouch and stereo earpieces.

An unequalled combination of value, quality, technology and choice....in short....

ROBERTS

R101 (SSP £49.99)
9-Band Miniature World Radio (FM/MW/SW1-7)
Exceptional sound quality and facilities in a truly pocket-sized, ultra-light receiver. Easy to tune with featherlight touch-band switches. LED tuning/stereo and waveband indicators. Wide SW bandspread tuning with stereo FM via ear or headphones. Complete with soft carrying pouch and stereo earpieces.

For your nearest stockist contact:
ROBERTS RADIO CO. LTD
127 Molesey Avenue, West Molesey, Surrey KT8 2RL
Tel: 081 979 7474 Fax: 081 979 9995
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The first letter this time is from Sias Pretorius, who lives in Brakpan, Transvaal, South Africa. Sias uses a Kenwood R800, plus converters for 220, 430 & 1296MHz; a modified Blaupunkt stereo radio giving 1105 to 135MHz; and an International VHF220. Antennas include a 40m loop system for HF, verticals for the various VHF bands, and a Yagi loop design covering 1980MHz for satellite WEFAX.

Over the past few months Sias has put some 580 different stations into his computer logging system; VE3ZTT, VK6UJ, SPAIAD (all 14MHz), JL1HOU & UH8EA (17MHz), G3XVR & F8RLN on 28MHz, U2CLBF & D2UFU (24MHz), plus Z2 & A22 stations many times. Incidentally, Sias notes that RSA has new bulletins on Sundays between 0830 & 1000SST, in English for 2178MHz & 2908MHz lower sideband, relayed on 14-282 & 14-292, again on lower sideband.

Mark Malone lives in Great Horwood and uses an AR 1500 ham radio kit and a random wire antenna; this has netted him many of his friends in France, Germany, and much of the Middle East.

Iceland is our next stop, where Geoff Crowley lives in Hafnarfjordur. At this time of year Geoff says, they are into 24-hour daylight and a modified Blaupunkt stereo radio converting for 220, 430 & 1296MHz; Sias uses a Kenwood R600, plus a modified Blaupunkt stereo radio converting for 220, 430 & 1296MHz; Sias uses a Kenwood R600, plus a random hand-held scanner and a random wire antenna; this has netted him 1691MHz 0830 & 21350 and 28.350MHz; c.w. addicts might find it worth a look.

On 14MHz from around 0400UTC with zilch! Geoff says, they are into 24-hour daylight and a modified Blaupunkt stereo radio converting for 220, 430 & 1296MHz; Sias uses a Kenwood R600, plus a random wire antenna; this has netted him 1691MHz 0830 & 21350 and 28.350MHz; c.w. addicts might find it worth a look.

On Top Band Gerald Bramwell in Swinton stuck with c.w. to leg G3TKF & F6CNN; on 80m the same mode yielded Q3HLM, with RTTY giving GW3LYF, G3XKF, G4ZOP, PI4AA & lower sideband a couple of SM, G & GM, PT7LB, 9M6/G4SMC, KP2/K7ZD2ZLKF, VKs, ZLs, 9Y1XQ, TL8NB, SM0S, ZP5FT & EABAE. 7MHz showed with HB9AE, H6FM & ZA1C/12. RTTY gave OH2G1, and sideband GB6ISZGN (Commemorative station for S617 Son, the 'Dambusters'), other GBs, LS6G & lesser mortals in Europe, plus YV5JF, RHSE/JU2XKH, US7J, CE2CC, PT5SK, PY1NEZ, LZ3LA, RT9CIY, ULOA, YV1FYJ, 3X0HLU & VK6ACY.

The 14MHz list is quite enormous, with TA3TA on c.w. all continents save Oceanic, on RTTY, and some 150 non-European signals on sideband; of these perhaps the pick of the crop included 7Zs, BT2000BJ, A71BH, 5X1DX, VKs, KP2N, JAs, 9Ys, SB6AA, ZS6AKT, PG1BG, CO20M, OD5PL, VX3NLF and a whole raft of assorted WS and lesser folk. Now on to 18MHz for JAs, WS, PJ2MN, TA2Z, 4X4s, 7X2NV, JB9UX, JG8IR, V0JST, JAs, V47VC, A92BE, V01XC, HK6HEU, SJ7OX, QV2AQ, CN05C, VU1AK, 3X0HLU and another large raft of smaller fry. For 21MHz another long list with ETOEA on c.w. as pick of the crop. Otherwise it was ZS1ER, 9K2ZZ, CH2AQ, VEs, ET3SO, SJ2CV, OD2EZ, ZK1DL, JH1AM, 9M6/G4SMC, 3X0HLU and a whole raft of assorted WS and lesser folk. For 21MHz another long list with ETOEA on c.w. as pick of the crop. Otherwise it was ZS1ER, 9K2ZZ, CH2AQ, VEs, ET3SO, SJ2CV, OD2EZ, ZK1DL, JH1AM, 9M6/G4SMC, 3X0HLU and a whole raft of assorted WS and lesser folk.

Comming Up

This section, as always, courtesy of RSGB's DX MAG, The DX Bulletin, California, K1AF's Contest Calendar, and what you tell me in your letters. It would be interesting to know if there are any short DX Bulletin readers who know what you're up to each month!
There are far too many displays, fly-ins and other events to list here so I suggest that readers obtain a specialist publication that contains a complete diary for the season. Available from newswagents, Airshow '93 is a special publication from FlyPast magazine and costs £2.50.

During August, the ever-popular Red Arrows are expected to appear at: Donington on the 1st; Land's End & St. Mawgan on the 4th; Bournemouth & Swanage on the 5th; Eastbourne on the 6th; Cromer & Great Yarmouth on the 9th; Torbay on the 20th; Alconbury on the 21st; Alconbury & Leicester on the 22nd; Caxton on the 26th; Daglish & Weston-super-Mare on the 27th; Carlisle & Plymouth on the 28th; Carlisle, Plymouth & Wroughton on the 29th Plymouth and Wroughton on the 30th. Before setting out to a show, remember that appearances are subject to last-minute change or cancellation. The Reds Hotline (0881) 864424 might have more recent news, but I'm not sure of the call charges.

Mildenhall Report

One of the largest displays takes place now at the start of the season, at Mildenhall, near Cambridge, for one of the show days at the end of May. This display is usually noted for its striking display of "new metal" USAF transports and has included B-52 bombers. A specially early start enabled us to arrive before the traffic jams built up and we were then able to tour the huge static park exhibition. Some of the items found here are to be seen in the accompanying photos that Chris took.

Unfortunately, there were several disappointments. All the static aircraft were roped off and hence inaccessible to close inspection. This is in contrast to other events. At Brize Norton last year we joined the queue for a good look around the inside of a KC-135 tanker and when the rain came it could shelter variously in the voluminous cargo hold of a Galaxy or in the comfort of a VC-10.

Beyond the organisers' control was, of course, the weather. Now, for such pleasant conditions, with a little high cloud and plenty of sun, it was a surprise that flying had to be reduced. The wind prevented the sun from feeling too hot, but there lay the problem. That refreshing breeze was gusting up to nearly 30kts and was coming from nearly the wind direction - direct to the runway heading! A call over the public address summoned a meeting of all display pilots and soon after we were informed of the bad news: the display would be curtailed.

The day was saved by the various helicopter teams who, although having to lessen their formations to increase safety margins, bravely worked to hold the crowd's attention. The flying was also kept further from the crowd line than usual since the wind could have blown the aircraft towards us. Also able to perform, despite the crosswind, were the light, powerful fighters although none of the more susceptible heavy stuff or historical items were able to fly. In fact, the programme didn't have as many heavy items scheduled as had been seen in the past.

We were warned not to drop any litter as the wind could have blown this straight into the hungry intake of a jet engine. The cordon in the car park was not just a metal fence, it was also covered in orange plastic mesh to prevent stray items blowing towards the aircraft and causing Foreign Object Damage (the litter itself being known as 'FOD' for this reason). The orange mesh is called 'FOD fencing'. I'm sure that 'Airband' readers know just how important it is not to drop anything when visiting an airfield.

Lucky, things didn't get much worse although the nearby passage of a thundery squall made conditions unpleasant for a short while. When clouds covered the sun, the wind even felt decidedly cool! After such a long day, we were glad of the remainder of the remaining public holiday to rest.

You Fly!

Congratulations to Vincent Dagostino (Edinburgh) who went solo in early June. As is customary on these occasions, a single circuit was flown. That 'great sense of achievement' is certainly justified, Vincent! I expect that there's plenty more training ahead of you now, so as to consolidate your skills. But remember: you now have the confidence of knowing that you can do it!

As is becoming more common these days, Vincent has done some flying (supervised) by reference to a V.O.R beacon that was of particular help when the weather became too poor for visual flight. Of course, it's important to know your instruments, but I hope I don't sound old-fashioned when I say that there's a case for not doing too much instrument flying too soon.

Remember, the basic licence only permits visual flight - instrument ratings have to be added later. When flying by instruments, there is a tendency to pay less attention to visual features. This brings the danger of the late sighting of conflicting traffic and also missing the fact that restricted airspace, such as an aerodrome, is being overflown. Take care too when close to a beacon as aircraft will be homing in on this navigational point from all directions! Lastly, Vincent, be careful not to fly into weather conditions for which you have not yet gained the experience. This is one of the commonest causes of serious accidents in light aircraft: take your time to become proficient, and enjoy your flying!

News from Abroad

First stop takes us to the Republic of South Africa where J.B. Chamen watches aircraft while sitting by the pool! Thanks for the stamps - a mint set commemorating the development of South African aviation. As Mr. Chamen points out, the DC-3 is not depicted. He calls it 'The work horse of Africa' to which I would add that it was at one time the work-horse of just about everywhere else in the world, too! Even the Russians had their own licence-built variant. The airframe is of course strong enough to remain in service today, half a century later.

To those of us not accustomed to pre-war airliners, it is hard to believe that the Douglas Sleeper Transport offered the height of speed and luxury when it first went into service. These aircraft were even tolerant of a crosswind, were the light, powerful fighters although none of the more susceptible heavy stuff or historical items were able to fly. In fact, the programme didn't have as many heavy items scheduled as had been seen in the past.

We were warned not to drop any litter as the wind could have blown this straight into the hungry intake of a jet engine. The cordon in the car park was not just a metal fence, it was also covered in orange plastic mesh to prevent stray items blowing towards the aircraft and causing Foreign Object Damage (the litter itself being known as 'FOD' for this reason). The orange mesh is called 'FOD fencing'. I'm sure that 'Airband' readers know just how important it is not to drop anything when visiting an airfield.

Lucky, things didn't get much worse although the nearby passage of a thundery squall made conditions unpleasant for a short while. When clouds covered the sun, the wind even felt decidedly cool! After such a long day, we were glad of the remainder of the remaining public holiday to rest.
The Airband Shop

THE NORTH'S PREMIER AVIATION

- ALL types of Airband Radios – Civil, Mil, HF
- Nav Charts - Aerials - Videos - Books
- Display Models - Telescopes/Binoculars

For catalogue send 50p or 2 I.R.C. to Dept. SW5
192 Wilmslow Road., Heald Green, Cheadle,
Cheshire SK8 3BH, -3 miles from MAN Airport.
Telephone: 061-499 9350 Fax: 061-499 9349

RUN BY ENTHUSIASTS, FOR ENTHUSIASTS

Open Monday to Saturday, 9:30 am to 5:30 pm Note: Closed Wednesdays

The ABC allows professional buyers and sellers of advertising space in national and regional newspapers and consumer magazines to buy and sell better. It does so by providing an independent, authoritative circulation audit that is the single most obvious indicator of a magazine's self-esteem and a publisher's confidence in his title.

An ABC certificate is your guarantee of integrity. So, if your next schedule includes titles that aren't audited - ask why. For details of ABC's activities relating to the consumer press and the benefits of ABC membership contact Anthony Peacham, Consumer Press Manager, on 0442 870900.

YUPITERU

MVT-7100
Hand-held. Covers 500kHz to 1650MHz

MVT-8000
Mobile or base wide band scanner

YAESU

FRG-1000
The most promising general coverage receiver yet.

YUPITERU

MVT-7000
Hand-held. Probably the UK's most popular hand-held scanner!
£320 incl VAT.

FAIRMATE

HP-2000
One of the most popular scanners on the market.
£260 incl VAT.

ALINCO

DJX1E
Hand-held scanner. Covers 500kHz to 1300MHz, receiving AM/FM/WFM with 100 memories.

ICOM

ICR1
Wide band receiver. Covers 100kHz to 2036MHz. Modes: USB, LSB, CW, AM, FM, WFM

AR-1500
Hand-held. Covers 500kHz to 1300MHz receiving NFM, WFM, AM and SSB.

AR-3000A
Multimode scanner - covers 100kHz-2036MHz. Modes: USB, LSB, CW, AM, FM, WFM

AR-2000
Hand-held wide band scanning receiver 1000 memories.

ALAN HOOKER

42 NETHER HALL ROAD, DONCASTER, SOUTH YORKSHIRE, DN1 2PZ
TEL/FAX: (0302) 325690
Open: Mon-Sat 10-5pm Closed Thurs

Due to imminent price rises the above prices are held only while stocks last.
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With the holiday season approaching, several readers have asked me about using scanners abroad. This is a bit of a difficult question as many countries do not have clearly defined laws relating to radio monitoring, especially scanning.

In some ways it's similar to the situation in the UK where scanning is tolerated, but you could find yourself in trouble if you happen to be listening to the wrong thing, in the wrong place, at the wrong time. This can be made worse in foreign countries because of additional factors such as language difficulties, local bye-laws and on rare occasions corrupt officials wishing to subsidise their pay. As a general guide I would say don't risk taking your scanner abroad unless you are aware of the current situation in the country you are intending to visit. This can change, politics, unrest in neighbouring areas, crack-downs on crime or smuggling can all influence how strongly the law is enforced, even within the EEC.

One other aspect, often forgotten in haste, is to get away from it all, is that you may not be able to make sense of anything you hear because it's not spoken in English! Even though you may frequently hear Band E whilst you are travelling, most radio communications tend to be in the native language. Very often this has a strong regional accent that can defeat even fairly accomplished linguists. When there are large numbers of immigrant workers other languages can be used, for example many New York taxi drivers are Hispanic.

If you decide to take your scanner with you make sure it is insured and take the original sales receipt. It may be necessary to prove ownership of the receiver and show where and how long ago it was purchased. You may need to do this in order to satisfy a customs officer that the duty has been paid, that the item is for your personal use and that you are not intending to import or export it for resale.

Whilst travelling it may be necessary to disable the receiver by removing the batteries, particularly if it is packed in your suitcase rather than in your hand luggage. I would suggest carrying a scanner in your hand luggage with the batteries removed whilst you are actually travelling or passing through customs and immigration. It is more than likely that you will be asked to demonstrate the operation of the receiver at some point during your journey, so make sure the batteries are close at hand and that you only have amateur or broadcast frequencies programmed in.

If your scanner can receive the short wave bands, fill the memories with stations such as the BBC World Service, many officials assume it is just a short wave receiver, which arouses much less interest. Frequently it is only necessary to switch the receiver on so that the display operates and open the squelch so that it makes a noise to satisfy most officials. Once you reach your holiday destination don't forget that at some point you will almost certainly need to recharge your scanner's batteries, so take adaptors and check on the mains voltage before you plug in. Most bathroom shaver sockets have a standard 240V 2-pin outlet and are capable of running a NiCad battery charger, although they may not be able to provide enough current to run the receiver directly.

Some form of simple external antenna may also help if you find yourself inside a steel frame building, you can usually prop it up next to the window or on the balcony if you have one. Don't leave your scanner lying around your room if you go out, put it out of sight in a suitcase. Be careful if you decide to use it in public, once again try not to have it on open display. It is a good idea to use an earphone to keep the content of transmissions private and to avoid disturbing other people.

In Flight

If you are flying it is very tempting to use your scanner during the flight. This may or may not be allowed by the airline so it is always a good idea to check beforehand on company policy. If your given permission please consider other passengers and use an earphone.

Some airlines do not permit the operation of any electronic equipment onboard aircraft. This ban can include lap-top computers, broadcast radios, cellular phones, hand-held computer games and dictating machines. The usual reason given for banning these items is that they could cause interference to aircraft communication or navigation equipment. This is debatable, several people have commented that it may just be to reduce the potential for nuisance to other passengers. However, at least one American airline is very concerned about the level of 'hash' radiating from lap-top computers used by businessmen during flights. On one popular transatlantic business route up to 80% of the passengers were found to be using lap-tops at some stage during the journey. In order to prolong the battery life some users constantly monitor practically the whole journey in the toilet with the power supply plugged into the shaver socket. In one instance a passenger had run a mains lead from the toilet to his seat. The airline is now considering providing power sockets for business travellers.

In the case of cellular phones, using one from several thousand feet can cause unexpected problems for the network operators. This is because the cellular base station frequencies are reused on a geographical basis, which is planned so that normally only one base station operating on a particular frequency is within range of the phone at any one time. Because of the height of the aircraft several base stations can be within range causing the network to become confused about which cell it thinks the phone is operating in, as well as this happening the airborne phone can also block out other calls using the same frequencies in other cells.

The ban on dictation machines may seem odd, but it is because they use a bias oscillator operating at around 25-150kHz to erase previous recordings on the tape. These frequencies are close to those used by I.F. navigation beacons and the fear is that serious bearing errors could be displayed on the aircraft instruments. This is likely to become less of a problem as more aircraft change over to satellite navigation systems.

Why not drop me a line about your scanning experiences whilst on holiday?

Scanning Transceivers

Although I don't normally mention amateur radio equipment in this column, the distinction between the features found on some of the most recent designs and those normally only found on scanners is becoming less obvious.

I recently had a chance to try a Kenwood TH-78E dual-band handheld transceiver. This is designed to operate on the 144-146 and 430-440MHz amateur bands using...
Rams IV
MULTIMODE RX PROGRAM FOR YOUR SPECTRUM
RTTY 5 Baud rates
AMTOR (SITOR) MORSE To 250 wpm or more
SSTV Large picture and multi speed
All this with generous QSO Review and picture store £25.00
RMS III users upgrade for £12.50
Please add £1.50 post & packing
Send large SAE (33p stamp) for details of all our products.

J. & P. Electronics LTD.
Unit 45, Meadowhill Estate, Dixon Street, Kiddington OY11 1HH Tel: (0562) 75993

YUPITERU
MVT 7100
FAIRMATE
AOR
MODULATIONS COMMUNICATIONS
62 Wootton Road, Abingdon, Oxon. Tel: & Fax: (0235) 521400

COMPACT 80m CW QRP Tx/Rx
DTR3 Kit - £137.50 P&P £3.00
MVT7000

Fairmate HP2000
AOR 1500
Realistic
Hand Held PRO-43 Price £249

DTR3 Kit - complete with case & meter £18.00 P&P £1.00

Tu1 is ideal for SWL

ANTENNA TUNING UNITS
TUI Kit - £51.25 Ready Built - £57.50
TUI Kit - £51.25 Ready Built - £72.00
£1.00

Large dia. coil * High grade capacitor * Built in balun * Circuits to match your antenna * Up to 30 Watts of CW
Tu2 has sensitive ORP/SWR meter

Send SAE for brochure or call Alan G4DVW on 0602 382509

Send large SAE (33p stamp) for details of all our products.

GAREX ELECTRONICS
STATION YARD, SOUTH BRENT, SOUTH DEVON TQ10 9AL
Phone: (0364) 72770 Fax: (0364) 72007
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n.b.f.m. with an output power of about 1.5W. The interesting part is that the receiver can be made to operate over the range 91-136, 136-174, 174-290, 400-800 MHz, with a.m. reception automatically selected over the range 91-135MHz.

If this wasn't enough there are actually two separate receivers built into the unit so it is possible to continuously monitor two separate channels, scan different frequency bands or banks of memories at the same time. This is very handy if for example you want to identify frequency pairings. Just set one half of the receiver to the broadcast station frequency and use the other half to search for the mobile. Other options include a sub-audible tone decoder which only opens the squelch if a transmission with the correct tone is received. One controller can be used for this purpose.

This receiver is as useful as many newly licensed radio systems use this system as standard. If you are a licensed amateur some of the other features such as the duplex transceive facility and message paging system may be of interest.

Kenwood are not the only company with dual-band handsets. Of course, Icom are just starting to advertise a 3-band hand-held - the IC-Delta 1. This covers the 144, 432 and 1200MHz amateur bands and you can select other companies to follow suit. I don't really want to go into much more detail about these particular handsets, but it may not be long before some of the features, particularly the dual receiver function, become standard in new models of scanning receiver.

AOR Spectrum Display

A new feature that may appear in a spectrum analyser facility rather like the Standard AX700. This would give an instant visual display of signals occurring within a large range of frequencies, which is useful if you want to spot strong local signals quickly. ACE Communications in America is offering a conversion for the AR-2800 which covers the 1980s, 2002, and 2800 with a perfect look at future versions for the AR-1000 and 3000 series.

The modification involves adding an additional BNC and 9-way D-type connector to the rear panel of the receiver, which is then connected to a separate unit called the SV150. This converts the receiver output into a spectrum display that can be seen on an externally connected oscilloscope screen. There are one or two drawbacks with this modification. The first is that the receiver only has to be fairly extensively modified and the second is that you need an oscilloscope to display the end result.

As with most of simple spectrum displays you have got to be able to display the end result. In fact with so many signals using frequencies (e.g. 131.725MHz) and channels do carry data as well as speech (e.g. on 131.725MHz).

The aircraft sends information such as weight of off-wheel (i.e. time of takeoff) which is user friendly. The route is sometimes checked from an up-to-date network and passing out the case via the ventilation grill in the base of the cabinet. He has used some very thin cables for this purpose of the type normally used in a recording player for generating an output from the pin and the plastic connector shell. The outer of the screened cable is connected to the chassis of the receiver by trapping it between the chassis and an additional piece of test equipment.

Frequency and Operational News

Each month, the GASIL from the CAA lists a content of frequency changes. I report only those appearing for the first time and that are likely to have permanent or other important consequences. The GASIL lists each change in three successive issues. The message for pilots and others who are responsible for flight planning is that your information will be checked from an up-to-date source. The lead time in preparing a magazine means that up-to-the-minute currency is not possible.

The GILS lists the following.

Frequency changes from Dunford: 122.55 is replaced by 125.875 (Lower Airspace Radar Service, v.h.f. Direction Finder and Approach); 119.325 is replaced by 122.550MHz (Radar). At Gatwick the Lower Airspace Radar Service has been withdrawn, but I suggest that pilots could instead use the Farnborough 125.25MHz (AGS). The coverage has been extended to compensate for the loss of Gatwick as listed above.

Also mentioned are two airspace changes: loss of ATZ and Military ATZ at Wattham which will affect all be temporary. At Southend, the Control Zone has been replaced by a smaller area.

Finally from the CAA, the Leuchars n.d.b. (LU, 417kHz) has been withdrawn; see AIC 70/1993. Although it hasn't reached the list in GASIL yet, I. Kirby (Edgeware) reckons that 135.125 replaces 120.4MHz at Heathrow. Could it be a temporary alternative frequency?

The next deadline for submitting correspondence is August 6. Replies always appear in this column and it is regretted that no direct correspondence is possible. All letters to "Airband," c/o The Godfrey Manning Aircraft Museum, 63 The Drive, Edgeware, Middlesex HA8 8PS. Genuinely urgent information enquiries: 081-958 5113.
Let Your Computer Control Your Radio!... with SCANCAT

Once you use the SCANCAT computer program with your radio, you will never operate your radio again without it! SCANCAT Version 4.5 controls the following radios:

- AOR-2500, 8000
- DRAKE Jr.
- KENWOOD R-5000, TS-440, TS-450, TS-711, TS-890
- ICOM R-71, R-8700, R-9900
- JRC, NRD-585, NRD-895

And many others to follow.

UNIVERSAL FEATURES

- Create Frequency Databases
- Scan between ANY Frequencies
- Up to 400 Frequencies/File
- Built in TNC comms program
- Stare ANY radio's file

FRG-9600 FEATURES

- Auto logging to disk files
- Auto signal detection/scan stop
- Save/Load radio's memories to disk
- Auto logging to disk files
- Spectrum analyser with spectraram graphics
- User Selectable preamp's
- Hand held radio's memories to disk
- Optional squelch detect cable - £10.50 + £5 P&P
- Automatic signal detection/scan stop
- Save/Load radio's memories to disk
- Auto logging to disk files

FOR THE PROFESSIONAL AND AMATEUR RADIO OPERATOR WHO DEMANDS QUALITY

Output to video monitor
- Status line on screen
- New literal mode for ARQ
- On screen tuning indication
- Computer controlled tuning

* EASY READER SPECIAL OFFER *

Specially designed for the non-computer users

Easyreader Hot-line

0384 896879

- On screen tuning indication
- New literal mode for ARQ
- Status line on screen
- Output to video monitor

PHONE EASY READER HOT-LINE FOR SPECIAL STARTER PACK DETAILS *

(LIMITED OFFER)

- SITOR/AMTOR
- FEC (NAVTEXT)
- RTTY Baudot
- CW Morse 2-99 wpm
- RTTY ASCII
- Automatic or manual speed selection
- Printer output (parallel/centronics)

EASY READER STILL ONLY

£225.00 inc VAT + Postage

Authorised Dealers (Martin Lynch) (Lowe Electronics)

All Easy Readers incorporate THE 'SMARTLOCK' system to demodulate signals. This means for the beginner quick results without fully understanding the transmission mode. For the experienced user a flexible, expandable system with many sophisticated features.
EASY TO BUILD HOWES KITS!

TRF3 Shortwave Broadcast TRF receiver for AM/SSB/CW, 5.7 to 12.8MHz. Complete electronics kit plus HA33R Hardware Pack: £35.40

DeRx Single Band SSB/CW for 160, 80, 40, 20M amateur bands or 5.45MHz HF Air. Complete kit with HA8OR Hardware Pack and DCS2 "S Meter": £48.70

DXR10 10,12 & 15M three band amateur radio SSB/CW receiver complete kit with HA10R Hardware Pack and DCS2 "S Meter": £58.30

The above items are also available with assembled PCB modules, and as basic electronics kits without the hardware.

ACCESSORIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kit</th>
<th>Assembled PCB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AP3</td>
<td>£16.80 £24.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFD4</td>
<td>£49.90 £69.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTU30</td>
<td>£39.90 £46.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV100</td>
<td>£27.50 £32.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ST2</td>
<td>£9.80 £15.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XM1</td>
<td>£16.90 £22.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also have optional hardware packs for most of the above, please enquire for details.

AA2 150kHz to 30MHz ACTIVE ANTENNA

The HOWES AA2 is the active antenna for general coverage HF reception. Broad-band performance that does not tail off at the higher frequencies. The neat compact answer for those with limited space, holiday use, mobile operation etc. Two selectable gain settings, local or coas powering (12 to 14V). Good strong signal performance, IP3 +38dBm. Easy to build, and much liked by customers!

AA2 Kit: £8.90

AA4 ACTIVE ANTENNA FOR SCANNERS

Covers 25 to 1300MHz. Broad-band performance in a neat, compact package. Just over 16 inches long - the answer to space/visibility problems for home or portable use. A low noise microwave IC gives good performance with a low parts count, making construction straightforward. Excellent performance in a small space!

AA4 Kit: £19.90

AB118 AIR-BAND ACTIVE ANTENNA

Optimised for 118 to 137MHz air-band. Omni-directional with good low angle (long distance) reception by use of an air fed half-wave antenna element. A low noise pre-amplifier plus band-pass filter amplifies the air-band whilst reducing unwanted out-of-band responses. Switchable 10dB attenuator. Fits standard 1.5 inch plastic water pipe for easy weather-proof installation, or use it "naked" in the loft. Improve your air-band reception!

AB118 Kit: £18.80

ADD EXTRA SELECTIVITY!

DUAL BANDWIDTH AF FILTER: £29.80

Reduce noise and interference! Sharp SSB/Speech filter with faster roll-off than IF crystal filters! 300Hz bandwidth CW filter • Printed and punched front panel • All aluminium case • Simply connects between radio and external speaker or phones • Suits all general coverage receivers and transceivers • Excellent receiver upgrade!

ASLS Filter Kit (£15.90) + HA50R Hardware (£13.90) = £29.80

PLEASE ADD £1.50 P&P for kits or £4.00 P&P if ordering hardware.

HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts locations, full, clear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our free catalogue and specific product data sheets. Delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.

Part exchange and equipment purchases welcomed! Credit facilities available subject to status. APR from 37.8%. Located next to Hanger Lane Tube Station (Central Line) and on the junction of the A406 & A40.

PHONE NOW ON – 081-997 4476

After hours – 0836 550899

73s – Alan and Jez.

A.R.E. modifications still available for Icom receivers

OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 9.30-5.30 SATURDAY 9.30-1.00pm EASY PARKING AT THE REAR OF THE SHOP

THE YAESU FRG 100

Plus stock of good secondhand receivers and scanners at realistic prices

Short Wave Magazine, August 1993
**NEW**

**FAX and WEATHER SATELLITES**

Full resolution charts and greyscale pictures from any SPECTRUM computer to a dot matrix printer. Basic system £40 plus interface for FAX £40 or VX SATS £50.

**APR-1 WEATHER SATELLITE MODULE**

Enables all weather satellite signals to be displayed on any FAX system. Plugs into RX-8 system direct. £59 or £39 if ordered with RX-8.

**RX-8 8-MODE RECEIVE**

Every possible feature and performance to receive FAX, HF & VHF PACKET, COLOUR SSTV, RTTY, CW, AMTOR, UoSAT and ASCII on any BBC computer. Reviews Oct. 89 Ham Radio Today and July 91 Rad Comm. Complete system of EPROM, interface, instructions, leads and demo cassette £259.

**RX-4 RTTY CW SSTV AMTOR RECEIVE**

Performance, features and ease of use make this still a best seller. Needs TIF1 interface. BBC, C64/66 tape £25, disk £27. VIC20 tape £25. SPECTRUM tape £40, + 3 disk £42 inc adaptor board (needs TIF1 also) or software-only version £25. TIF1 INTERFACE has 4-pole filtering and computer noise isolation for excellent HF and VHF performance. Kit £30, ready-made, boxed with all connections £40. Available only with software.

---

**BMK-MULTY for IBM PC**

Amtor CW Fax Pactor RTTY 55TV Tuner

Your selection of modes in one convenient integrated program.

AMTOR: Fast reliable synchronising in ARQ or FEC, Sitor Navtex etc.

PACTOR: The new high performance HF digital mode.

RTTY & CW: Advanced digital automatic output reporting to valid signals only.

TUNER: Real time signal analysis display.

SPECTRUM: Real time satellite display.

Can the best get better?

Yes the MVT-7100 has proved.

Fast selling handheld with SSB, 1000 memories, plus auto write scan.

PRICE: £349.00

**DRAKE R-8E**

Stop Press... Stop Press...

We have just received delivery of the Drake R-8E at a very special price...

**HURRY**

PERFORMANCE, FEATURES AND PRICE MAKE THE R-8E A VERY SPECIAL BUY...

**AMY’S**

**CURRENT**

**NEW**

**WANTED**

**AMTOR CW PACTOR RTTY 55TV**

Fast selling handheld with SSB, 1000 memories, plus auto write scan.

PRICE: £349.00

Excellent all round performer!

1000 memories, SSB using B.F.O., selectable modes including PACTOR.

**WANTED**

**GREAT VALUE FOR MONEY!**

Nearly every possible facility available in this small receiver - AM/FM/AM/FM-W/USB/LSB/CW on all. A MUST AT £895.00

**WANTED**

**DRAKE R-8E**

Stop Press... Stop Press...

Phone for further details.

**DS-300**

A Brand Champion!

Experienced all-mode coverage from 100 kHz to 50 MHz - the option of 108-174 MHz VHF coverage. Excellent all round performer!

**WANTED**

**FREE**

**INTEREST FREE HP**

Can now be arranged

Why not phone up and ask about our low deposit interest free credit scheme

All subject to approval.

Prices correct at time of going to press.

---

**RECORDED**

**SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE**

August 1993

---

**GOOD NEWS!**

Judging by the prices already mentioned in other adverts we must be the cheapest people to service/repair your equipment, so any problems phone us and ask to speak to our resident engineer.

73 s Elaine

---

**SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE**

August 1993
It is pleasing to see the mail for this column steadily growing. I receive many requests for Kepler elements, but even more request general information and tell me of a new interest in the hobby of WXSAT monitoring. Some readers are going along the computer route; others are simply listening without decoding the pictures. A few are using tape recorders for future production. Watch this column for some special offers of useful software!

Current WXSATs

During May and June the WXSAT scene has remained steady, with no significant surprises. My log book noted that the CIS satellite METEOR 3-3 ended its time-space transmissions of infra-red images in late May. It has remained on 137.85MHz for a long time, though I expect that within a few days of writing this, it will not be transmitting. It is near the terminator (the night/day boundary) where illumination from the sun reaches it at a shallow angle. The history of CIS WX SATS suggests that at that stage in the ever-changing orbits of the METEORS, it will be switched off for a few weeks. Without the infra-red transmissions, METEOR 3-3 remained silent while crossing the dark UK during the evening, but as it approached the sunlit north polar regions, it was activated and came on. This is currently providing dramatic low-light level cloud illumination images near Greenland. Similarly, METEOR 3-4 has been transmitting visible pictures on 137.30MHz, but during its night it has transmitted blank images.

I am still awaiting the first beeps from NOAA 13, unless I missed them! NOAA 9 ended its hibernation on May 25 as published in the TUBUS bulletins. These dates are broadcast on h.f. as well as on BBS. People who have recently started decoding these pictures may find several unexpected features in the summer images. Many show a strong reflection from the sun as the satellite passes over the seas, particularly the North Sea during summer. Strong cyclonic dust storms may sometimes be seen over North Africa. If you have recently set up a METEOSAT system you will find the ‘animate’ section interesting. On many days you may see cloud systems going in opposite directions, quite close together. The different types of weather seen in different areas of the planet will keep you out of the pub most evenings!

NOAA 13

Geoffrey Falworth of Penwortham reports that the NOAA 13 (launch date is still uncertain (as of early June) because of successful operations with NOAA 9 through 12. He also informs me that the US Air Force has announced that some facilities at RAF Upper Heyford are being used for picture production. Watch this column for some special offers of useful software!

METEORS

During May and June the WXSATS transmissions of infra-red images in late May. It has remained on 137.85MHz for a long time, though I expect that within a few days of writing this, it will not be transmitting. It is near the terminator (the night/day boundary) where illumination from the sun reaches it at a shallow angle. The history of CIS WX SATS suggests that at that stage in the ever-changing orbits of the METEORS, it will be switched off for a few weeks.

NEW regular WEFA images from the geostationary GMS satellite will be transmitted on channel two, providing four different views around the western Pacific Ocean. All WEFA (not WEFA!!) formats will end from August 1, and the AVHR format will be removed in September. Higher resolution LXI (Primary Data) images are going to be disseminated every hour in due course. If you can’t receive METEOSAT data this is the time!

METEOR Orbits

It is very helpful to have a satellite tracking program when studying the behaviour of the CIS satellites. Look at their Kepler elements - the list of mathematical parameters that describe the orbit of a satellite - to spot a few guide-lines. Their Mean Motion weather satellite orbit is always around 14, so they cover 14 orbits of the earth each day. Work out the exact time taken for one orbit (the orbital period), and you may notice that each day they pass over a few minutes earlier than the previous day. The exact amount varies a little between satellites. They all have an orbital inclination of around 82°. Because this is not far off 90°, it means that every pass takes them close to the poles, hence the general term polar satellites.

Comparison with the American NOAA WX SATS that have similar inclinations (about 98°) and the benefit of having satellites in such orbits, passing over every part of the earth during a 24 hour period, is clear. They have on-board tape recorders to record selected regions of the earth, as well as other types of instrumentation.

METEOSAT 4

EUMETSAT has just announced the launch of a new satellite - a new terminal coming into operation on July 8, with further changes on August 1 and September 1. In my view, they are most welcome additions!

New regular WEFA images from the geostationary GMS satellite will be transmitted on channel two, providing four different sectors around the western Pacific Ocean. All WEFA (not WEFA!!) formats will end from August 1, and the AVHR format will be removed in September. Higher resolution LXI (Primary Data) images are going to be disseminated every hour in due course. If you can’t receive METEOSAT data this is the time!

Radio Sweden

George Wood has a radio programme called MediaScan/Sweden Calling DXers, on Radio Sweden and kindly sent me a letter, together with a magazine called The DXers Guide to the Galaxy, which he edits for that station. He comments that he enjoys this column and hopes to monitor WX SATS from his new home. He has a motorised 1.2m TVRO satellite dish and wonders whether the addition of a suitable LNB (low noise block) might enable him to receive METEOSAT. I believe that this should work in principle, but systems are normally bought complete; it is possible to buy or hire a feed for 1.7GHz (the METEOSAT f1 frequency), but the rest of the hardware would still need to be acquired. If anyone would like a free copy of the magazine mentioned (it’s very good!), write to Radio Sweden at S-105 10 Stockholm, Sweden.

A picture from Mike Robinson of Accrington (see Fig. 3) illustrates a phenomenon that I often see on WX SATS images. Notice how cloud seems to remain inside land boundaries. It covers both Britain and Europe, right up to the

Lawrence Harris
5 Burnham Park Road, Peverell, Plymouth, Devon PL3 5GB
coastlines, but leaves large areas of the sea under clear skies. Mike is using a PROscan receiver, together with PROsatll software, and after adjusting his antenna, is now receiving noise-free pictures from NOAA and METEOR WXSATs. He added a grid before photographing the screen.

Mike also comments on the amount of disk space required when you want to save several images. He has used a Backup program to save images on floppy disks; this allows an image to be split over one or more disks.

**File Compression**

There are other solutions to this problem of data storage, e.g., file compression. Programs are available that analyse the content of a file and reduce it by applying mathematical techniques. Many pictures contain areas having similar content e.g., large areas of dark sea or white cloud. When such a file is compressed it may then occupy some 50% or even less space. Some of my astronomical images (CCD based) contain one planet or even just a few stars, in an otherwise black sky, and these frequently compress down to some 3% of their original size! You can expect many 512kB WXSAT files to compress down to around 300kB.

**Auto Saving of Images**

My own WXSAT receiver is a Dartcom-based home-wired unit that automatically scans the available channels and saves the received pictures. My program is set-up to capture the image and store it. Viv has tested his program on both 286 and 486 computers, even while running file compression software and finds that it runs well. His system uses a small program to check the opening of the squelch relay on the receiver. The program starts the main (polar orbiter) computer running in the correct mode. Pictures from signals lasting more than three minutes are stored automatically. Dave Rogers has also been running a program and comments very favourably. For full details, please send an s.a.e. to Viv at 11 Priory Green, Highbworth, Swindon, Wilts.

**New Products**

I have just received a copy of **TRACKII**, an upgraded version of the satellite tracking programs from Timestop Weather Systems. In addition to the facilities provided with the version that I reviewed last time, it allows the setting up of satellite groups. All four NOAA and two WXSATS (plus any saved as group 1 and instantly called for display by pressing the selected function key. Other combinations can also be defined - I would rebroadcast all WXSATS or one group for the unused METEOR WXSATS so that when you hear unidentified signals you can select that group for checking. Further useful features include: resident commands that convert the screen image to formats for reading by other programs; GIF, SFC and PCX conversions are available. The program runs on a 286 PC or better, and a co-processor is recommended but is not essential. For full details, ring Timestop on 0440 620 820.

Following a number of requests for information, such as that from J Bloomfield of Ipswich, I have written to WXSAT equipment suppliers to identify those products for computers such as the Amiga and other non-PC computers. Mr Bloomfield has an Amiga 500+ and wants to know where he can obtain decoding programs. I am happy to pass on any information that readers or vendors can supply.

**Beginners' Section**

Last month I had a look at the way the American NOAA and Russian METEOR WXSATs actually modulate their data - the picture information. Since then, various manufacturers of co-operation have ensured that anyone who can decode pictures from one WXSAT can also decode them from the others - perhaps unique in broadcasting history? This month let's look at the METEOSAT format in a little more detail.

The geostationary WXSATs transmit a compatible signal - using the same modulation methods as the polar orbiters - called WEFAX (weather facsimile). This ensures that the same type of equipment can be used to decode all images.

To receive the signal you need an antenna suitable for 1.7GHz. The precise frequencies used by METEOSAT, for our purposes, are 1861 and 1694.5MHz. They are called channels A1 and A2 by EUMETSAT, which is the organisation responsible for controlling the satellites. The many frequencies transmitted by WEFAX are not referred to here. Antennas used most commonly in this band include dishes and Yagis. For WEFAX use, a '1m dish will suffice, but a good parabolic dish greatly improve signal reception. The 1681MHz signal is essentially a carrier and can be either converted down to the more conventional 137MHz band for picture decoding, or a 1681MHz dedicated receiver can be used. I have both types, and currently use a direct receiver without down-conversion. The satellite transmits virtually continuously on 1661MHz, so detecting the carrier is not normally a problem. METEOSAT is around 6° longitude, so pointing your antenna due south at an elevation of about 35° (60° minus your latitude) should enable you to hear the carrier. You will quickly hear the different types (tones) of signal being transmitted. The format (content) of each picture line differs from NOAA and METEOR images though there are similarities. The line rate (number of scan lines per second) is four. Pictures are individual frames taking 3 minutes and 33 seconds to transmit, so METEOSAT is based on four-minute slots, with the odd 27 seconds being used for DCP data - which does sound strange!

The start tone for every image consists of a three second burst of 300Hz signal. This is used to trigger computer programs and framesters for picture synchronisation. There are then five seconds of phasing signal, essentially white with a black border. The picture itself lasts for 200 seconds (and therefore 800 lines) and includes a digital header for computer decoding, and a display header within the picture, together with a white border. The end of the frame is marked by a stop signal consisting of a five second tone burst of 450Hz. Images are of three types - visible (indicated as V on the header), infra-red (shown as IR), and water vapour (WV). Each is a portion of the original higher resolution whole disc image that is obtained approximately every thirty minutes by the spacecraft. Decoding systems that produce pictures from the original data, are called Primary Data User Stations (PDUS) and I expect to produce a review of the first commercially available unit, of which I took delivery some months ago, as quickly as possible.

There can be some confusion over the amount of detail that one may expect to see from METEOSAT images. The raw PDUS data contains the highest resolution imagery available, and at the satellite point, this is approximately 2.5km for the visible light images. METEOSAT 4 is positioned over the Ivory Coast having moved north, towards the Mediterranean Sea countries, the resolution drops off considerably, and by the time we see Britain, the resolution is down to that of the polar orbiters' a.p.t. images.

PDUS infra-red and water vapour images have resolutions of about 5km at the sub-satellite point. WEFAX pictures have lower resolution, but as the pictures published in this column show, there still remains much to see. I find the images extremely helpful when planning an evening with my telescope, not to mention a day out! A few animated images of D2 - the infra-red format which includes Britain - tells me where all the clouds are, and where they are going.

**BARAS News**

During the last month or two a new edition of the Journal of the British Amateur Radio Astronomy Society has been prepared. It should be with members by the time that this appears. For membership details write to secretary Joe Pritchard of 27 Walkley Crescent Road, Walkley, Sheffield S8 5BA.

**Kepler Elements**

I will send a print-out of the latest elements upon receiving an s.a.e. and extra stamp. Sometimes there may be a short delay. All known weather satellites plus MIR can be included, together with their transmission frequencies if operating. This data originates from NASA.

**Frequencies**

NOAAs 9, 11 on 137.62MHz, NOAA3 10, 12 on 137.50MHz, METEOR 3-4 or 3-5 on 137.30MHz, METEOR 3-3 on 137.85MHz.

Fig. 2: Eastern coast near Canada from Laurence Patton.
Fig. 3: Gridded image of the UK from Mike Robinson.
PROsat II is used by most leading Weather Satellite enthusiasts. Lawrence Harris, Roger Ray and Brian Dudman are just a few who have come to rely on the vastly superior features of PROsat II. Features such as 1,000 frame full screen full colour animate, 3D, direct temperature readout and Windows export make Timestep products preferred by most users. All satellites are catered for including the awkward Japanese GMS and the very infrequent Soviet Okean series. All current SVGA cards are supported. NOAA images contain full resolution visible and infrared data in a stunning 2.4Mb file!

If you really are serious about Weather Satellites, phone or write us now for a colour catalogue and find out why the world’s experts including Arthur C. Clarke use and recommend our equipment.

Timestep PO Box 2001 Newmarket CB8 8QA England
Tel: 0440 820040 Fax: 0440 820281

Advanced Weather Satellite users will by now have read about our new TRACK II prediction software. Full screen colour graphics and 6 simultaneous satellites are just some of the amazing features. For the ultimate in detail we offer HRPT digital systems with five 1.1km ground sensors, towns and rivers are clearly visible. For everyday use we also have the PDUS digital Meteosat system that takes 2.5km data every 30 minutes. Timestep PDUS colour animate is used several times a day by Anglia Television because of its very high resolution combined with spectacular colour. Forecasters will appreciate temperature calibrated 30 minute interval images.

A full range of separate Antennas, Preamplifiers, Cables, Receivers and accessories are held in stock.

DATONG ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Clayton Wood Close West Park
Leeds LS16 6QE
Tel: 0532 744822
Fax: 0532 742872

For products you can rely upon to give amazing results

For information on Active Antennas, RF Amplifiers, Converters, Audio Filters, the Morse Tutor and Speech Processors send or telephone for a free catalogue and selective data sheets as required. All our products are designed and made in Britain. Orders can be despatched within 48 hours subject to availability.
Keith Mayhew of Mansfield has recently bought one of the new ERA Synoptic decoders and wants some advice. The problem he has is that the decoder pumps out data so fast that he keeps running out of paper. Ideally, he would like to be able to view the received data and select batches for printing. It sounds to me as though he could do with a good comms program. Most of these have the facility to save data to file and view/edit that data. Not having used a BBC B for a while, I'm a little out of touch with the available software. If you have any bright ideas to help Keith, please write and let me know.

Geoff Crowley of Iceland reports great success using a computer-based propagation predictor. This enables him to optimise his listening time and seek out the best DX. The program in use is called Mapper 86 v7.1 and is available from the Public Domain Software Library, Winscombe House, Beacon Road, Clevedon, Somerset T随时 available online.

Robert Hall from Capetown S.A. is a regular contributor to 'Decode' and has just sent me detailed schedules and frequency allocations for Capetown Radio. Although Robert doesn't give the station address, the 1993 Klingenfuss Guide to Utility Stations lists it as: Capetown Radio ZSC, Control Officer, Private Bag X01, MILNERTON 7435, Republic of South Africa.

Radio Telax frequencies - SITOR Mode A (ZSC Service 4331)

These frequencies are also used for broadcasting navigation, weather and traffic information as follows:

**Navigation warnings:** 0615, 0900 & 1200UTC 1200UTC

**Weather forecasts:** 0930 & 1200UTC

**Traffic lists:** Even hours - 15 mins, e.g. 1015, 1215, etc.

Robert has also received some hot news regarding the commencement of NAVTEX transmissions on 518kHz using SITOR B. Apparently, the test transmissions will start on Friday July 9 at 0700UTC and will continue on the following Fridays. However, with a range of around 850km it's unlikely to be heard in the UK.

**Beyond The Broadcast Bands**

A new book, published by Richard Wilmot of Technical Software, **Beyond The Broadcast Bands** is aimed at the utility listener in AS format with one hundred and forty four pages. The first few chapters cover many of the equipment basics with some advice on buying new and second-hand equipment. Before moving into a more detailed look at data modes, the author explains some of the basics of data signals. The main core of the book covers many of the more popular modes with sections on Morse, RTTY, ASCII, SITOR, Packet, SSTV, weather satellites, and NBTV. There was also another short chapter that gave a brief overview of some of the complex modes. One intriguing chapter was titled 'Publications' and seemed to be having a snipe at reviewers - me included. I don't want any valuable column space going into detail! The final few chapters provided some useful help for those with decoding and interference problems. The only odd point about the book was that the author seemed to make a point of not making the connection between himself and his decoding software business Technical Software. **Beyond The Broadcast Bands** costs £12.95 and is available from Richard Wilmot, Fron, Upper Llanddwrog, Caernarfon.

**Amiga Software Help**

Following last month's plea for help, I've received a rapid response from a number of readers. Colin Seear of Havant and David Aldred of Eye both recommend the Amiga Amateur Radio User Group. As their name suggests, they provide support for a wide range of radio applications using the Amiga range of computers.

**Sample MetFAX chart.**

Although the accent is very much on amateur radio, there is plenty to interest the short wave listener. The user group was started back in 1988, so they have built-up lots of experience and contacts. To keep their members up-to-date with the latest news they publish a regular newsletter called Amigain Airways. The samples supplied by David Aldred were very well produced, extremely informative and well worth getting on the mailing list. Like many other user groups, the newsletter is distributed around three to four times a year to all those who have submitted s.a.e.s to the distribution manager. One of the most remarkable points about this particular user group is that it's completely free. That explains why you have to send in pre-paid envelopes for the newsletter.

In addition to communicating through the newsletter, they also use public domain disks and packet radio bulletins. There's even an amateur radio s.s.b. net at 1300hrs local time on Sundays using a frequency around 7.090MHz. A look through their list of public domain software shows that they have around thirty to forty disks available. If the titles are anything to go by, they all look to be extremely useful. If I've whetted your appetite and you'd like to join up, then the man to contact is Bob Wellbeloved (G3LMH) and his address is: 8 Orchard Close, South Wiston, Winchester S021 3EY. Don't forget to include a s.a.e. with your enquiry.

**African Meteo Stations**

Now that there are a number of decoding systems available for SYNOP RTTY signals, I thought it might be useful to print details of some of the remote stations. This was prompted by Robert Hall sending details of some of the African stations. In addition to the transmission details, Robert has included the station's location.

**Location**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station Index</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Shift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dakar 14°34′N</td>
<td>17°29′W</td>
<td>19.7456</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nairobi 1° 17′S</td>
<td>36° 48′E</td>
<td>17.442/13.727</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretoria 25° 44′S</td>
<td>28° 12′E</td>
<td>18.242/13.542</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo 30° 1′N</td>
<td>31° 14′E</td>
<td>18.254/16.108</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeddah 21° 29′N</td>
<td>39° 10′E</td>
<td>22.37/17.59</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>850</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The station index and location indicator for these stations is:

**Name**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station Location</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Index Location</th>
<th>Indicator</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dakar 14°34′N</td>
<td>17°29′W</td>
<td>19.7456</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nairobi 1° 17′S</td>
<td>36° 48′E</td>
<td>17.442/13.727</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pretoria 25° 44′S</td>
<td>28° 12′E</td>
<td>18.242/13.542</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cairo 30° 1′N</td>
<td>31° 14′E</td>
<td>18.254/16.108</td>
<td>75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeddah 21° 29′N</td>
<td>39° 10′E</td>
<td>22.37/17.59</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One important point about Nairobi is that it has now been designated a regional weather centre and is linked to the main weather centres at Offenbach and Bracknell. If you would like to decode SYNOP signals, you can either do this manually or automatically. For the manual system you will need a reference book such as the Klingenfuss Air and Meteo Code Manual. The automatic systems are based around computer decoding of the received signal. The two main contenders in this market are ICS Electronics with their SYNOP package for IBM compatibles and ERA with their stand-alone system.
The development of JVFAX is version 5.1.

Once I've checked it out I'll print more details.

After the crash was serious, as he had to use FDISK to correct the hard disk. The crash was serious, as he had to use FDISK to correct the hard disk.

The JVFAX program for IBM PCs has been received by many users. The program has also been used with the Archimedes computer using another software package available from Elektor.

Having recently mentioned this FAX program for IBM PCs, I've received many letters from readers. One from Allan Grant gives a tip to increase the display speed. Instead of saving the images to a conventional disk file, set-up a RAM disk. Because RAM is so much faster than disk access, the image can be viewed and edited much quicker. Although the tip was aimed at the JVFAX program, it's likely to work with many other systems.

Martin Gerrard of Broughton reports one or two problems when running JVFAX on older computers. Martin and a colleague tried to run JVFAX on Amstrad 1512 and Olivetti PCs/65 computers with DRDOS 6.0336-400-400-400-420-421-422-423-424-428-429

Marine.

JVFAX

I have to thank my wife, Elaine, for providing this one in the Daily Telegraph on June 5. This is an interesting novel new service that's been made available by the Met. Office in Bracknell. The service has been designed to make weather FAX charts available to the masses. The only requirement is that you need to have access to a standard office FAX machine. You then simply dial the appropriate MetFAX number and press start on the FAX machine. The only disadvantage is that the service uses premium rate numbers, so the charges are 36p per minute, other time charges are 46p per minute at all other times (inc. VAT). However, with most of the charges only taking around 3 minutes to receive, £1.44 is not too unreasonable. So what can you get? To give you an idea of the standard MetFAX service here are the phone numbers for the various charts:

FAX chart received by Allan Grant using JVFAX.

Northwood FAX Update

Allan Grant of Crowmarsh Gifford has just received the latest schedule from this popular FAX source. He also received a message announcing the end of the recent satellite imagery trial. This contained an interesting note that their current equipment does not support grey scales. However, they are seeking replacement equipment. So that you have the complete picture, here's the current schedule as of May 29.

0300 Schedule

0320 002 Surface Analysis

0400 18Z Sig Su Wind and WX Prog.

0440 Satellite Pictures

0540 002 Selected Upper Air Ascents

0600 Repeat of 0320

0620 NAC TAFS

0730 Repeat 0400

0750 Combined 0 and 2°C 12Z Anal

0825 Gale Summary

0950 002 Surface Analysis

1040 Satellite Pictures

1130 Gale Summary

Weather Reports

Guide to Plotted Chart

Guide to Satellite Pictures

Index
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### Medium Wave Chart

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Listener</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>530 kHz</td>
<td>Berlin</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>2 kW</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>555 kHz</td>
<td>K-Bay</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>20 kW</td>
<td>Listener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>590 kHz</td>
<td>Moscow</td>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>500 kW</td>
<td>Listener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>630 kHz</td>
<td>Paris</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>100 kW</td>
<td>Listener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>690 kHz</td>
<td>Tokyo</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>200 kW</td>
<td>Listener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>750 kHz</td>
<td>Rome</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>100 kW</td>
<td>Listener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>810 kHz</td>
<td>Madrid</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>500 kW</td>
<td>Listener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>875 kHz</td>
<td>Copenhagen</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>100 kW</td>
<td>Listener</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>930 kHz</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>200 kW</td>
<td>Listener</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Entries marked * were logged during darkness. All other entries were logged during daylight or at dawn/dusk.

### Long Wave Reports

To allow for seasonal changes in propagation some international broadcasters made further changes to their short wave schedules in May. They are reflected in some of the reports here.

#### Long Wave Reports

Note: l.w. & m.w. frequencies in kHz; s.w. in MHz; Time in UTC (i.e. GMT). Unless stated, all logs compiled in the four week period ending May 28.

Few listeners in Finland have been using the l.w. service from Lahti on 252kHz, so the Finnish Broadcasting Company suspended transmissions at 1200 on May 31. The service commenced in 1928. New transmitting equipment was installed in the early 1950 s, but the original 150m towers were retained.

Repotting from Iceland, Geoff Crowley (Hafnarfjordur) says, "long wave is now just about dead. His log was compiled at the beginning of May. They now have 24 hour light conditions, after sunset it is like an overcast day!

#### Medium Wave Reports

Whilst searching for transatlantic signals on May 1, Ted Barry (N.London) heard the broadcasts from CJYJ in St. John's, Nfld. Although the signal peaked SINPO 33333 no others were heard until 0202, when he heard a news report from WNEW in New York on 1130, rated 2232. At 0215 he tuned to the Caribbean Beacon, Anguilla on 1610, which was 2231.2. Before closing he logged VOIC in St. John's on 590 as 2232 at 0246.

Prior to the start of Virgin Radio's broadcasts on 1215, DXers often logged transatlantic signals on 1210 & 1220kHz. Ted Barry says there is no chance of hearing them now owing to the sideband splatter from Virgin's Brookmans Park outlet (125kW) on 1215. Tim Bucknell has similar problems in Congleton, he is equidistant from Moorside Edge (250kW) and Droitwich (125kW) and both radiate Virgin 1215.

Some of the signals from N.Africa and the Middle East also reached the UK after dark. George Millmore (Woodton) found conditions to be above average for the time of year. After dark, he logged Algeria - Les Treguils 549 (SINPO323), Alger 881 (SIO323) & Alger 881 (SIO444). Morocco - Sidi Bennour 546 (SIO223), Oujda 534 (SIO223) & Sbsah-Aouin 1044 (SIO333). Tunisia - Tunis-Djedda 630 (SIO444). Many Spanish stations were audible, but he added Bilbao 756 (EI), Malaga 882 (COPE) and Lugo 1088 (RE-5) to his list.

The complexities of the Spanish broadcast network have been attracting RoyMerrall in Dunstable. He received some detailed information from SER in Madrid. It revealed...
that they have no outlets on 827 or 336kHz - the latter being a group frequency for RNE-5, their McKeown in Newry, Co.Down.

Short Wave Reports

Favourable conditions their signal on 25.750 (Eng 0800-0855) was 35233 at 0807 by Eddie that they have no outlets on 927 or 936kHz - the latter being a group frequency for RNE-5, their McKeown in Newry, Co.Down.
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The 17MHz Band

Some of the 17MHz (16m) signals in come from R.Australia via Darwin 16.795 (Eng to S-Africa 0700-0900) SI0333 at 0800 in Macquariefield; SRI via Schwarzenburg 17.670 (Eng to Aust, NZ, S-Pacific 0900-0930) 4313 at 0900 in Newry; KKB, N. Marianas Is 17.555 (Eng to NE Asia 0800-1155) 44444 at 0953 in St. Andrews; RTV Tunisia via Stax 17.500 (Ar [Home Service] 0700-1800) SI0114 at 1005 in Winchester; Israel, R. Jerusalem 17.545 (Eng, Fr., Heb to USA, W.Eu 1800-2130) SI0333 at 1015 in Sheffield; R.Bulgaria, Sofia 17.830 (Eng to Us 1000-1200) SI0114 at 1043 in Bushby Heath & 5555 at 1042 in Hafnarfjordur; DW/Via Julich 17.860 (Eng to W.Africa 1100-1300) 3222 at 1100 by Sheila Hughes in Morden; Pakistan, Islamabad 17.600 (Eng to Us 1100-1200) 3242 at 1112 in Bagasing; R.Moscow Int 17.765 (WS10444 at 0700-1800) SI0114 at 1200 in Co.Fermanagh.

After mid-day, R.romania Int, Bucharest 17.950 (Eng to USA 1300-1500) was 33233 at 2115 in Barton-on-Wye; HCJB Quito 17.495 (u.s.b. + p.c.) 17.595 (Fr, Eng to N.Africa, 1600) SI0444 at 1005 in Winchester; ORT N Tunisia via Eu, M.East, Africa 2100-2200) 42323 at 1620 in Kilkeel. After dark, RCI via Sackville 17.820 (Eng to USA), S10444 at 1230 in Winchester; to USA 2200-0000) SI0555 at 2201 in Winchester; VOA via Selebi-Phikwe 15.445 (Eng to W.Africa 1600-1800) SI0343 at 1705 in Rowley Regis, via Timang 15.295 (Eng to Asia, M.East 1900-2000) SI0222 at 2305 by Julian Wood in Elgin & 15.160 (Eng to E.Africa 1400-1500) 44333 at 1425 in Co.Fermanagh & via Botswana 15.495 (Eng to Africa 1900-2200) 34533 at 2030 in Northwich; KTBN, Santa Ana, 15.590 (Eng to USA 1600-0200) 31333 at 1820 in Woodhall Spa; Vaticn City, Italia, 15.190 (Eng, Fr to W.Africa 2000-2100) S10555 at 2201 in Co.Fermanagh & via Ascension Is 15.400 (Eng to Africa 1500-2315) 44334 at 2303 by Robin Harvey in Bourne; UAE R, Abu Dhabi 15.305/15.315 (Eng to USA 2200-0000) SI0333 at 2302 in Edinburgh; Air via ? 15.245 (Eng to Aust, NZ 2045-2200) S10422 at 2030 in Redhill.

The 15MHz Band

Throughout the day the 15MHz (19m) band carries many signals in a variety of languages. Some for European listeners were noted from WWCR, Nashville 15.685 (Eng 1000-0000, also to USA), S10444 at 1230 in Winchester; Voice of Turkey, Ankara 15.325 (Tur 1000-1700) SI0333 at 1900 by John D’Holloran in Harrogate; WCSN, Scotts Corner 15.665 (Eng 1400-1655) 25544 at 1525 in Chester; AWI Russia 15.125 (Eng 1600-1800) 34333 at 1500 in Newry; Voice of Vietnam, Hano, 15.010 (Eng 1800-1830) 55545 at 1810 in Norwich; UAE R Dubai 15.435 (Eng 1330-1400) 43333 at 1330 in Rugby; R.Pakistan, Islamabad 15.550 (Eng 1700-) SI0114 at 1700 in Sheffield; RNS Brasilia, Brazil, 15.265 (Eng, Ger 2000-2130) 4313 at 2130 in Bridgwater; Israel, R. Jerusalem 15.640 (Eng 1900-1930) SI0444 at 1910 in Rotherham; WBW, Red Lion 15.295 (Eng 1800-2100, also to n.Africa) 13333 at 2030 in Worthing; also 15.185 (Eng 2100-2245) SI0444 at 2100 in Ross-on-Wye; also 15.145 (Eng 2247-2347) 43443 at 2250 in Kilkeel.

Quite a number to other areas were also logged here: R.Australia via Shepparton 15.240 (Eng to Pacific areas 0030-0830) SI021 at 0825 in Macquariefield & 15.320 (Eng to S.Africa 2200-0730) 24532 at 0232 in Wallisand; R.Finland via Por 15.400 (Fin, Eng to USA, 1100-1400) 34333 at 1100 in Morden; LibS, Sabrata, Libya 15.415 [Ar Home Service] 1315-1745) 45444 at 1330 in Woking; KTVF Agana, Guam 15.610 (Eng to India, S.Africa 1500-1700) 34533 at 1500 in Stirling; via Ascension 17.880 (Eng to Africa 1400-1700, 1745-2030) 24322 at 1527 in Oxford; Voice of Greece, Athens 17.525 (Gr, Eng, Sw to USA, Sweden 1500-1500) 44444 at 1525 in Brescia; RTM via Tangiers 17.595 (Eng, Fr to N.Africa, M.East 1400-1700) 54554 at 1620 in Bridgwater; Channel Africa 17.710 (Eng to Africa 1600-1800) 54444 at 1645 in Newry.

In the evening, WCCN, Scotts Corner 17.510 (Eng to Us 1800-2200) was SI0444 at 1810 in Rotherham; R.Algeria Int, via Bouchaoui 17.745 (Eng, E/C Africa 1900-2000) SI0343 at 1900 by Michael Griffin in Ross-on-Wye; HC/J Bu Quito 17.450 (s.u.b. + p.c.) SI1222 at 1928 by Michael Williams in Redhill; also 17.790 (Eng to Eu 1900-2000) SI0444 at 1900 in Edinburgh; R.Netherlands via Bonar 17.605 (Eng to W.Africa 1900-2035) SI0435 at 2005 in Rowley Regis; VOA via Bethany 17.800 (Eng to Africa 1900-2000) 34533 at 2030 in Northwich; KTBN, Santa Ana, 15.590 (Eng to USA 1600-0200) 31333 at 1820 in Woodhall Spa; Vaticn City, Italia, 15.190 (Eng, Fr to W.Africa 2000-2100) S10555 at 2201 in Co.Fermanagh & via Ascension Is 15.400 (Eng to Africa 1500-2315) 44334 at 2303 by Robin Harvey in Bourne; UAE R, Abu Dhabi 15.305/15.315 (Eng to USA 2200-0000) SI0333 at 2302 in Edinburgh; Air via ? 15.245 (Eng to Aust, NZ 2045-2200) S10442 at 2030 in Redhill.

The 13MHz Band

Although R.Australia’s 13MHz (22m) signals have reached the UK,
reception has deteriorated. Until recently, 13.755 from Carolinav (Eng to Asia 1430-1600) often rated 44444, but now 33333 noted at 1456 in Woodhall Spa is now typical. Whilst in Litchboro, Greece Zacharias Lianas (Thessaloniki) logged it as 22222 at 1610. Their transmission to SE-Asia via Darwin 13.665 (Chin, Eng 1000-1450) peaked 43333 at 1300 in Kilkeel.

Some of the signals to Europe in this band stem from WYFR via Okeechobee 13.665 (Eng 0500-0800, also to Africa) 54444 at 0645 in Bushley Heath and 34343 at 0641 in Hafnarfjordur; R.Austria Int via Moolabrum 13.730 (Ger, Eng, Fr Sp 0600-190055544 at 0700 in Northwich; UAE.R.Dubai 13.675 (Ar, Eng 0615-2100) SI0333 at 1330 in Edinburgh; R.Pyongyang, Korea 13.785 (Eng 1500-1555, also to M.East Africa) 33433 at 1536 in St Andrews; R.Prague, Czech Rep. 13.600 (Eng 1700-1727) 31555 at 1710 in Macclesfield; R.Bulgaria via Plovdiv 13.670 (Eng 1730-1930) 54444 at 1730 in Basingstoke; R.Hungary, South East Budapest 13.760 (Eng 1700-0007) SI0333 at 1755 in Winchester, R.Kuwait via Kbd 13.630 (Eng 1800-2100) SI0444 at 2030 in Sheffield, WWVCR, Nashville 13.845 (Eng 1200-0100) 55555 at 2100 by Martin Dale at his listening post in Stockport.

The 7MHz Band

In the 7MHz (41m) band broadcasts in the UK has often been disappearing. Under favourable conditions their 100kW signal on 3.700 (Eng to Pacific areas 0700-1200) was 32332 at 0840 in Bridgwater. Also noted were R.Australia via Caravon 9.645 (Eng to Asia 2100-2300) 33333 at 2115 in Worthing; AIR via Delhi 9.910 (Eng to Africa, 2045-2230) 43333 at 2220 in Kilkeel.

Broadcasts to Europe abound in this band. Among those noted were R.British Columbia 5.5555 at 0740 in Woking; R.Nederlands via Talata Volon 7.120 (Eng to Africa 1730-1930) 55554 at 1740 in Redhill. The reception of R.New Zealand’s 9MHz (31m) broadcasts in the UK has often been disappearing. Under favourable conditions their 100kW signal on 9.700 (Eng to Pacific areas 0700-1200) was rated S10444 in Kilkeel.

The 11MHz Band

In the 11MHz (25m) band Vatican R, Italy 11.625 (Port, Fr, Eng to VI Africa 0500-0700) was SI0444 at 0630 by Francis Heanne in N.Bristol, Voice of Israel, Jerusalem 9.388 (Heb 0400-2300, also to USA) 23552 at 0500 in Northwich; VOIRI Tehran 9.022 (Eng 2130-2200) 45544 at 2108 in Newry; R.Vilnius, Lithuania 9.710 (Eng 0700-0745) 35544 at 0730 in Chester; VOA via Skelton 9.410 (Eng 0300-2125) 55545 at 1825 in Worthing.

Some of the many 41m signals to Europe came from R.Prague, Czech Rep. 13.345 (Eng 0600-0630) SI0444 at 0600 in A.Bristol; WYFR via Okeechobee 7.355 (Eng600-900, also to Africa) SI0544 at 0638 in Bushley Heath and 55544 at 0642 in Kilkeel; R.Japan via Skelton 7.230 (Jap, Eng 0700-0830) 35543 at 0750 in Walsall; AIRF, Fori, Italy 7.250 (Eng, Fr, Sp, Eng, 0900-1330) 34443 at 0940 in Morden; Polish R, Warsaw 7.285 (Eng 1500-1555) 54444 at 1510 in Norwich; Vatican R, Italy 7.250 (Eng 1900-2100) 54544 at 2005 in Bourne; R.Australia via Carnavon 7.260 (Eng to Africa 1800-2100) 43232 at 1813 in Co.London; R.Australia via Skelton 9.645 (Eng to Asia 1730-1930) 55554 at 1740 in Redhill. Good reception of R.Australia’s 6MHz (49m) broadcast to Asia has been noted in the UK. At 1855 their transmission via Carnavon on 6.000 (Eng 1800-2100) was rated SI0444 in Bushley Heath.

Station Addresses

RTL 45 Boulevard Pierre Frieden, L-1543 Luxembourg.
ILR Radio Clyde, Clydebank Business Park, Clydebank, Glasgow G61 2RX.
Radio Anhanguera, CP13, 70010 Goiania, Brazil.
Radio of the United Arab Emirates, PO Box 63, Abu Dhabi, UAE.
Radio Globo, Rua do Russel 434, 2220 Rio de Janeiro, Brazil.
Radio Vision (YVKG), Final Ave, La Salle Colinas de los Caobos, Caracas, Venezuela.
It is easily forgotten that newcomers have to start somewhere and finding out isn't always simple. A lot of what seems obvious to us old hands wasn't so obvious when we started, so I welcome questions from readers, even 'dumb questions'!

Not that the following is a particularly dumb question. Nick GODFL asks if a coaxial relay is the only way to use between transmit and receive at 24cm. The answer is no, but I suspect the question is not as simple as it seems, so let's look at what is involved here.

Ideally we want to save money, antenna weight and wind capture area. So a single antenna - and a single coaxial feed to a mast-head - for transmitting and receiving sound like the best idea and indeed this was how it was once done. At mast-head, a relay system was used to by-pass the mast-head pre-amplifier during transmit. But in retrospect it wasn't such a good idea.

Gainiax is Best

From a transmitting point of view our prime aim is to minimise feeder loss so the maximum transmitter power to reach the antenna. Ideally, we would put the transmitter at mast-head but this introduces many complications. It is possible but not very practical. Instead we go for really low-loss 50Ω coaxial feeder at least half an inch in diameter. Take your choice from H100, that white stuff from Japan that's far more flexible than H100 and takes normal N-type connectors, Heliax or ideally that superbly engineered system don't exhibit these faults but the kind of resources available to most amateurs don't allow superb engineering.

If you're keeping up with me, you'll probably have realised this implies a dedicated feeder and antenna for transmitting. That's right! Who said ATV was cheap, anyway? Actually, the alternative of a shared antenna for transmitting and receiving would require the use of a fabulously expensive change-over relay at mast-head and specialist switching to ensure it switches momentarily before the transmitter is keyed.

Two Taboos

Here are two 'no-nos': r.f. switching of change-over relays is absolutely forbidden and so is feeding d.c. power up the centre conductor of the coaxial cable, even though there are commercial products that employ both of these and it's not professional to ruin your equipment deliberately.

Feeding d.c. up the coaxial cable is unwise too, because it leads to electrolytic action at mast-head. At the upper end of the feeder you will almost certainly have a junction of two dissimilar metals (e.g. the centre conductor of the feeder and the pin of the connector used). You will also have some residual dampness however well you try to exclude moisture and bingo, corrosion sets in just where you don't want it, in the feed-line path. Feel free to ignore this but don't call me a liar, I've seen this too many times in real life. If you haven't, you've been very lucky!

So, we are resigned to separate transmit and receive antennas. Good! That means we can optimise the receive side. That means a mast-head pre-amplifier probably and, in that case, a separate power conductor. Simple bell wire taped alongside the coaxial cable is adequate and you can use the shielding of the coaxial cable as your return conductor. With a mast-head pre-amp you can also economise on the coaxial feeder and satellite television cable would be adequate for the down-lead.

Simple Switchery

Back in the shack you can take the receive coaxial cable straight to the receive side of your system and hey presto, not a relay in sight. The only switchery then is at d.c. level, keying up the transmitter when you are sending pictures. It is optional whether you leave the receive side powered during transmit, although people who work mainly through repeaters say it is advantageous to have 'look through' on transmit and see your own pictures coming back (assuming your transmitter isn't de-sensitised). There is another major objection to the use of mast-head relays for by-passing the receive side of things. If you are using high power (and I used to use 150W from two 2C39s, which is not uncommon), you need to be sure the contacts of the relay are rated to carry this kind of power. Many cheaper relays cannot handle this much. Even more important, what is the isolation? We are talking about r.f., not d.c., and although the contacts may be connecting to one port, this doesn't mean no power will appear at all on the other one. Some coaxial relays have poor isolation at higher frequencies and will allow your sensitive GaAs f.e.t. pre-amp transistors to be well and truly fried alive. Well, alive the first time only, then permanently dead...

So what started out as a simple question ended up in a complex answer. In short, the voice of experience says avoid relays at all costs at 24cm. Any more questions on ATV technology? I'll try and answer them here, but personal answers are not possible (except...

Andy Emmerson's column appears on a quarterly basis.

In the intervening two issues this page will be taken up by Brian Oddy's 'Long Wave Maritime Beacons' column followed by Andy Cadier's 'Off the Record' column.
GUIDE TO FACSIMILE STATIONS
13th edition • 400 pages • £ 22 or DM 50

The recording of FAX stations on longwave and shortwave and the reception of meteorological satellites are fascinating fields of radio monitoring. Powerful equipment and expensive personal computer programs connect a radio receiver directly to a laser or ink-jet printer. Satellite pictures and weather charts can now be recorded automatically in top quality.

The new edition of our FAX GUIDE contains the usual up-to-date frequency lists and precise transmission schedules - to the minute! - of 90 FAX stations and meteorological satellites. This includes Blacknall Metec, Royal Navy London, METEOSAT, and a detailed description of the new Bracknell and Washington meteor teletex polling services! It informs you with full details about new FAX converters and computer programs on the market.

The most comprehensive international survey of the "products" of weather satellites and FAX stations from all over the world is included: S37 sample charts and pictures were recorded in 1992 and 1993! Here are that special chart for aeronautical and maritime navigation, the agriculture and the military, barographs, soundings, climatological analyses, and long-term forecasts, which are available nowhere else. Additional chapters cover abbreviations, addresses, call sign list, description of geostationary and polar-orbiting meteor satellites, regulations, technique, and test charts.

Further publications available are Guide to Utility Radio Stations (11th edition), Radioteletype Code Manual (12th ed.) and Air and Meteo Code Manual (13th ed.). We have published our international radio books for 24 years. They are in daily use with equipment manufacturers, monitoring services, radio amateurs, SW listeners and telecom administrations worldwide. Please ask for our free catalogue, including recommendations from all over the world. For a recent book review see the Scanning Directory (11th ed.).

Do you want to get the total information immediately? For the special price of £ 110 / DM 250 you save £ 22 / DM 50 you will receive all our manuals and supplements (altogether more than 1700 pages!) plus our Cassette Tape Recording of Modulation Types. Our cassettes include airmail postcard within Europe and surface mail elsewhere! Payment can be by £ or DM cheques, International Money Order, or postcheque (account Stuttgart 2695-769). We accept American Express, Eurocard, Mastercard and Visa credit cards. Dealer inquiries welcome - discounts on basis of request. Please fax or mail your order to

Klingenfuss Publications
Hagenloher Str. 14
D-72070 Tuebingen
Germany
Fax 01049 7071 600849 • Phone 01049 7071 62630
FOR SALE

AEA Pakkat Pk-232 plus software, £200, ICS FAX 1 compatible printer, ribbons, leads, £25. Sanyo HF-25, £30. Hammarlund HQ180 with clock, £150. Ailcor DX-1 wide band receiver, £400 o.n.o. Buyer collects or carriage working, £60. BC-221 frequency meter, Sangean ATS-803A vari-band receiver, £120 or both for £300. Peter.

AOR AR-1000 Series

AOR AR-200 as new, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.

AOR AR-1000 Series

AOR AR-1000, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.

AOR AR-200 as new, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.

AOR AR-1000 Series

AOR AR-200 as new, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.

AOR AR-1000 Series

AOR AR-200 as new, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.

AOR AR-1000 Series

AOR AR-200 as new, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.

AOR AR-1000 Series

AOR AR-200 as new, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.

AOR AR-1000 Series

AOR AR-200 as new, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.

AOR AR-1000 Series

AOR AR-200 as new, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.

AOR AR-1000 Series

AOR AR-200 as new, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.

AOR AR-1000 Series

AOR AR-200 as new, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.

AOR AR-1000 Series

AOR AR-200 as new, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.

AOR AR-1000 Series

AOR AR-200 as new, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.

AOR AR-1000 Series

AOR AR-200 as new, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.

AOR AR-1000 Series

AOR AR-200 as new, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.

AOR AR-1000 Series

AOR AR-200 as new, £10, satellite cable 15m with plugs, £60. Buyer collects. G3LNK. Tel: (0782) 620413.
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JAYCEE ELECTRONICS LTD
20 Woodside Way, Glenrothes, Fife, Scotland KY7 5DF
Tel: 0592 756962 (Day or Night)  Fax No. (0592) 610451
Open: Tuesday-Friday 9-5; Saturday 9-4
KENWOOD, YAESU & ICOM APPROVED DEALERS
A good stock of new and secondhand equipment always in stock

THE FLYING SHOP
BIGGIN HILL AIRPORT

THE NEW!!!
YUPITERU MVT-7100

- 1000 Channels
- All Mode AM/FM/MW/LSB/USB
- 500kHz–1650MHz
- SSB tuning in 10Hz steps

YUPITERU MVT-7000

- 1500 Channels
- AM-NBFM/BF
- Better than 5µV • 200 memories
- Rotary dial • 8 memories
- Fast scan
- Lockout/priority • Nicads
- Charge/ACPSU • 12V lead

The MVT-7000 from Yupiteru provides unbreakable coverage throughout the spectrum. Each one is carefully tested by us and supplied with a unique power supply that will not only recharge the nicads, but also run the set directly from the mains. It has beautifully styled lines and superb engineering make it the best buy for the amateur who wants the widest frequency range possible.

£315 inc. VAT

The Flying Shop, Biggin Hill Airport, Westerham, Kent TN16 1BN
24 hr delivery £7.50 48 hr delivery £5.00
Prices are subject to change with out prior notification

Tel: (0999) 576770 0900 - 1800 (Mon-Sun)
(0999) 577252 0700-0900 & 1800-2000
Fax: (0999) 576711 24 Hour.

YUPITERU MVT-7125 mKHz

- Excellent reception: 108-142MHz
- 50 memory channels
- Illuminated LCD display/ 25, 150 or 100kHz steps
- Search, scan or direct frequency entry
- Keylock • Keylocked beep tone • LCD signal meter

Full complete with 3 AA size nicad batteries

£165 inc. VAT

YUPITERU VT-225

£235 inc. VAT

PC HF FAX 6.0

RECEIVE and TRANSMIT weather charts, rebrocast satellite pictures, amateur and press images.

230 Page manual with worldwide fax frequency and schedule list, together with back in program databases. Supports Hermes, CCA, ESA, VSA and SIGA. Printer support for 3, 24, 24 line, high and atomic printers up to 14 inch carriage. Display in grey scale, blue grey and colour. All standard line rates and IOC supported. Automatic image caption scheduler with sync and startimpulse tone recognition. Image store saves Gif in PC or VOR format.

Installation is simple, both the demodulator and modulator plug into the serial port of the PC and are powered by the computer. A dedicated receiver and aerials are also available.

Upgrade for existing PC HF FAX users £40.40 P&P £3.50

£116.33 inc VAT P&P £3.25

Optional Transmit Modulator £59.80

PC SSTV 5.0

RECEIVE and TRANSMIT Slow Scan TV Images

Images can be recorded and transmitted in monochrome or colour. Support for SSTV, SCOTTIE, MINT and KVT modes. Image resolution in VGA in SIS up to 640x480x256. Received and transmitted images can be converted to PC or GIF formats. Tunning backscatter, noise smoothing, saving to disk, printing and editing are some of the items easily handled.

Upgrade for existing SWL, HF FAX and GOES users £64.82 P&P £1.56

£99.00 Inc VAT P&P £3.25

Optional Transmit Modulator £59.80

All items come complete with a comprehensive manual, tutorial audio cassette and demodulator. They will work on any PC compatible computer from 8088 to 486 and notebooks. The demodulator plugs into the serial part of the PC and requires audio from a radio receiver. Suitable dedicated receivers and aerials are also available.

Call today for full details and brochures

COMAR ELECTRONICS
UNIT 3, MEDINA COURT
ARTIC ROAD, COWES,
ISLE OF WIGHT, PO31 7XD
Tel: 0983 200308 Fax: 0983 280402

PC GOES/WEFAX

PC GOES/WEFAX enables you to receiver both FAX and SATELLITE images on your PC computer

In FAX mode it will display weather charts, rebrocast satellite images, press and amateur transmissions. In SATELLITE mode it will capture images from both METEOSAT and all Polar orbiting satellites. Some of its many advanced features include: an image resolution of 640x480x256, supports all standard line rates and IOC supported. Automatic image caption scheduler with sync and startimpulse tone recognition. Image store saves Gif in PC or VOR format.

Installation is simple, both the demodulator and modulator plug into the serial port of the PC and are powered by the computer. A dedicated receiver and aerials are also available.

Upgrade for existing PC HF FAX users £40.40 P&P £3.50

£116.33 inc VAT P&P £3.25

Optional Transmit Modulator £59.80

PC SWL 3.0

PC SWL is a complete package allowing decoding of data sent over radio

This new version contains the following facilities:

- BFTY buffer: 35, 35, 10 and 100, or selectable rate
- ASEC 79, 110, 150, and 200, or user selectable rate
- VOR/Adirondack AMTOR/ISPART 70 and 100
- RTTY/44850 with automatic or manual speed control
- CW, SITOR and digital prediction program
- Multifrequency prediction program
- High performance audio filters
- Keyboard lockout

Price only £199 inc VAT P&P £3.25

Order PC SWL and PC HF FAX together for only £178 inc VAT P&P £3.25

IMPROVE YOUR YAESU

17101/2101 = T. Double balanced mixer for quieter receiver £24.00
10, 18, 24 MHz unit £23.00
CW filters for FT101B/2/2D, 707, 107, 192, 202 –
Available now
PA. & Drive valves. Also repairs. Enc. s.a.e. please.
P&P £1.50 per order (Closed Mon & Thurs.)

NEW EDITION VHF/UHF LIST:

£7.50 including p&p
UKH ONLY LISTING:

£4.00 including p&p

PC FAX SWL

£99 inc VAT P&P £3.25

Order PC SWL and PC HF FAX together for only £178 inc VAT P&P £3.25

JAVIATION

THE AIRBAND SPECIALISTS

At the time of writing our combined VHF/UHF frequency guide and UHF only supplement are dated mid December however we expect new editions to be available from late February.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE THESE LISTS IN FULL A4 FORMAT JUST LET US KNOW WHEN ORDERING.

LEATHER CARRY CASES

We have real, yes real leather carry cases available for the Yupiteru VT225, MVT-5000 and AOR/Fairmate AR1000/2000 series.

All the same price

£14.99 each.

If you don’t like the smell of leather please don’t buy one as we have had one returned by the purchasers as it smell too much like leather!

Javiation, Carlton Works, Carlton Street,
BRADFORD, West Yorkshire, BD7 1DA
Telephone: 0274-732146 Facsimile: 0274-722627

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

We now stock a wide range of IBM PC software, mainly aviation related but other ‘games’ as well.

Any radio purchase over £200 entitles you to purchase any PC software within our range for £20. Choose anything from F15 Eagle III to Sub Logic’s ATM or if you require something specific just ask!

COMPUTER

PC SWL 3.0

PC SWL is a complete package allowing decoding of data sent over radio

This new version contains the following facilities:

- BFTY buffer: 35, 35, 10 and 100, or selectable rate
- ASEC 79, 110, 150, and 200, or user selectable rate
- VOR/Adirondack AMTOR/ISPART 70 and 100
- RTTY/44850 with automatic or manual speed control
- CW, SITOR and digital prediction program
- Multifrequency prediction program
- High performance audio filters
- Keyboard lockout

Price only £199 inc VAT P&P £3.25

Order PC SWL and PC HF FAX together for only £178 inc VAT P&P £3.25
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REALISTIC SCANNERS

PRO 43 HANDHELD SAVE £20.00!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Tuning</th>
<th>Memory</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRO 41</td>
<td>£99.95</td>
<td>68-88</td>
<td>137-174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRO 42</td>
<td>£119.99</td>
<td>68-88</td>
<td>108-174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRO 44</td>
<td>£149.99</td>
<td>66-88</td>
<td>108-174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRO 46</td>
<td>£199.99</td>
<td>66-88</td>
<td>108-174</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ONLY £229.95

68-88 118-174 220-512 806.999 AM/FM

200 Memories (WAS £249.95)

ONLY £229.95

PRO 2006 £299.95

23-520 & 760-1300 AM/FM 400ch

AR 1500EX £349.95 0.5-1300 AM/FM/WFM SSB 1000ch

UK Scanning Directory LATEST EDITION £12.00+ Frequencies! £17.95

All scanners includes FREE p&p in the U.K. 12 months warranty

SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

PCB SERVICE

Printed circuit boards for SWM constructional projects are available from the SWM PCB Service. The boards are made in 1.5mm glass-fibre and are fully tinned and drilled. All prices quoted in the table include Post and Packing and VAT for UK orders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Board</th>
<th>Title of Article</th>
<th>Issue</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SR010</td>
<td>A Green Bandspread Dipper</td>
<td>Jun '93</td>
<td>£5.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR008</td>
<td>Experimental VHF Receiver</td>
<td>Jun '93</td>
<td>£5.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR007</td>
<td>VLF Receiver</td>
<td>Dec '90</td>
<td>£5.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR006</td>
<td>Medium Wave AM Radio</td>
<td>Nov '90</td>
<td>£3.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR005</td>
<td>R210 Converter</td>
<td>July/August '90</td>
<td>£6.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR004</td>
<td>PRO-2004 Modifications</td>
<td>Oct '89</td>
<td>£6.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR003</td>
<td>HF to VHF Converter</td>
<td>Aug '89</td>
<td>£5.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SR002</td>
<td>Weather Satellite Reception</td>
<td>Jun '88</td>
<td>£3.99</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Orders and remittances should be sent to: Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield B78 4JF. Tel: 021-353 9326, marking your envelope SWM PCB Service. Cheques should be crossed and made payable to Badger Boards. When ordering please state the Article Title as well as the Board Number. Please print your name and address clearly in block capitals and do not enclose any other correspondence with your order.

Please allow 28 days for delivery. Only the p.c.b.s listed here are available.

Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane, Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield B78 4JF. Tel: 021-353 9326

SUPERTECH

Communication Specialists

YUPITERU AOR PAMA SONY

- Official Nevada and Kernow Stockists
- Full range of CBs, Scanners and Accessories in stock
- Branches throughout the North East
- Mail order available

32 Russell Way, Gateshead Metro Centre, Tyne & Wear, NE11 9YZ

Open: Mon-Fri 10am-6pm Sat 9am-7pm Thurs late night 10am-9pm

TEL: (091) 4932316
Near the UCI Cinema
MAIL ORDER AVAILABLE

NEW RADIO CONTROLLED CLOCKS + WATCHES FROM AMDAT

The latest digital Radio Controlled clock from the Junghans stable breaks the price barrier for this quality of product. We are offering this amazing new clock at an introductory price of only £32.95 inc pp.

These new products add to our already extensive catalogue of Radio Controlled clocks and watches. Send a large SAE for full details.
Sony ICF-2010D, excellent condition with handbook and all accessories, as supplied, also service manual for same, original packaging, £175. Tel: (0342) 810812 anytime, East Grinstead, West Sussex.

Sony ICF-2601D, excellent condition, £100. Akai tuner amp model AA-1135, quadrophonic sound. Two Wharfdale Linton speakers, valve radios Philco and Pye, in beautiful condition. Tel: (0253) 869925, Cleveleys.


Sony ICF-7800D, very portable, short wave plus fm/ mw/ broadcast bands in original box, £55. Eddystone 73I/4 valve receiver, photocopy manual, £80. Brian. Tel: (0422) 216539, Halifax.

TEAC A3340 reel-to-reel professional recorder, good condition, 16.5in reels, with remote control, tapes, £225 o/n/o. or exchange for good receiver v.h.f./ u.h.f. or general coverage. What have you? Tel: (0442) 53192 evenings or 25635 daytime.

TR-10 R200 communications receiver with v.h.f. converter, £75. Tel: (0202) 471220 after 5pm, Bournemouth.

Trio TS-535S h.f. transceiver SP26 speaker, AE-220 a.t.u., VFO 243, v.f.o. MC-50 microphone, £75 o/n/o. Yeasu FT-260R 2m transceiver, £175, all good condition, boxed with manuals. J.G. Jones. Tel: (0904) 776329 24hr or (0257) 940989 evenings.


Yaesu FL-50B TX/RX, offers or swap hand-held scanner or airband receiver or decoder Wavecom or similar. Chris. Tel: 086-885 45

Yaesu FRG-965 v.h.f./u.h.f. receiver, identical to 960, Modified to 998MHz, plus 1-30MHz converter, mint, £450. Pro-43 scanner, unwanted gift, complete with Nicads, brand new, £230. Tel: 061-620 1679, If not in please leave message on answerphone, Lancashire.

Yaesu FRG-9600M scanner, boxed, v.g.c. plus discone, books, etc, £325 o/n/o. the lot. Altree, Sussex.

Yupiteru VT-125II, as new, still in box, complete with mag mount antenna and scanning directory, £190. Graham. Tel: (0277) 213783, Brentwood.

Wanted

1154 ex RAF transmitter and associated parts. Loop antenna d.f. meter, etc., also SM-229 for TS-830. John. Tel: (0822) 836300, Maidstone.

Yupiteru MR-100, mint, cash only. G3IGN 863 600 evenings, Maidstone.

Yupiteru MVT-7100/Sony SW-77 receivers. Yupiteru as new, unused, still under guarantee, £250. Sony, also mint, as new condition, £260. Tel: (0582) 762543.

Yupiteru VT-125II, as new, still in box, complete with mag mount antenna and scanning directory, £190. Graham. Tel: (0277) 213783, Brentwood.

Memory Unit Yaesu 7700. Tel: (0462) 690846.

NRD-525. Tel: 051-2592456, Liverpool.

May PX standard CS25 wanted, AOR AR-2001/2 main board. Tel: (0582) 690846.

NRD with conversions or Kenwood R5000 must be in excellent condition. Cash waiting. Tel: Norfolk (0903) 783422 anytime.

NRD-535 or 553D with conversions, Kenwood R5000 or Drake RBE, must be in excellent condition. Cash waiting. Tel: (0603) 783422 anytime.

RA-17 R-103 R-109 in g.w.o., also CR100 or anything similar. Please give full details and state price. G. Smith, 34 Cypress Road, Huyton with Roby, Merseyside L36 5UV.

Sangean ATS-1103 as new. VR Davies, 119 Manor Crescent, Newport PO30 28H. Tel: (0983) 520397.

Scanner contacts wanted, swap your frequencies for mine. Keep in touch with the UK. Write to Mr A Reader at my new address, 100% return. 26 Olive Parade, Cricklade Road, Stratton, Swindon, Wiltshire SN2 1AJ.

Top prices paid for your German gear for WW2 vintage: Looking for receivers, transmitters, accessories. Will collect. Lissok, Rutland Walk, Leeds LS9 8NN.

Universal Decoder M-400 or model M-900, also extension speaker NVA-88 for NRD-525. Tel: 011-2592456, Liverpool.

Wanted R-71E RX in good condition. Tel: Milton Keynes (0908) 313957.

Exchange

Atari ST 1 Meg RAM with two drives, two modems, lots of software, worth £100+. In exchange for AOR AR-3000 or similar. Sell for good offer. Dave. Tel: (0272) 350579, Bristol.

Black Star digital frequency counter Meteor 1520X, unused, in exchange for h.f. beam, rotator 2m mobile, hand-held or good lineartscope or any ham gear considered. Mr Ward. Tel: (0904) 389495 or (0504) 899581 after 8.

IBM P.S. 2/70 44Mb RAM 66MHz, hard disk stacked 113Mb 3.5in 1.44Mb floppy, VGA Colour monitor, Microsoft mouse in exchange foricom ICR-710D or 700 v.h.f./ u.h.f. Bill. Tel: 011-4821 344 after 3pm, Gateshead.

Laica R452F Summonic, mint and hardly used with leather case and 28mm F2. Leitz Elmar wide angle lens in exchange for quality receiver Drake RBE NRD 535 or w/h.v? Ian. Tel: 062-623461 with details. Scotland.

MX-7000 DJ-X1 and £200 for 3000/A or R7000. Wanted APR9 i.f. unit and info on ARAX-10 amplifier. Mr Everall, 36 Eleanor Road, Waltham Cross, Herts EN8 7DL.

Yaesu FT-200 boxed with manual, plus new p.a.s in exchange for h.f. receiver 7700, R1000, R2000. David Christie, 8 Bally Tober, Burslem, Co Antrim BT97 9UX. Tel: 31086.
The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers. They are supplied direct to your door. Some titles are overseas in origin.

HOW TO ORDER. PLEASE USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 83.

PACK AND PAYING; add £1.00 for one book, £2.00 for two or more books, orders over £40 post and packing free, (overseas readers add £1.75 for one book, £3.50 for two or more books) send a post order, cheque or international money with your order to PW Publishing Ltd, FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Please make your cheques payable to PW Publishing Ltd. Payment by Access, Mastercard, Eurocard or Visa also accepted on telephone orders to Poole (0202) 659930. Books are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery. Prices correct at time of going to press. Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling.
SATELLITES

NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV (THE) 2nd Edition

This book, the 2nd Edition, is a hardback bound, indexed, and written on tough paper. The author is a separate author and provides a comprehensive guide to satellite reception with dish installation and how to trouble-shoot when picture quality is not up to a reasonable standard. Mathematics has been kept to a minimum. 200 pages. 92.95

SATELLITE DISC (THE) - A complete guide to satellite TV theory and practice

John Bried

This book is written almost exclusively with television broadcast satellite in mind. However, the extensive collection of chapters on topics, each written by a separate author, is an attempt to be aimed at the professional satellite salesperson, for whom it is invaluable, but it will be appreciated by the amateur enthusiast and anyone interested in satellite technology. 280 pages. 39.95

SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK (THE) 2nd Edition

Marin Davidoff Q6UCB

The book divides its four main sections: History, Getting Started, Technical Topics and appendices. It provides information on spacecraft built by, and for, radio amateurs. In addition, it discusses weather, TV broadcast and other satellites of interest. 313 pages. 150.45

SATELLITE TELEVISION A lawyer's guide

Peter Pearson

Pictures from space, that's what satellites are all about. Outlining satellites, 3200KHz high, the operation of the earth and the transmitters they carry are also covered. On the technical side, you will know how to set up your own satellite TV terminal at home, dish and antennas or even complete dish and tuner. 72 pages. 13.00

SATELLITE TELEVISION HISTORY

The book is by Ed John Brede

A quick glance at satellite television. Detailed guides-on-lines on installing and selecting dishes based on practical experience. 58 pages. 13.00

W E A T H E R S H E L T E R H A N D B O O K

Dr Ralph E. Tajuddin WWBDT

This book explains all about weather shelters. It looks at the various ways they can be used and the different types of shelters used. 150 pages. 19.00

M O R S E

INTRODUCING M O R S E

Introduction to the basic principles of Morse

George Francis

Updates for the novice licence, beginners, and Morse code. Morse code in the shortest possible space. The Morse code is the shortest possible code. 64 pages. 3.95

S A T E L L I T E S

NEWNES GUIDE TO SATELLITE TV (THE) 2nd Edition

This book, the 2nd Edition, is a hardback bound, indexed, and written on tough paper. The author is a separate author and provides a comprehensive guide to satellite reception with dish installation and how to trouble-shoot when picture quality is not up to a reasonable standard. Mathematics has been kept to a minimum. 200 pages. 92.95

SATELLITE DISC (THE) - A complete guide to satellite TV theory and practice

John Bried

This book is written almost exclusively with television broadcast satellite in mind. However, the extensive collection of chapters on topics, each written by a separate author, is an attempt to be aimed at the professional satellite salesperson, for whom it is invaluable, but it will be appreciated by the amateur enthusiast and anyone interested in satellite technology. 280 pages. 39.95

SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK (THE) 2nd Edition

Marin Davidoff Q6UCB

The book divides its four main sections: History, Getting Started, Technical Topics and appendices. It provides information on spacecraft built by, and for, radio amateurs. In addition, it discusses weather, TV broadcast and other satellites of interest. 313 pages. 150.45

SATELLITE TELEVISION A lawyer's guide

Peter Pearson

Pictures from space, that's what satellites are all about. Outlining satellites, 3200KHz high, the operation of the earth and the transmitters they carry are also covered. On the technical side, you will know how to set up your own satellite TV terminal at home, dish and antennas or even complete dish and tuner. 72 pages. 13.00

SATELLITE TELEVISION HISTORY

The book is by Ed John Brede

A quick glance at satellite television. Detailed guides-on-lines on installing and selecting dishes based on practical experience. 58 pages. 13.00

W E A T H E R S H E L T E R H A N D B O O K

Dr Ralph E. Tajuddin WWBDT

This book explains all about weather shelters. It looks at the various ways they can be used and the different types of shelters used. 150 pages. 19.00

M O R S E

INTRODUCING M O R S E

Introduction to the basic principles of Morse

George Francis

Updates for the novice licence, beginners, and Morse code. Morse code in the shortest possible space. The Morse code is the shortest possible code. 64 pages. 3.95
Be sure of your copy of Short Wave Magazine every month and qualify for the Subscribers' Club as well. Special offers and discounts are normally available to all members, including those abroad.

This month we have a very appropriate book on offer for Short Wave Magazine subscribers.

Short Wave Communications by the late Peter Rouse GU1DGD covers a very wide area and provides an ideal introduction to the hobby of radio communication. International frequency listings for aviation, marine, military, space launches, search and rescue etc. are all covered. Chapters on basic radio, propagation, how to work your radio and what the controls do, antennas and band plans are also included, making this book the ideal choice for anyone with an interest in short wave communications.

This book available from the SWM Book Service normally sells for £8.95 plus £1 p&p (UK), £1.75 p&p (overseas). However, we are able to offer it to SWM members for the special price of £6.95 plus £1 p&p, £1.75 p&p overseas.

This offer is open until 3 September 1993.

ORDER FORM FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES IN SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (0202) 659950

Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photo copy will be acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW.

SUBSCRIPTIONS

| SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 6 MONTHS | £10.50 (UK) |
| SHORT WAVE MAGAZINE 1 YEAR | £21.00 (UK) |

Please start my subscription with the__________issue.

** PRICES HELD UNTIL 12 AUGUST 1993 **

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH PRACTICAL WIRELESS 1 YEAR

| £36.00 (UK) | £39.00 (Europe) | £41.00 (Rest of World) | £75* (USA)

* $ cheques only please.

SUBS CLUB OFFER

- Please send me _______Short Wave Communication(s) @ £6.95 (UK) plus p&p. £1 (UK) £1.75 (overseas) £

- My Subscriber Number is.....

BINDERS

- Please send me _______SWM Binder(s) @ £5.50 each. £ Postal charges. £1 for one, £2 for two or more.

BOOKS

- Please send me the following book/s. £ Postal charges. £1 for one, £2 for two or more.

GRAND TOTAL £

PAYMENT DETAILS

Name

Address

Telephone No.

Postcode

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd) £

Or

Charge to my Access/Visa Card the amount of £

Card No.

Valid from ___________ to ___________

Signature

Tel.

Last Chance! 
Subs prices held until August 12
High Quality Wideband Antenna

NEVADA SCANMASTER

Receives 500kHz - 1500MHz

- MARINE
- CIVIL AIRCRAFT
- MILITARY AIRCRAFT
- AMATEUR RADIO
- PMR
- 900 MHz BAND
- PLUS MANY MORE PUBLIC SERVICES

Transmits 2m & 70cm Amateur Bands

A WIDE BAND BASE STATION ANTENNA FOR THE SCANNER USER.

MANUFACTURED TO THE HIGHEST STANDARD USING GOOD QUALITY FIBREGLASS, STAINLESS STEEL AND HEAVILY CHROMED BRASS TO PRODUCE A DISCREET ANTENNA.

THE SCANMASTER GIVES SUPERB PERFORMANCE AND IS CAPABLE OF WITHSTANDING THE WORST OF WEATHER CONDITIONS. THIS ANTENNA IS SUPPLIED COMPLETE WITH STAINLESS STEEL MOUNTING TUBE AND POLE CLAMPS.

SPECIFICATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specification</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Antenna</td>
<td>Multitrapped Vertical</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency Range</td>
<td>25-1500MHz (500kHz-25MHz at reduced sensitivity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connection</td>
<td>'N' Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Length</td>
<td>Excluding Mounting Tube, 1100mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radials</td>
<td>4 Times 200mm Long</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T.X. Power</td>
<td>35 Watts Maximum</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

only £39.95

Available from your local dealer or direct from

NEVADA COMMUNICATIONS
189 LONDON ROAD, NORTH END, PORTSMOUTH PO2 9AE

USE YOUR CREDIT CARD FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH
ORDER HOTLINE (0705) 662145
For the very best in Communications Receivers
Look to Lowe

LOWE HF RECEIVERS DO IT AGAIN!

HF-225 voted "RECEIVER OF THE YEAR" in 1990 by W.R.T.H.
HF-225 "FINLANDIA" voted "BEST DX RECEIVER 1992" at
the EDXC Convention in Finland. Final choice was from
HF-225, NRD-535 and IC-R72E.

ONCE AGAIN
THE BEST IS
BRITISH!

LOWE ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Chesterfield Road, Matlock, Derbyshire DE4 5LE
Telephone: (0629) 580800 Fax: (0629) 580020

BRANCH ADDRESSES:
London (Middlesex): 223 Field End Road, Eastcote. Tel: 081-429 3256
London (Heathrow): 6 Cherwell Close, Langley. Tel: (0753) 545255
Newcastle: Newcastle International Airport. Tel: (0661) 860418
Cumbernauld: Cumbernauld Airport Foyer. Tel: (0236) 721 004
Bristol: 6 Ferry Steps Industrial Estate. Tel: (0272) 771770
Cambridge: 162 High Street, Chesterton. Tel: (0223) 311230
Bournemouth: 27 Gillam Road, Northbourne. Tel: (0202) 577760
Leeds: 34 New Briggate, Leeds. Tel: (0532) 452657